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贊助人

President's Message
會長語

I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to the Editorial Team and
Publication Committee for the in-depth investigation of re-use in our city
that you can read about in the case studies and theoretical speculations
that fill the articles of this issue of the HKIA Journal.
Over the last decade, a number of historic buildings have been preserved
and transformed for new uses. Some of them, such as Tai Kwun, Central
Market and The Mills, have been well received by the public. Others have
been less successful. This issue is a timely reflection on how we can
learn from the past and chart future paths to preserve and re-use our
built heritage for the public’s enjoyment and to enrich our city’s culture.
Old buildings, such as temples built in Qing Dynasty, the Victorian-era
Murray House, traditional Hakka walled villages and post-war tong lau
form an important part of our city’s history and identity. With the public’s
growing awareness of the need to preserve our city’s legacy, society is
more willing to invest the necessary resources to revitalise old buildings
for new public uses. The numerous social media posts of Instagrammable
buildings and public places are just the tip of the iceberg of this growing
public interest in memorable architecture.
Architects as custodians of built heritage must work to give older
buildings a second life, especially when it comes to making them vessels
for public enjoyment. Their design efforts and other inputs matter.
Architecture that embraces the old as well as the new can create a
liveable and culturally rich city. Hong Kong is a city with diversity and
history. We should work with all stakeholders to preserve and reuse our
buildings, not only as the public face of Hong Kong but also, though
innovative adaptive reuse and placemaking, as architecture that can be
enjoyed by all walks of life.
This issue of the HKIA Journal records the efforts by our profession
to preserve and re-use buildings. The article writers and symposium
panelists have most generously shared their views on these topics. I
hope readers are simulated by the different approaches to re-think the
exciting endless possibilities of re-use for our city.

Donald Choi 蔡宏興
FHKIA, Registered Architect, APEC Architect
President
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Reuse

再利用

Thomas Chung 鍾宏亮
Editorial

編者言

This issue on Reuse is bracketed by the symposia
on ‘Public space and Culture’ as well as ‘Future’.
Weijen Wang opens the ‘Reuse in Public’ section
by observing how recent adaptive reuse projects in
Hong Kong have created inside-out public places
by opening up previously private courtyards. For
Wang, these public reuse projects embody the city’s
urban process, from revaluing authentic materiality of
construction to allowing consensus-building among
different stakeholders.
For Tai Kwun, Herzog & de Meuron are
architecturally inspired by the found conditions, while
Brian Anderson contends that professional completion
of a project is just part of the revitalisation process for
any building reuse which requires meticulous execution
as well as risk-taking and bold decision-making. For
PMQ, Alice Yeung emphasizes the importance of
the community-enabling function in any sustainable
rejuvenation of heritage buildings. Tony Lam describes
the long-awaited transformation of Central Market into
an urban oasis that now offers cultural variety within a
curated heritage leisure experience.
At The Mills in Tsuen Wan, Ray Zee explains
the juxtaposing of existing structures with new
interventions using the design principle of ‘old as old
and new as new’ and highlights the programmatic
integration of retail, museum and incubator startups with a textile-related theme. For Oi! (Oil street
Art Space) in North Point, Lesley Lau presents an
art space in the neighbourhood, promoting creative
collaborations through experimental art practices
and unconventional curatorial strategies. Referring
to Ruskin and Scarpa among others, Donald Choi
reminds us that conservation is primarily a means to
treasure successive layers of human activities marking
the inevitable passing of time.
The ‘Reuse in Culture’ section begins with the
Bishop Hill Underground Reservoir controversy that

triggered a city-wide debate on heritage conservation
in Hong Kong. The unearthing of a centuryold architectural gem also revealed a maturing
conservation consciousness through the social media
driven civil society response. The future of this graded
infrastructural heritage also provided the topic for the
HKIA Young Architect’s Award 2020 – of which the
three winning schemes with innovative reuse design
ideas are included.
For the Green Hub in Tai Po, Billy Tam recalls
the process of adapting the old police station for lowcarbon living, including the breakthrough success of
timber roof structure restoration. For the Tiger Balm
Gardens, Roger Wu recounts how its conversion into
Haw Par Music eventually took this cross-cultural
exchange via music, heritage and the arts beyond
the designing of place itself. Lawrence Mak considers
how the Urban Renewal Authority’s multi-faceted
conservation of tong laus at 618 Shanghai Street
offers a toolkit for dealing with the complexities of
urban conservation in Hong Kong. Edward Leung
wraps up the section by using the metaphor of
the ‘Ship of Theseus’ to contextualise the ethics of
conservation as a regeneration of cultural associations
and meanings through disciplined change.
The ‘Platform’ section starts with Bob Pang’s
call to consider Brutalist architecture as future
heritage. Patrick Hwang and Otto Chung explore the
role of representation in pedagogy and as a vehicle
for metaphoric re-imagination of urban heritage
respectively. Carmen Tsui advocates for conserving
post-war modernist heritage, while Wendy Ng evokes
her childhood memories as motivation to turn State
Theatre into a cultural oasis for the community.
Fanny Ang shares her joyful experience in restoring
the Duddell Street steps and gas lamps, while Emily
Bovino reflects on the irreversible renewal of Kwun
Tong’s Yue Man Square.
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Symposium on Re-use
For Public and Culture
論壇 : 再利用公眾和文化空間
3 July 2021 10:15am – 1:45pm
HKIA Premises
Edited by Dacy Chow, Mavis Lee, Otto Chung

本次論壇旨在探討保育項目對公眾和文化
空間的影響 , 通過在項目建築師、學者和
用戶之間的多視角討論，深入思考“再利用”
建築的價值究竟是什麼？隨著城市的不斷
發展，越來越多的舊建築或舊址在適應性
再利用的過程中獲得了新生 , 那麼在活化
的過程中建築師遇到過哪些困難？如何讓
舊建築滿足當今社會的新需求？如何為保
持活化後舊建築的可持續發展？最終，在
香港這個千變萬化的城市中，這些“再利用”
的案例都將成為了各種各樣價值的協商場
所，並在其特定的時間以物質形式上演。
4

Using the Bishop Hill underground reservoir incident
as a point of departure, the symposium focused
on the theme of “Re-use” to call attention to timely
issues of adaptive reuse, heritage conservation and
redesign emerging in Hong Kong. The symposium
was separated into two sessions, one on Re-use for
Public, the other on Re-use for Culture. In the first
session, projects including Tai Kwun, Central Market,
PMQ, Oi! and The Mills were presented and discussed.
In the second session, the panellists presented
Green Hub, Jao Tsung-I Academy, Haw Par Music
and 618 Shanghai Street. Both parts were also held
on Zoom to allow members of the public to join the
general discussion and interact with the panellists
through Q&A sessions. The following pages present
a thematic summary of the discussions following the
presentations.

Moderator
Weijen Wang 王維仁 (WW)
Editorial Director
Professor, HKU Architecture
Thomas Chung 鍾宏亮 (TC)
Chief Editor
Associate Professor, CUHK Architecture
Panellists
Session 1: Reuse for Public
Alice Yeung 楊麗芳 (AY)
Assistant Director, Architectural
Services Department
Brian Anderson (BA)
Director of Cultural Heritage, Purcell
Ray Zee 徐莊德(RZ)
Chef Designer & General Manager,
Nan Fung Group
Lesley Lau 劉鳳霞 (LL)
Head of Art Promotion Office
Tony Lam 林中偉 (TL)
Founding Director, AGC
Donald Choi 蔡宏興 (DC)
HKIA President
Session 2: Reuse for Culture
Nicky Wong
(NW)
Chair, HKIA Heritage & Conservation
黃洪銓

Humphrey Wong 黃德明 (HW)
Cofounder, Meta4 Design Forum Ltd
Billy Tam 譚漢華 (BT)
Director, Thomas Chow Architects
Edward Leung 梁以華 (EL)
Former Chair, HKIA Heritage and
Conservation
Roger Wu 胡燦森 (RW)
Executive Director, Project
Development, Haw Par Music
Foundation
Lawrence Mak 麥中傑 (LM)
General Manager, Urban Renewal
Authority

Introduction
In recent years, interest in restoring and conserving historical buildings
has become more prominent in both the government and the private
sector with the introduction of the Revitalisation Partnership scheme.
Tai Kwun, The Mills and Central Market are all fine examples of how
buildings from the past can be restored for contemporary purposes.
Through presenting different projects, panellists discussed the value of
conservation and asked questions such as what is the value of ‘re-use’
in architecture, what difficulties did these projects face and how were
their forms of ‘re-use’ negotiated and played out in a city that itself is
always undergoing continual change.

Opening
Hong Kong has always been known for its rapid development. We
tear down buildings without hesitation. We build our city with its global
outlook for a future that emphasises efficiency and connectivity. But
at what cost to its sense of aura, materiality, intimacy and daily life
events? In this context, how can heritage buildings become part of
the urban public space through adaptive re-use? How do we see the
potential of its architecture for the city and the public? How important
is authenticity in heritage preservation? How much of this past
authenticity should be preserved for the present and future? How is the
spatial experience of a neighborhood changed through development?
How can musealization of historic buildings be avoided? WW
With the rediscovery of Bishop Hill Underground Cistern by citizens,
‘re-use’ once again became a topic for debate in Hong Kong. At a
time when the city is facing dramatic change, re-use brings up the
discussion of important values in terms of the built environment and
heritage. Regarding the issue of what to do with old buildings, Rem
Koolhaas from OMA curated an exhibition at the 2010 Venice Biennale
in which he put forward provocative ideas on modern preservation
that went beyond the two opposing positions – John Ruskin’s theory
of authenticity and Viollet-le-Duc’s ideal of restoration. Koolhaas
5

spoke about the importance of
treating preservation as part
of development in the future.
Continuing such a discourse on
preservation, we would like to
explore the issues of reuse with
respect to its benefits for the city
and community in terms of public
space and culture. TC

Adaptive re-use
I would like to make this
provocative because if everybody
say it is correct, there is nothing
to talk about. I agree that we all
do this for people, but who do
we do it for? That is an issue.
How can architecture do better to
facilitate? These projects presented
are all great, but I would also like
panellists to share the struggle
and considerations that you went
through or things you regretted
or even concerns you think you
might face in future. Finally, you do
not have to answer my questions
because I would also like you to
provoke questions from others. For
example, Alice mentioned some
views and criteria of diverse ways
of handling conservation projects.
WW
Architecture has four ways of
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handling adaptive re-use. As
‘archaeology’ in which you do
not disturb what exists except
for updating a building to meet
statutory requirements. Green Hub
by Thomas Chow Architects is a
successful example of this. Another
approach is ‘minimal intervention’,
which is common among modern
alterations. This method often
involves the enhancement of
building interiors. PMQ is an
example of this. Tate Modern and
even The Mills are also minimal
interventions because the historical
building has not been radically
affected. The third principal is
the ‘modern approach’, which
‘rebirths’ an old building. Herzog
and de Meuron’s Elbphilharmonie
Hamburg or Kolumba Museum by
Peter Zumthor are such modern
solutions applied to historical
buildings. Lastly, we have ‘historical
plus new structure’, which is
popular with all architects, as we
have seen. AY
For me, I do not see there being
a single solution or a standard
solution for adaptive reuse for
historical buildings. Some historical
buildings in the urban context
contain high historical value. I
don’t think we should touch these.

But for other buildings with less
historical value, new alterations
should be encouraged.
In my opinion, the ultimate
long-term goal of adaptive
design is to reuse an existing
structure to provide an
opportunity for sustainable
development.
For the community and the city,
to recognise a reused building as
urban design is also very important.
A successful example does not
only regenerate the historical
structure itself but will also form a
magnet and regenerate an urban
environment to benefit the overall
community. It should also allow
the local community to understand
local culture and historical
values so it can demonstrate the
continuity of history.
I think historical revitalisation
projects should be expected
to achieve an effect of
dialogue between old and new,
physically, spatially, cultural and
spiritually.
I believe revitalisation is a
community wish. But it also
has several other features, such

as emphasising historical and
archaeological research, urban
design strategy, connectivity to a
district’s overall masterplan and
allowing professionals to jointly
formulate alternative plans that can
show how to preserve historical
elements and adapt for re-use as
well. AY
Thank you. I consider PMQ
successful because it has become
a catalyst and trigger for all
the changes around Central
rather than just regenerating the
existing structure itself. PMQ is
one of our favourites because
it is so authentic in the way
the corridor and the kitchen
area have been preserved and
reused. The promotion of semiindoor and outdoor spaces with
cross ventilation instead of airconditioning every space. The
bridge connecting the two blocks
could have been higher, which
is my only concern. Still, it is
acceptable. I think the ego of
the architect was very carefully
moderated in this project. I
wonder if that was the intelligence
of Alice or was it from Thomas
Chow? Or was it about the public?
Because if was the people, then
we have hope. WW

Continuity in curating space
Carrying on the issue of public
engagement, we are lucky to have
Lesley with us today, since she is
an art curator and the end-user of
the reused building, Oil Street Art
Space (Oi!). Lesley, can you tell us
about what your team thinks about
the space? Oi! is my favourite
project in my favourite place in
Hong Kong. The reason for this is
that it hasn’t been ‘museumised’ –
its authenticity has been kept. The
building retains its daily life feeling
and is now being reused for art
for the local community. Someone
from the government must have
been intelligent or sensible to keep
it and put it to this best use. WW
As an art curator, my main duty
with the team in Oi! is to organise
art projects in our facilities every
year. Our team is not working in
a museum like the Hong Kong
Museum of Art whose facilities are
mainly white cube galleries. We
act differently from the common
practice of art curators because of
our very interesting space. We have
only 20 percent indoor facilities
– 80 percent are outdoors. So
over time, we started to do things
differently, even altering the existing

fitouts, interior design and external
design of our art spaces. We are
grateful to our architects from the
Architectural Service Department
(ArchSD) for designing a very
beautiful environment. However,
over time, you may see a different
appearance in Oi! as my team and
working partners change things.
For the second phase of Oi!,
we conducted a series of public
engagements with architects. In
the end, we came up with an idea
of a large outdoor space. Our
proposal was to have a curator
for this open public space. He/she
would not necessarily to have an
art background, but perhaps could
be an architect, a designer or
anyone who lives nearby. LL

Challenges in adaptive reuse
For me, the revitalisation of
Central Market could have been
done better. I wonder if people
remember the original design with
a sky garden and one additional
storey above the existing market
planned as community spaces.
The idea was a juxtaposition of
the old and new. However, due
to financial constraints, the sky
garden and communal space
were dropped, resulting in a basic
7

renovation of the market. Another
problem we faced concerned
building regulations. For example,
we proposed to use the 24-hour
passageway as an exit route, so
reducing the number of staircases.
As you know, the form of Central
Market is a ring of open spaces
surrounding a central atrium. In the
end, new fireman’s staircases and
building services were required.
We would have had more usable
space if we had been able to make
use of the 24-hour passageway
as a fire escape, but the Building
Department refused our proposal.
It was also very disappointing to
have to add railings to the famous
staircase as seen in Fan Ho’s
photos. In conservation projects,
building regulations are one of
the factors that intervene in the
design. However, the public may
not notice or appreciate this. As
Ray mentioned, people should
be educated to appreciate these
things. Even the building’s officers
do not appreciate what we
have been trying to do. Building
regulations are essential for highrise buildings, but can they be less
strict for low-rise ones? Why do we
have to provide excessive building
services and facilities? TL

I observed that in Taiwan,
conservation projects are managed
better because building owners
don’t have to over-provide. In
Hong Kong, we must over-provide
a lot of building services. That
costs a lot of money, leading to
unsustainable business plans
because capital costs are too high.
This discourages many owners of
heritage buildings, especially those
without support, making them
decide to sell to developers. TL
The Building Ordinance is always
there, so whatever we propose
for historical buildings will also
have to take into account means
of escape, discharge numbers,
loading, etc. Additional structures
and building services are always
required to satisfy the ordinance,
affecting the potential of the
intended scheme. The ordinance
does not have enough flexibility
for adaptive re-use projects, which
means architects must spend
more and more time on meetings
and applications. There has been
enough time for the system to
mature, so now maybe we can
initiate a conversation with the
government about these difficulties
instead of once again reviewing the
same ordinance or practice notes.
BT

time, when we go to the Building
Department, we are told to follow
the codes. It would be better if
these two approval authorities
could work together and provide
an agreed set of comments that
are consistent so as not to waste
time for everyone. BT

Identity and association
We have been talking about
building regulations, fire services,
about building fabric and

What are the things that need
addressing? Building regulations,
or conservation regulations? WW
There are no conservation
regulations in Hong Kong. TL
Adaptive re-use for buildings is
complicated. On the heritage
aspect, the Antiquities and
Monuments Office (AMO) will
always have advice and comments,
telling you that you need to retain
existing fabric or structures, that
you cannot change that door or
this window. However, at the same
8

architectural character. Personally,
I consider these aspects as being
like the planks of the Ship of
Theseus. To ask whether we alter
a building’s services is like asking
which plank to change? This
might be the wrong question. My
view is that we need to retain the

association between a historical
building and people. The values
of a building are more important
than its physical fabric. Future
generations will interpret things
and feel differently than we do,
but they will still acknowledge the
same values. EL
Tai Kwun was conceived and
sponsored by the British. It was
founded soon after the colonisation
of Hong Kong, and it was clearly
used to assert authority through its

about it is embarrassing for me as
a Brit. However, my Chinese friends
said ‘No, we don’t see it like that.
But even if we did, the fact is that it
is part of our history and therefore
it is part of our identity, and so it
matters.’ I thought that was quite
profound because it shows a
generosity of spirit if nothing else.
I’m not sure the English would
possess the same quality. When
we look at heritage revitalisation,
we need to have our feet firmly on
the ground and understand use
and safety performance. These
things are paramount. That is not
to say we should presume to have
a free rein for what we do with
Hong Kong heritage.
We need to manage change
sensibly because you need to
have a sense of the past when
you look into the future.
If you only look at one and not the
other, you are missing out. That I
think is really important. BA
architecture, mass and operation.
So I asked some Chinese friends
of mine: ‘What do you make of
this place? Do you see this site as
a symbol of colonial oppression?’
You could see it that way. I am
clear what the situation would be
if our roles are revised. Thinking

Who do we do conservation
for? Now we have this set of
knowledge, these tools and the
permission to keep something,
are we building in order to be
mercenary? Are we going to do
whatever the person who pays us

the highest fee wants or do we
have our own ethical standards?
I think this is the more important
question, especially if we care
about our community. We want to
leave a better living environment
for future generations. Obviously
in the commercial world, there are
a lot of pressure and economic
incentives for us to sell our
expertise. But now it is up to each
of us to be true to our beliefs.
Albert Speer was a great architect.
He had all the skills, but he
ended up working for an extreme
dictatorship.
We need to be aware that
our work is not just about
architecture, but how we think
architecture should contribute
to humanity and our civilization.
DC

How to re-use
When it comes to the re-use of a
building, it has to be more about
‘how’ than ‘why’, especially ‘how
to make it happen’. We need to
approach every project with an
attitude of sensitivity. I’m reminded
of the continuity embodied by the
Ise Jingu in Japan. Locals replace
the timber and rebuild the shrine
every 20 years. Thus tradition
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is preserved and continued, but
not the actual material. Do we
have a road map we can apply
to all projects, or is every project
different? How much can architects
do? Working with people and
users, do we have to find our limits
and get others involved? TC
Haw Par was built in a time when
there were a lot of buildings of a
similar style. Its design reflected
the growing Chinese population in
the British colonial environment,
creating an interesting chemistry
of the two. To a certain extent, it
suggests how all cultures could
come together. PMQ has a similar
background. It was the first police
quarters provided by the British
colonial government that included
homes for Chinese officers. Its
spirit reflects this. By analysing
values, you pave the way to the
future and how you interpret it.
While we all talk about how we
built PMQ to be fit for purpose,
taking into account fire safety,
kitchens and whatever, I think how
we programme is as important. As
well as physical functions, it is the
function of the soul that matters.
For architects, we need to
move beyond our comfort zone
and familiar challenges about
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regulations and what they are
all about. RW
I notice that nowadays more private
developers and the government as
well as the public do not only care
about economic values. They are
also aware of the needs of heritage
projects and concerned about their
social and historical value and the
benefits they bring for the future.
In the case of Bishop Hill, the
public were overwhelmingly keen
to know about the site’s prospects,
which led to a lot of debate.
Bishop Hill offers an
opportunity for the government
and architects to consider how
to make good use of the space
but at the same time ensure
that building regulations,
requirements for fire safety and
new additions will not destroy
the space. NW
On the subject of ‘how’, do we
have any news about how the
Bishop Hill underground cistern will
be conserved? TC
We had a chat with the
Commissioner for Heritage about
this recently. The government is
convening a working party to look
at the various issues. It should

reach its conclusions around the
end of this year. I suppose you
might call this a development brief.
What do we do with this structure?
Do we simply conserve it as we
find it and allow people to wander
around this century-old structure?
I think they will be looking for
beneficial uses of the site. What
form that might take depends
largely on the views of different
parties. This marks a change in
attitude of the government in that
it seems to be looking at things
positively. BA
My sense is the government
particularly was rather afraid of
heritage in the past. It saw lots
of risks and potentials for things
happening. I get the sense that it
is more relaxed now than it was.
That’s a really encouraging sign.
Mistakes are inevitable. We made
lots of mistakes in the UK. But
we learned from those mistakes,
though it took some decades to
do so. Obviously, people want to
minimise the mistakes. However,
by having an open and honest
discussion about them across
Hong Kong, everybody can
contribute, including the public,
stakeholders from this group
and the government. Bishop Hill
was one of those mistakes. It

was being demolished before the
public outcry stopped things. In
the long term, how we manage
episodes like those associated with
Bishop Hill will be improved, even
though they were learned in an
unfortunate way. BA
Tsang Tai Uk, one of my favorite
historical buildings in Hong Kong,
is not a listed building. It hasn’t
been renovated by the ArchSD or
planned to be re-used. In the past
25 years, I have visited the place
multiple times. What I experience
and see gradually is the decaying
of the building fabric because
no one is managing the site. I
also see many more buildings
in Lai Chi Wo area which have
been lucky enough to be kept
in good condition as if time was
frozen. What is next? Is there a
way that some kind of lightweight
conservation measures can be
applied to these local village
buildings? WW

Revitalising Historic
Buildings Through
Partnership Scheme
The approach to heritage
conservation in Hong Kong has
been quite passive.

Architects and other relevant
parties deal with a case whenever
it comes up. For example, most
of our projects are under the
Revitalising Historic Buildings
Through Partnership Scheme
(‘R’ scheme), in which suitable
government-owned historic
buildings are targeted and NPOs
are invited to propose a use.
Some developers these days
have more incentives for heritage
conservation, as we are seeing
with the State Theatre, which
is helping to preserve the city’s
cultural icons and have them serve
the community. TL
Sometimes the fatigue that
comes from winning an ‘R’
scheme is problematic, such as
happens when a non-government
organisation (NGO) approaches
you saying it would like your help
to apply to take care of a certain
site or historical building. However,
as an architect, you are always
under the drastic constraint of
being unable to choose your
client. Those who approach you
might not propose the most ideal
or ‘correct’ programme for a site
or building. So even if you end
up with the applicant who wins a
project, you essentially might feel
uncertain through the design stage
to what you end up creating for the
client and whether you should have
continued doing it or not. HW

hard conversation. BA
For any ‘R’ scheme, the architect’s
role might not just be being an
architect. It could be for one of the
directors, or one of the persons in
charge of the project to set out the
roadmap for the project. Architects
doing this may face a conflict of
interest. But Brian is right, we need
to come out of our comfort zone
and challenge existing practices.
To a certain degree, we are most
comfortable trying to resolve
the problems of fire services,
public access, handrails and so
on, because that is what we are
trained to do. Personally, I think we
should get out and do something
more engaged with other people’s
needs. RW

Architect as champion or
public as champion?
Every project needs a ‘champion’.
It is very rare for the architect
to be the champion. When you
watch a television programme
that features some heritage
revitalisation project, rarely is it the
architect who is being interviewed,
though the architect is the creative
engine of that process. We need
to try to ensure that we are the

It is important to be aspirational.
But, as Humphrey says, when that
phone rings or you get an email
from a potential client saying ‘I
want to do X’, you know the extent
of your choice is whether to say
yes or no. It’s not easy. We always
take the view that the buildings
should decide what we do, not
the business plan. But it is a brave
soul who can stand up and say
‘Your idea is great, but not for this
building.’ That would be a very
11

ones advocating the value of
conservation or adaptive reuse. We
are all articulate people and care
passionately about this. BA
I would like to elaborate more on
the idea of a project ‘champion’.
Nowadays, from the conservation
standpoint, we need a wider
variety of champions, not just
politicians. For example, another
recent conservation project was
Lai Chi Wo Hakka Village. That
wasn’t initiated by a politician
or government department, but
by young people and people
from overseas who enjoyed
an alternative way of living. We
couldn’t have imagined that kind
of champion 10 years ago. I
expect we will see a wider variety
of champions with different
possibilities. HW
For Bishop Hill, it wasn’t the
government who initiated
conservation but people from
the neighbourhood. I think this
is very beautiful. There are so
many beautiful things in our city.
Architects and ordinary people
have a sensitivity to keep them.
Arcade streets, like the 618
Shanghai Street project, from an

urban design perspective, form
collective, urban spaces that can
be preserved in some way. We
are entering a different phase, I
hope, of not just wanting to have a
museum. WW
Champions can be from the
project sector; they can from
the government or be politicians.
Carrie Lam was the champion for
Tai Kwun. She was persuasive
and in a strong political position –
being Secretary for Development
at that time. But what’s happening
increasingly – and which
coincidentally is also happening
in the UK, is that the public are
becoming the champions of
conservation projects. When you
get a groundswell of support for
something, politicians tend to
follow and so does private money.
We all need to look to the public
as stakeholders because ultimately
they will make the biggest
difference of all. This is because
of their ability, simply because of
their sheer numbers, to draw in the
principal decision makers, be they
political or from the private realm.
BA
We have had very little hope

for these projects until now
because if more money could be
made through redevelopment
our chances of saving heritage
buildings has been very limited.
That is not our fault. Because
Hong Kong is a very small place, it
needs to be efficient. I have hope,
though, because of projects like
PMQ. If you look at some of the
people who go to those places,
they care. You need to travel 40
minutes to The Mills, through heat,
pollution and noise. Once you get
there you need to walk for 15
minutes along elevated walkways.
The people you see there I will say
are slightly alternative. They don’t
have babies, but they have dogs.
They might not eat at a three-star
Michelin restaurant, but they are
willing to spend $45 on a cup of
coffee. They aren’t stereotypical,
but they are surely unique. RZ
I think we were talking about the
architects and the public being
champions. How about the Urban
Renewal Authority (URA)? Is 618
Shanghai Street a breakthrough
for you? Or is there more room for
improvement? TC
I would like to use two URA
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projects as examples to show that
the URA has taken the initiative
in the conservation of historical
buildings. We commenced 618
Shanghai street and the Flower
Market Cluster at the same time.
Before starting, URA undertook
a study and identified these two
clusters area possibly the last
remaining clusters of shophouses
built before World War II in Hong
Kong. Then, instead of asking the
government to re-zone the cluster,
the URA took out two parcels of
land from the Outline Zoning Plan
(OZP) and commenced our own
project under the URA ordinance
and development scheme.
Probably, the government could
do more to initiate development
schemes under their inventory of
historical buildings. At the same
time, there should be opportunities
to allow a more bottomup approach for more public
involvement. LM
Responding to Lawrence’s bottomup approach, I always like to
propose that that local people
create a map of the historical
buildings in their own districts,
identifying their location and the
buildings’ value, and then inform

the government and planning
department to see if there is a
chance of preserving them. I think
we should go for a more pro-active
approach that is more inclusive. TL

Questions from the
audience
First, reusing the old gives an
excellent opportunity to revitalise
and explore old ways of building,
going beyond the conservation
of materials to enable the
conservation of skills. Are there
any interesting examples of skill
interventions?
Second, as re-use projects are
obviously about preserving history
and heritage, how can we make
them the norm? How can we
make more people care? Are there
roadmaps for change?
Third, can we justify cheap
conservation adaptive reuse
projects? TC
I would like to attempt to answer
the third question. Green Hub
was coordinated by Billy and me.
When we started the layout and

conservation design, we tried
to do a better matchmaking of
functions, that being the way to
minimise the alterations and avoid
any unnecessary new elements.
We tried to stick with the original
historical building fragments and
see what functions were required
by the user, Kadoorie Farm. How
could the functional requirements
match the building fragments? In
the case of Green Hub, there was
a quite proper matching of the
proposed function to the original
fragments. Such an approach can
reduce the budget required for
conservation projects. HW
Cost is sometimes about mentality.
Some conservation projects
tend to have a greater scale of
refurbishment in order to restore
buildings to their original look.
Others prefer to reveal the original
material and leave things such as
tile cracks exposed. For some of
our private clients, stone is usually
preferred over tiles due to its
better appearance. So it’s often the
mentality that results in a higher
cost. TL
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Reuse for Public
再利用 • 公共空間

1

Inside-out Public Spaces
Re-use and Urban Typology as Urban Process
內外反轉公共空間：都市類型學與建築再利用的社會過程
Weijen Wang 王維仁

五棟近十年內完成的舊建築再利用項目，將香港
系列著名的歷史建築群成功的轉化為活力的城市
文化公共空間。這幾個轉化的建築策略、設計與都
市過程，從大館、中環街市到油街，不但宣示了香
港歷史建築再利用的新紀元，更開啟了香港城市空
間類型學的新模式：都市合院與都市拱廊。

1 Tai Kwun axonometric view
2 PMQ axonometric view
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From PMQ to Central Market, within less than a
decade a series of adaptive re-use projects turned
some of Hong Kong’s significant old building
complexes into vibrant public open spaces. The
transformations, from the re-opening of Oil Street
Art Space in 2013 and PMQ in 2014, to Tai Kwun
and The Mills in 2018, and Central Market in 2021,
mark not only Hong Kong’s new era for historical
preservation, but also open up new possibilities for
architecture and urban space in Hong Kong.

2

Heritage buildings such as Flagstaff House or
the Whitfield Barrack in the last century were mostly
turned into museums or heritage discovery centres
managed by the government. Unlike the programmatic
arrangement for historical buildings of the last
generation, the newly developed re-use heritage
buildings offer mixtures of cultural, art, community, and
retail facilities. In terms of urban typology, many of the
courtyards of these architecture compounds, originally
designed for internal use, have been opened up as
plaza-like urban spaces of a kind previously missing
in Hong Kong’s urban development. Architecturally,
the authenticity of material construction exhibited in
these buildings reinstates tectonic and tactile qualities
overlooked in Hong Kong’s architecture in recent
decades. Most importantly, negotiations among citizen
groups, professionals and the government over the
making of public spaces has become a social process
shaping Hong Kong’s civic and cultural identity.

Plaza and street
Plazas and streets are considered two distinct
urban typologies for traditional urban spaces. Plazas
and squares developed from a focal point with a
defined area surrounded by urban buildings often
accommodate free spaces for individuals or groups.
Here they can sit, stand, pass-by, meander or gather.
Streets, boulevards, arcades and promenades can be
home to continuous, linear urban events or attractions,
including commerce, while accommodating free spaces
for walking, strolling and wondering. Despite its lack of
plazas and tree-lined boulevards due to its functionally
dominated planning history, Hong Kong is known for
its active but alternative space forms generated from
its high-density urbanism, such as its sky-bridges,
escalators and terraces.
At the same time, the few remaining examples of
traditional urban spaces in Hong Kong, such as Statue
Square or the Tsim Sha Tsui water-front promenade,
17
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Tai Kwun site plan
PMQ site plan
Central Market site plan
Oi! site plan
The Mills site plan
3

are often packed with design features, such as
pavilions, water fountains, planters and paved paths,
that create theme-park-like divisions or iconic objects.
These imposed designs in plaza spaces tend to act as
barriers rather than facilitating free space that is open
for urban possibilities. Urban streets such as Queen’s
Road or Nathan Road are often too congested to
accommodate wandering pedestrians or boulevards
lined with trees like Barcelona’s Rambla.
Against this background, let us consider the
urban courtyards and arcades found in five recently
created urban complexes, Tai Kwun, PMQ, Oil Street
Art Space, Central Market and The Mills, and examine
how these provide new typological models for urban
spaces and urban architecture while accommodating
free space for urban wandering.
Urban Courtyard and Urban Arcade
Tai Kwun is an inside-out urban space developed from
within. Its two internal courtyards, the lower plaza of
Parade Ground and upper plaza of Prison Yard, are
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now being transformed from previously enclosed
compounds into urban spaces surrounded by new
programmes of commerce and culture, open to and
connecting with the surrounding city fabric. Through
the strategic and critical connection of Tai Kwun Lane,
the new design links the two plazas with two new
architectural anchors: the JC Contemporary Museum
and the JC Cube. With its elaborate and extensive
façade and lifted mass, stepped underpass and
extreme spatial tension, the JC Cube creates a dramatic
urban theatre that is one of Hong Kong’s best urban
architecture projects of recent years.
PMQ is a newly created urban courtyard formed from
what was previously a void space between two parallel
linear blocks. The addition of the Qube bridging the
two blocks was a smart design move. By converting
the compound into a three-dimensional urban complex
and establishing a successful semi-covered plaza
space with cross ventilation and urban greenery, it
opened up new functional spaces while defining the

4

5

6

7

semi-outdoor plaza space below. With architecture
that allows for trees, sunlight and the open sky above
and in-front, both Tai Kwun and PMQ have injected a
sense of free space and nature inside their respective
compounds.
Central Market demonstrates how urban typology
can be reconfigure to suggest new possibilities for an
arcade. Connected to Central’s escalator promenade,
the atrium-based linear market now takes the form of
an urban arcade with a lively atrium and bridge deck
open to natural lighting and ventilation. Unlike typical
shopping malls that internalise their circulation, Central
Market has retained its previous pedestrian movement
and open public space patterns. Distinct from its
European counterparts in Paris and Milan, Hong
Kong’s 21st century urban arcade is elevated from the
ground in a multi-leveled city.
The Mills is another successful conversion, in this case
of privately owned factory space into a new urban

complex mixing retail and cultural space that sets a
pioneering model for the adaptive reuse for industrial
buildings. The opening up of Pak Tin Par Lane with its
connection to the street was a critical, strategic move.
It brings an urban lane into the internally organized
atrium with retail and exhibition space across the two
blocks. Linking the pedestrian movement to a roofdeck garden, the design has a subtle urban quality.
Oi! has a very different model for shaping an urban
courtyard surrounded by tall buildings. Developed
from a linear sequence of heritage architectures
facing an internal yard, this project gradually features
a significant field of greenery flanked by a cluster of
art buildings. Located in Fortress Hill, at the corner of
Oil Street and Electric Road, with a newly completed
exhibition building at one end of its lawn and a
Municipal Building Complex at the other, Oi! has the
potential to become a prominent urban space and
cultural hub for Hong Kong.
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From Biennale to Tai Kwun
Tai Kwun had a long planning and design process.
The first design proposal by Herzog & De Meuron
was originally much more aggressive than the final
version. It included an iconic tower using bamboo as
a metaphor that would occupy the compound’s upper
plaza. That proposal led to heated public debate,
with strong opposition from various civic groups who
wanted to see the conservation of its open space and
urban memory. The project was then put on hold for
more than a year, giving HKIA’s biennale committee an
opportunity to ‘borrow the site’ from the Hong Kong
Jockey Club and the government to hold the 2007
Architecture Biennale. Working carefully with the Lands
Department, AMO, the government’s ArchSD and the
Jockey Club, the major sponsor of the biennale, the
curatorial team invited nearly a hundred exhibitors
from Hong Kong and around the world, including
Herzog & De Meuron, Stephen Holl, Atelier Bow-Wow,
Wang Shu and many others, to participate. Titled ‘Refabricating City’, the Biennale proposed that people
think about how urban architecture could address the
relationship between architecture and urban fabric.
From December 2007 to March 2008, with
numerous visitors and activities occupying almost
every space of the Central Police Station Compound’s
plazas and rooms, patios and hallways, corridors and
verandahs, the Hong Kong Biennale of Architecture\
Urbanism opened the long enclosed urban enclave
to the public for the first time. The exhibitions not
only become a forum for design professions and
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communities to share their views, more importantly,
they also turned the venue into a public space for
Hong Kong citizens. Nowadays, when looking down at
the courtyard from the verandah, those who took part
in the 2007 Biennale can be reminded of what they
saw all those years ago, much of which was perhaps
less refined and commercial compared to the present
but was also culturally more robust.
The 2007 Biennale also successfully served as an
important transition for ‘Becoming Tai Kwun’, testing
public reception of various ideas for the scheme for
the Hong Kong Jockey Club and government while
exploring the spatial potential of the compound as an
architectural experiment.
As the biennale’s curator, I recall the evening
before its opening when conservation activists and the
media gathered in the plaza to protest and question
the use of historical buildings as the venue for such
an architecture event. In dealing with that crisis, we
came to have a deeper appreciation of the frustration
of concerned citizens who had just witnessed the
destruction of the Star Ferry and Queen’s Pier. At the
last minute, we requested our exhibitors to amend
their exhibit designs to leave intact all building fabrics
and internal furnishings, not because we shared the
nostalgic attitude of treating historical architecture as
untouchable antiquities, but because we believed that
the biennale was itself a part of the urban process of
shaping our public spaces. That was an urban process
of consensus-building and negotiation for a shared
urban value.

9

At that biennale, in the deliberation of design
options for Central Market or the on-going design
development for Oi!, through the urban processes of
exploration and participation to shape better public
spaces, has our city been able to generate more
consensus to counter or renegotiate the government’s
procedural rationality? Certainly, we know we should
be ready to state clearly that what Hong Kong needs
are not more iconic landmarks but public spaces with
both urban visions and urban memories, spaces that
welcome everyone to take part as stake holders in a
world-class city and civic society.
Authenticity and city memory
To end, I would like to note how these five adaptive
reuse projects have reinstated material, tectonic and
tactile architectural qualities ignored in Hong Kong for
the last few decades. The conservation of heritage
architecture can be seen in the careful laying of bricks
and stones, the timber rafters, the fabric of mosaic
tiles, the smooth terrazzo and textured concrete
surfaces and the authenticity of the materials used
and construction techniques. Along with their sites,
levels, steps, contours and trees, the re-use of heritage
buildings not only accommodates the city’s collective
memories, but also brings back the tectonic and tactile
quality of architecture that sustains a sense of place
in our city.
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Weijen Wang, Andrew KF Lee Professor in
Architecture Design, Department of Architecture,
University of Hong Kong.
王維仁為香港大學建築系教授，香港大學李景勛建築
設計明德基金教授。
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Parade Ground / lower plaza, former CPSC,
“Re-fabricating City”, HK-SZ Bi-City Biennale
of Architecture\Urbanism, 2007.
Prison Yard / upper plaza, former CPSC,
“Re-fabricating City”, HK-SZ Bi-City Biennale
of Architecture\Urbanism, 2007.
Connecting ramp between parade ground
and prison yard as temporary exhibition space,
“Re-fabricating City”, HK-SZ Bi-City Biennale
of Architecture\Urbanism, 2007.
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Tai Kwun: Centre for Heritage and Arts
大館 : 古蹟及藝術館
Herzog & de Meuron
“What we have done in Hong
Kong is to transform a former
Police Station into a Centre for
Heritage and Arts… The principle
is TABULA RASA… In daily life
we all still carelessly throw away
things we use every day instead of
recycling and reintegrating them in
a somewhat appropriate or even
creative way… Re-Inventing and
Re-Using pre-existing ideas and
objects – not necessarily of a heroic
period of the past, but simply of
what we found in front of us – has
become an essential element within
our vocabulary since those early
days and projects...think of early
projects such as the ‘Marktplatz
Basel’, ‘Stone House Tavole’, later
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of course ‘Tate Modern’ or now ‘Tai
Kwun’. We adopted this strategy of
working WITH instead of AGAINST
the existing material world of
objects because we found it natural
and inspiring, often resulting in
unexpected and innovative results…”
Jacques Herzog, July 2018

The former Central Police
Station, the Central Magistracy
and the Victoria Prison is a walled
compound of heritage buildings
at the commercial centre of Hong
Kong Island. Established by the
British after 1841 as the colony’s

main police station, magistracy,
and prison, the site is one of Hong
Kong’s most important remaining
historic monuments. Following its
decommission in 2006, the entire
compound was vacated, leaving a
set of open grounds and a collection
of unique buildings. The compound
is defined and structured by two
large courtyards: the Parade Ground
and the Prison Yard. Our goal is to
preserve the openness and distinct
character of both and to re-activate
them for public use as a new type
of urban found space. These spaces
will define the site physically and
programmatically as places of
gathering, cultural exchange, leisure,
and respite.

1 JC Cube (© Iwan Baan)
2 JC Contemporary (© Iwan Baan)
2

The design of JC Contemporary,
located at the southwest portion of
the site, is developed in close relation
to the adaptive reuse of the F Hall.
New connections will be created
between the two buildings. Together,
they will house contemporary art
functions. The courtyard entrance
of the JC Contemporary is defined
by the building’s volume hovering
above the historic revetment wall.
This entrance area is protected
from rain and sun, and acts as the
circulation hub and foyer to both
the F Hall and JC Contemporary.
The F Hall will be a versatile gallery
space for art exhibition or other
special events. Much of the original
architecture with its traces from the
buildings’ past use are kept and
preserved. In contrast, the adjacent
JC Contemporary will feature large
column free exhibition spaces with
maximum flexibility. Skylights in the
roof will provide natural daylight into
the top gallery space. The second
floor is dedicated to a restaurant
with an outdoor terrace overlooking
the rich and textured roofscape of
the entire compound embedded in
the cityscape.
Sitting as a new marker on
the southeast corner of the CPS
site is the new JC Cube. The volume

similarly hovers above the revetment
wall along Arbuthnot Road, creating
a covered public outdoor gathering,
cinema and performance space with
a large stair whose steps may be
used for informal seating. On either
side of the JC Cube are old prison
buildings, D Hall and E Hall, forming
interior elevations for this unique
outdoor venue. The height restriction
is also fully taken advantage of,
resulting in two more generous
program spaces above: an 8m
height multipurpose space with an
accessible technical grid ceiling, and
a mechanical plant room that houses
cooling towers and equipment
serving the entire site.
Both new buildings are clad
with a cast aluminium façade unit
system that is referencing, in terms
of scale and proportion, the existing
granite block elements of the
characteristic bordering revetment
wall surrounding the entire site, thus
establishing a certain contextual
relationship. The use of 100%
recycled aluminium as a material
provides a distinctive architectural
expression and materiality, setting
the new buildings apart as new
insertions amongst the collection of
historical masonry blocks, and at the

same time addresses issues such
as structural support, sun shading,
and rain protection in Hong Kong’s
subtropical climate. The specific
porosity, patterning, and expression
of the façade unit is informed by
the functional and environmental
requirements of the uses within.
The materiality of the cast
aluminium units will have a distinctive
roughness and texture breaking
down the façade surface, which
helps to reduce the reflectivity and
glare during the daytime. At night,
light emitted from the building will
be partially screened by the façade
units, expressing the life of activities
within but without creating light
pollution.

The success of Tai Kwun's
revitalisation lay in a collaborative
effort between Herzog & de
Meuron, Purcell and Rocco Design
Architects. Among the many original
buildings that were retained and
restored, Herzog & de Meuron
have introduced two new buildings
(JC Contemporary and JC Cube) to
the Former Central Police Station
Compound (CPSC). (Ed)
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Tai Kwun Revitalised: What’s Next?
大館活化 : 何去何從 ?
Brian Anderson
香港建築保育的討論很自然地集中在技術問題和監
管挑戰上，大館亦遇到了很多技術上的問題 , 包括如
何取得適合的材料用作保育，以及所需的工藝技能等
等。本文旨在列出建築保育會遇上的一些問題，以幫
助未來的營運商實現他們對活化保育的抱負，亦能夠
推廣文物保育的重要性，從而保存城市的記憶。

As a comparatively new area of enquiry, discussion
of building conservation in Hong Kong quite naturally
focuses on the technical and regulatory challenges
that we face: where can we source appropriate
materials and the craft skills needed to use them?
Where and how can education and training contribute?
How do we address areas of non-compliance with
the statutory framework? All these challenges were
encountered at Tai Kwun.
Experience shows that diligence and attention
to detail; a long timescale – some eight years from
planning application to handover in the case of Tai
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Kwun; and adherence to a known process, will deliver
a successful project. However, as an architect I would
contend that handover of a project should be seen by
the profession as not the end but merely the beginning.
This is especially true of revitalisation projects
that by default comprise a change of use. Unlike the
former or original use, a new use on a site that was
built for something else is unproven and untested.
How does a developer establish sufficient confidence
in the future of a heritage asset to be able to commit
substantial funds to revitalise it and how does the
operator sustain and develop the original vision? This
article sets out some of the issues that need to be
addressed by the architect to assist both developer
and operator to fulfil their ambitions and thereby
secure the future of an asset whilst simultaneously
retaining or enhancing its cultural significance.
A useful starting point is asking why? Why do we
repair and adapt old buildings? Historically, this was

a simple economic question: repairing or adapting a
building was cheaper than demolition and building
anew. The modern era has transformed construction
methodology and the statutory framework in which
we operate to the extent that, invariably, new building
came to be seen as a panacea: the development of
materials’ science and the achievement of high levels of
performance in use, large, open-plan spaces, large areas
of transparency and the ability to construct multi-storey
buildings created a marked shift away from traditional
forms. Such buildings were seen as old-fashioned, out
of date and not fit for purpose. Hong Kong embodies
these attitudes in its statutory framework and desire for
improvement and prosperity.
So why retain buildings of earlier generations,
which by default cannot serve the purposes of a
modern and dynamic city? This question is of particular
interest in a place like Hong Kong because of its
history: most of the buildings we are considering
were built during colonial times and as such they are
inevitably associated with Britain and the West. At Tai
Kwun – formerly the Central Police Station Compound
– the focus is sharp: buildings that housed the police,
the judiciary and convicted felons can readily be seen
as symbols of colonial oppression. Yet conversations
with indigenous Hongkongers during the last 10 years
have revealed a surprising response: that either these
buildings are not seen that way or even if they are, they
are part of Hong Kong’s history and people’s identity

and therefore they matter. In this context, retaining such
buildings has become a given rather than an option,
making the question what shall we do with them?
The first step is crucial to a successful outcome.
The very first conversation between developer and
architect should be about what a building can offer, for
it is the building that should inform the new use, not the
business plan. This can be tricky if one’s would-be client
has already bought a property and has grandiose and illthought-out ideas for it. But it is essential that the right
balance is struck between what an historical building can
accommodate and what is demanded of it. Sometimes
this takes time to work out, since the solution may not
be immediately obvious. Flexibility in terms of timescale
and programme are necessary in order to obtain the
optimum outcome. If the proposals are contentious, then
stakeholder consultation is also vital.
Once the broad parameters are established,
detailed design work can begin. This phase of
development demands an article all to itself, but suffice
to say that attention to detail and a sound knowledge of
materials and construction processes are essential.
In parallel with this we need to consider those
challenges that will impact on future sustainability. They
will vary from one site to another, but at Tai Kwun they
included:
1) Embedding the site back into the city
2) Change
3) Performance in use.

2
1 View of JC Cube with cast aluminium facade (© Iwan Baan)
2 Top: North-south section showing JC Cube (courtesy PURCELL); bottom: Elevation
along Arbuthnot Road showing Former Central Magistracy (courtesy PURCELL)
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Tai Kwun was conceived and built as a fortress –
designed both to keep people out and to keep people
in. At the time of its establishment in the 1840s, it was
out of the city and spatially detached from the urban
context. As the city developed, it engulfed the site and
thus created the context that we see today. [Fig.3]
Today, Tai Kwun is surrounded by buildings of the
modern era, mostly multi-storey, occupied by people
going about their daily business, and so it has become,
spatially and sociologically, an island. This had to
change, but the physical elements that made it so – the
massive revetment walls that surrounded it – were key
elements of its character and could not be substantially
altered let alone removed.
There were of course existing entry/exit points.
These were retained. One of them, at Bauhinia House
on the site’s south-east corner, was adapted to
accommodate increased numbers of people entering
and leaving. Three others were created anew: a
vehicular entry/exit point providing access for delivery
of artworks to the new modern art gallery and waste
removal; a pedestrian entrance on Old Bailey Street for
access to the same building; and a bridge connection
across Hollywood Road linking the site directly to the
Mid-Levels Escalator. [Fig.4] This bridge later turned out
to be the single most contentious issue from a heritage
26
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point of view.
Embedding the site back into the city was seen as
vital. Tai Kwun needed to become part of everyday life
– a regular venue for lunch or dinner or for experiencing
art in a variety of formats. Having people visit regularly
is vital to its long-term sustainability. So far, it seems
to have been successful in this respect: as of the end
of 2020, some 8 million people had visited the site.
Realising this objective has had its costs: those who
objected to the new bridge connection pointed out,
correctly, that this access point would partially obscure
the view of the former Police Headquarters building.
This shows how the decisions one makes about
heritage assets may not be straightforward. To secure a
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sustainable future one has to be prepared to develop a
robust argument and to advocate for it. Today the bridge
entrance is by far the most popular point of arrival.
It follows from this that change is a major
challenge. In a place where so much heritage has been
lost, what is left is inevitably more precious. But a strictly
preservationist response cannot guarantee the optimum
outcome. If Tai Kwun had been merely conserved as
found, people would have appreciated the technical
content of the conservation work, but would they have
re-visited the site? One suspects not. To survive in the
long term, heritage assets, like all other built assets,
need to have a purpose and be adaptable. These are
the underlying principles that led to the decisions about
adapting the existing buildings and constructing new
ones. Without a measure of change and adaptation,
interest in the site would likely have faded over time and
with it the funding needed to maintain it.
The concept of change is nothing new. A
quick review of Tai Kwun’s history shows how it has
changed radically during the 180 years since it was
first established. [Fig.5] Therein lies a key point: those
changes are in part what makes the site so interesting
today. We should not be afraid of change when
9

7

8
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considering heritage assets, but we do need to be
respectful of it and to ensure to the best of our ability
that we preserve what is worth retaining, reveal what
might otherwise be hidden, and, above all, make such
sites accessible to the public for their appreciation and
enjoyment.
It is often thought that heritage assets, particularly
those that are protected by law, cannot be changed.
This is incorrect. Any historical building, including
Declared Monuments, can be changed subject to
obtaining approval from the Antiquities Authority. The
work at Tai Kwun, which is home to three Declared
Monuments, shows what is achievable. The key point is
not only to preserve but to manage change sensitively.
Finally, we need to consider performance in
use. As said earlier, historical buildings are often
seen as having a poor performance compared with
modern buildings, and of course everyone expects all
built environments to be safe for people to use. The
government has a duty to ensure people can go about
their lives in a safe environment. Those of us who
conserve and restore old buildings for a living can be
guilty of thinking that conservation should be the preeminent consideration, with safety a secondary issue.
The reality is that safety always comes first. If a structure
is not safe to enter then it cannot be interpreted and
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understood by the public. So it is not a case of ‘either
or’ but of ‘both and’. All conservation schemes must be
both safe in use and exemplary in their philosophical
interpretation and technical execution. As the UNESCO
Asia Pacific jury panel of 2019 put it:
The technical quality of the restoration work is
standard-setting on an international level, ensuring
the authenticity and integrity of the historic fabric.
Innovative architectural and engineering solutions are
underpinned by meticulous investigation and rigorous
conservation principles.
The successful adaptation of heritage assets is
never easy or predictable. Outcomes cannot be taken
for granted, not least because some aspects of a site
are hidden from view and may be difficult to know at an
early stage. A rigorous approach to risk management
is vital. In this, the architect should act as the catalyst
for decision-making across all aspects of a project.
Developers need to be able to make decisions in a
timely manner and without exposing themselves to
undue levels of risk. Given the inherent uncertainties
associated with heritage assets, this becomes of
singular importance.
But these are technical considerations. The public
is increasingly interested in heritage assets, especially
when an intention to adapt them to new uses is

announced. Here lies another role for the architect:
every heritage asset needs a champion, yet rarely is
the architect the one in front of the TV camera. This
can and should change. Architects by the nature of
their training and practice are well placed to fulfil this
role. It demands an ability to advocate an agenda
that may be challenging to stakeholders, but which
architects, with their understanding of the issues
involved, can carry out.

Brian Anderson. BA Dip Arch RIBA President, HKICON ; Director of
Cultural Heritage, PURCELL.
Brian Anderson 是大館保育項目的保育建築師，公司的文化遺產總監。

7 View of JC Contemporary from new stairway
8 New north-south passage connecting Parade
Ground with Prison Courtyard
9 View of Parade Ground and Headquarter Block
from Barrack Block (courtesy PURCELL)
10 View of Prison Courtyard with JC Cube behind
large tree (courtesy PURCELL)
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Transformation of the Former PMQ
Sustainable Development of the Community and City
改造前已婚警察宿舍 : 可持續的社區與城市發展
Alice Yeung 楊麗芳
荷李活道前已婚警察宿舍的活化項目為 2009 年
「保育中環」政策的八大項目之一。由最初維多利
亞城內第一間廟宇城隍廟，到後來香港第一所官立
學校 - 中央書院，然後二次大戰後改建為第一所
已婚警察宿舍，最後透過活化再利用成為現在標誌
性的創意產業地標「元創坊」，這幢建築和這片土
地見證著城市的空間變遷以及塑造了香港人的身
份認同。本文闡述項目的保育理念，以最小規模的
改動及加建盡量保留原有的建築元素，並通過引入
本土年輕設計師為舊建築賦予新的意義。活化項目
不僅保育了歷史建築，更重塑並拓展社區空間，促
成人與環境的互動，達致城市的可持續發展。

1 View of covered courtyard
from the Qube (Credit ArchSD)
2 Exploded isometric showing
added elements of PMQ (Credit ArchSD)
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The PMQ (Police Married Quarters) project was
initiated by the HKSAR Government under the
“Conserving Central” scheme in 2009. The project
aim was to revitalise a site that itself had been a
transformational place since the earliest days of Hong
Kong and make it a creative industries landmark,
conserving the heritage of the site in the process.
The site of the former Police Married Quarters
had witnessed three (and now a fourth) key socioeconomic revolutions that have shaped the identity
of Hong Kong people since British colonisation in
1841. It was home to the first urban Chinese Town
Hall (known as Shing Wong Temple) from 1843 to
1876. In 1889, the site’s second incarnation was
used as the location for the renowned Central School.
After being damaged during the Japanese Occupation
in the Second World War, a new building was erected
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on site that served as the first Police Married Quarters
for Chinese officers from 1951-2000. The Antiquities
Advisory Board rated it a Grade 3 Historic Building in
November 2010.
A conservation philosophy of “as much as
necessary and as little as possible” was used to guide
the revitalisation of the building. As the interior spaces
of the former PMQ were predominately domestic
in scale, to make the project viable and sustainable
as a destination, it was felt necessary to create
new functional and usable spaces. These included
an architectural addition, the Qube, linking the two
original main blocks and providing a fully enclosed
space for creative industry events. A semi-open
courtyard covered by a glass canopy and a public
landscaped roof was added at the top of the Qube.
To reveal the historical layers of the site,
preserving and making accessible the foundation
stones and archaeological remains of the former
Central School was identified as an important goal.
As a result, an Underground Interpretation Area (UIA)
was constructed for visitors to walk along a specially
created viewing corridor.
Other interventions were aimed at making the site
more permeable, connected and accessible to all by
opening multiple access points to surrounding streets.
Lifts and ramps for buggies and wheelchairs were also
added. The link between the main blocks also created

a covered portico for the main site entrance.
The building’s domestic flat units have been made
into affordable workshop and retail spaces for artists
and craftspeople. These lodgings evoke memories of
Hong Kong’s early public housing with their kitchens
located in open corridors and dining areas shared
among families living on the same floor. Similar ideas
of sharing and interaction have been adopted for the
modern use by the creative industries now present in
PMQ. The designers and others occupying units along
the open corridor are encouraged to exchange ideas. Art
pieces on display there spark interaction with visitors.
PMQ is now a model for further cultural and creative
venues in Hong Kong.
Re-adaptive principles
Four general principles guide the adaptive reuse of historical buildings, both in Hong Kong and
internationally.
First, the “archaeological approach” – renovate
faithfully everything that has existed until now while
meeting all safety and other regulatory requirements.
The Green Hub at Old Tai Po Police Station is an
example of this. It adopted a low-level intervention
when dealing with character-defining elements and
historic building features. Other local examples include
Tai Fu Tai Mansion and the Tang Ancestral Hall. The
archaeological approach is suitable for buildings with
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relatively high historical values where the past of the
buildings can be faithfully revealed.
Second, minimal intervention – making just the
number of modern alterations necessary, mainly in
interiors, so the historical image of a building remains
intact. One example of this approach is Herzog & de
Meuron’s Tate Modern. The building itself was originally
a thermal power plant abandoned in the 1980s. The
principle of minimal intervention led to just minor
alterations and the addition of a two-storey glass box
at the roof top level. The original exterior brown brick
walls, interior steel structure and bold vertical slot
windows were preserved to reflect the historical scenes
of the machinery and industrial era. A local example is
The Mills by Nan Fung Group, where factory buildings
that housed textile mills have been transformed into a
new gathering, cultural and commercial venue home
to many start-up artists and designers as well as
generating cultural and social activities.
Third, add a modern element to a historical
structure to give the old building a rebirth. This
approach respects the contemporary spirit of the
modern age. An overseas example is Herzog &
de Meuron’s Caixa Forum, an abandoned electric
power station to which extra storeys encased in
oxidised cast-iron were added at the top. Made with a
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harmonious colour and texture as the existing bricks,
this combination of old and new materials created
a rich dialogue between the past – Madrid’s former
industrial age – and the present. Another Herzog & de
Meuron project, Elbphilharmonie, an old warehouse
that originally stored tea and cocoa powder that’s now
Hamburg’s most iconic concert hall, provides another
example where a modern approach was applied to
an old building. In this case, a crystal-clear waveshaped structure was added on top to combine the
old and new elements. From the point of view of
conservation/revitalisation, there is merit in recycling

and reusing old structures as an urban resource. By
inserting new items into an old structure, new life can
be given to a historical building.
Fourth, add a historical pastiche structure to an
old building. Qianmen Avenue in Beijing, by Yung Ho
Chang and IROJE Architects & Planners, exemplifies this
approach. Qianmen Avenue is a traditional commercial
street, adjacent to Tiananmen Square. The renovation,
completed before the Beijing Olympics in 2008, aimed
at reproducing the architectural style of the late Qing
Dynasty. Historical pastiche elements were inserted into
old buildings along the avenue, allowing the appearance
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3 Night view of North block
(© Jake Wong)
4 Reused retail unit with
generous corridor
5 Workshop by local artisan in
generous balcony space
6 North-south section
showing the Qube
7 Ground floor plan
8 View from junction of
Aberdeen Street and
Hollywood Road
(All images Credit ArchSD
except Fig.3)

and atmosphere of the past to be retained despite the
presence of many franchise stores.
All the above four principles can be applied
for adaptive re-use, with none of the them, except
perhaps the last one, being better or worse than
the others. Every historical building has its own
background, history, condition and character, making it
difficult to apply any form of standardised solution or
typical approach for adaptive re-use projects. Buildings
of high historical value, such as the Forbidden City or
the Parthenon, might best be fully preserved. Others
with less historical value could be partly conserved,
with some alterations or additions allowed that
revitalise the buildings and nearby communities.
The ultimate, long-term goal for any adaptive design
project should be to reuse a historical structure in way
that to provide for the sustainable development of a
community or city. A successful outcome will not only
rejuvenate the historical structure itself, but also form
a magnet and regenerate the local urban environment,
helping the general public be better able to see and
understand local culture and history.
Historical revitalisation projects should also aim
at achieving a dialogue between the old and new –
physically, spatially, culturally and spiritually. Such schemes
should also emphasise community vision, historical and
archaeological research, urban design strategies and
connectivity with a district’s overall masterplan.
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There is no ‘correct theory’ or single language
for doing architecture. Regarding this discipline, an
article in Architizer featured a debate between Peter
Eisenman and Peter Zumthor on their ideologies. The
former, a late modernist, one of the New York Five,
regards architecture as a conceptual, cultural and
intellectual enterprise. The latter, a phenomenologist,
respects the sensory experience of light, colour and
materials. Neither is better than the other, yet they
both have addressed different aspects of architecture
and produced influential works.
Most buildings are designed to stand for at least
50 years. Architects need to understand all aspects of
any site’s conditions and produce a building for it that
is appropriate to the context. Another crucial point is
that architects should have the skills needed to realise
their concepts with no loss in translation from thinking
to drawing and finally to building.

Alice Yeung is the Assistant Director (Architectural)
of Architectural Services Department.
楊麗芳是建築署助理署長 ( 建築設計 )。

Textile: TECHSTYLE
南豐紗廠的傳承與歷史
Ray Zee 徐莊德

南豐紗廠一直致力於將人們聚集在一起。在活化
的過程中保留了紗廠特色，例如 : 紡織機 , 舊式鐵
窗等等 , 讓市民參觀時感受香港紡織業的歷史。南
豐紗廠見證 1960 年代的香港製造業鼎盛時期，現
在以活化建築形式繼承了這一遺產。 參觀者可以
探索真實的香港故事的連續性， 紡織和工業主題
的融入創新、文化和學習體驗。從設計的角度來看，
我們尋求的不是改變， 而是調整，使其更符合當
今的挑戰；經典的迭代，但具有現代感。

The Mills has always been about bringing people together.
Nan Fung Group, founded in 1954, had its beginnings
in textiles. At one point, it had some 30 buildings in the
Tsuen Wan area producing garment-related products. As
the group transitioned into real estate, these buildings
were either redeveloped or converted to other uses. In
2013, Vanessa Cheung, granddaughter of the founder,
saved three of these buildings that would otherwise
have been demolished and repurposed them in a new
direction centred on sustainability.
As Nan Fung’s in-house design team, we
were given the task of consolidating the new user
requirements in an integrated design. The new
complex would have three programmatic pillars: a
shopping floor component, a museum/ heritage space
and Fabrica, an incubator startup space for sustainable
textile-related projects, all occupying the framework of
the existing columns, beams and floors of what is now
called The Mills.
A key goal was to conserve, preserve and enhance
the buildings’ historical structures, showcasing their
architectural qualities while inserting new elements
that supported the new uses and defined its new
identity. Another goal was to connect the Tsuen
Wan community to its industrial roots by providing
a public front, accessible open spaces and a large
gathering hall at the heart of The Mills. That called
for developing programmatic spaces where creative
talents, ecosystem players, textile industry partners,
start-ups, and community partners could gather to
create an incubation ‘techstyle’ hub.
Most important to us were the heritage values
and the spirit of place. The Mills’ buildings, as
archetypal pieces of modern Hong Kong industrial

architecture, were a part of Hong Kong’s industrial
legacy. They also form a vivid part of the collective
memory of many older people. Previously, finding
ways of connecting such sites to the present day has
not led to major conservation projects in Hong Kong.
The Mills, however, with its convergence of innovation,
production and entrepreneurship, had the potential to
capture a broad-based, self-sustainable programmatic
model, not only through the conservation of its
architecture, but also through offering a dialogue
between past, present and future.
We decided to maintain the collective memory
of the old factory buildings by keeping recognisable
elements of their architecture. Retaining their overall
mass and envelope allowed conservation of resources
and preserved the integrity of the original structures.
Offsetting this, the introduction of new fenestrations
and visual transparency opened the way for the
building’s new identity. The new elements utilised
familiar materials such as steel and glass while
forming clear transitions between structures. One of
our design tenets was ‘old as old, and new as new’.
Guiding methodology
Various of The Mills’ main architectural elements
required their own special methodologies.
1. Concrete structure. The building’s structural frame
was left in place with minimal intervention. Since the

1 Nan Fung Mill 1 factory building at 9 1/2 Milestone, 1970s
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2
2 The Mills Shop exploded isometric
3 The Hall internal elevation
4 View along triple height HALL
3

original structure needed to be strengthened to handle
the increased public gathering spaces, its existing
concrete columns were ‘married’ with steel members
that complemented the design. Original painted
surfaces were retained and protected.
2. Signage. Among the building’s characterdefining elements were exterior red mosaic signage
and interior stenciled signage as had typically been
used in older factory buildings in Hong Kong. Only one
piece of signage was not kept due to have suffered
irreversible deterioration. Instead, it was surveyed,
documented and reconstructed by skilled craftspeople.
For the Chinese characters in the building, an old
stencil master was commissioned to recreate a periodcorrect font for all new signage words needed.
3. Window frames. The building’s original steel
window frames had deteriorated beyond salvage and
so needed to be replaced. Specially built steel frames
that replicated the original design and character of the
building were installed in their place.
4. Window panes. As many of the original glass
panes used in the windows were substandard, they
were replaced with laminated glass. Panes in a better
condition were salvaged and re-used in new wayfinding signage.
5. Timber doors and metal gates. Many of the
building’s original doors and gates were salvaged and
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repurposed as memorabilia or visual markers. One
set of metal gates was made into a backdrop for The
Mills’ reception desk, while various of the wooden
doors were recycled into benches and signage posts
in public areas.
6. Paint. A characteristic feature of the original
factory building, also found in many other similar
buildings of the same era, was the green paint used on
the lower areas of walls and columns. While wanting to
keep as much of this as possible, we also knew there
would be continued wear and tear. Wherever possible,
we applied a transparent protective coating to protect
the original paint from further deterioration.
Prior to construction, the building complex and
its structure was thoroughly surveyed. We found that
in some areas the reinforced concrete suffered from
spalling. We devised a way of re-patching such areas
to make them safe.
Once we had come up with our design tenet of
marrying present day technology to the existing historical
fabric, we set about using it to solve every design
problem we found ourselves facing, including to guide
our selection of materials and building techniques. While
the existing buildings appear to have remained visually
unchanged on the site, new design elements were
inserted with scalpel incisions. So while from a distance
the building may have appeared the same as before, up
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close you can see subtle changes that make possible the
programmatic changes in the building’s function.
The result was an homage to the past that is also
a purpose-designed building of the present.
New spaces
The revitalisation project led to the creation of a series
of new spaces, most notably:
1. The Hall. This three-storey high-volume, airconditioned, public-gathering space situated at the
entrance is our ‘cathedral to textiles’. It is an ideal
venue for public events such as performances,
exhibitions and workshops.
2. The Park. This previously inaccessible
maintenance rooftop space has been converted into
one of the more friendly green public spaces in Tsuen
Wan. A public art piece titled ‘Wavy Weaving Wall’
documents the neighbourhood’s local textile industrial
history using oral histories of community members.
3. The Deck. A rooftop with an urban farm
where visitors and tenants can connect with nature.
Accessible and open to everyone.
4. The Mills Shopfloor. An intimate atrium space
with seating areas for the public.
5. The Mills Fabrica. Located in the previously
windowless production floor, this space was redesigned
38

with an exterior curtain wall that allows natural lighting
to flood the premises, so minimising the need for
artificial lighting and so reducing energy consumption.
Solar heat gain due to increased transparency is
mitigated by the natural shade of taller neighbouring
buildings and recessed balconies that reduce the
amount of glass surface exposed to the sun.
Other features include a staircase fully preserved
in its original form so allowing visitors to experience
the once heavily circulated stairwell used by the
factory workers and the introduction of curtain-wall
glazing and skylights at public gathering places that
allows natural light to penetrate the deep floor plates.
This both highlights the long span structure of the
factory buildings and brings new life to once closedoff interior areas.
Throughout the conservation process, the design,
survey, documentation, conservation and construction
teams worked hand-in-hand to ensure that all
historical elements were surveyed and documented in
detail and the integrity of the building structure was
kept intact.
We believe the renovation and refurbishment both
shows our care and attention to detail and has proved
a successful execution and marriage of old and new
elements. Beyond this, we also hope The Mills can set

5 View of link bridges at
covered entrance
6 Stairwell with original
green paint
7 Revitalised alleyway with
outdoor mural artworks
(All image and drawings
courtesy The Mills and CHAT
[Centre for Heritage, Arts
and Textile].)
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an example for how non-graded historical structures
can gain significance through a well-executed adaptive
reuse effort.
Since its completion, The Mills has become an
alternative centre for the surrounding neighbourhood.
The various programmes on offer have brought
different generations and work forces together.
Opportunities to co-learn and co-create are made
possible through a knowledge-sharing platform and
other projects that attract different stakeholders.
Startups have been able to take advantage of the
knowledge base and communities formed around
Fabrica and Shopfloor businesses, and local and
foreign artists have participated in exhibitions and
artist-in-residence programmes. Members of the public,
regardless of age, can now meet at The Mills, learn
about its historical significance, join workshops and
exhibitions and enjoy the site’s architectural features,
public spaces and other attractions. With the opening
of the Pak Tin Par lane passageway, the public can
benefit from the connectivity provided between Tsuen
Wan’s industrial and residential districts.
The Mills’ three pillars provide a clear,
programmatic path for users and public that can make
the project sustainable in the long run. We believe the
result is not a face-lift, but a new typology that can
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be employed elsewhere in Hong Kong as well as for
the Tsuen Wan community. The Mills you see today is
another chapter in the history of the Nan Fung family.
As an architect, I see its Textile-to-Techstyle story as
a tale of continuing transformation. With proper care,
this project can prove itself the beginning for other
new schemes. I hope The Mills will continue to bring
people and the neighbourhood together.

Ray Zee is the chief designer at Nan Fung.
徐莊德是南豐集團首席設計師。
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Oi!
Come Art with Us
油街實現
Lesley Lau 劉鳳霞 / Wilson Fan 范庭峰

屬於二級歷史建築的「油街實現」是前香港皇家
遊艇會會所，其建築外型呈現了中西文化合壁的
「藝術與工藝」風格。二十多年前，它毗連已拆卸
的前政府物料供應處大樓曾是「油街藝術村」- 香
港第一個自發組成的藝術群體的發源地。經活化後
的「油街實現」是一個公營的藝術空間，旨在讓大
眾體驗藝術的同時，亦為本地年輕藝術工作者提供
一個實現創作及互相交流的平台。本文藉著說明
「油街實現」的理念，帶出歷史空間活化的無限可
能性，以及讓藝術融入社區的意義。

Subsequent to the 2013 Policy Address, which put a
focus on revitalising historic buildings in Hong Kong, Oi!
was established and under the management of the Art
Promotion Office, with the transformation of the historic
buildings at 12 Oil Street, North Point, into an art
space, whose aim is to nurture young artists, promote
community engagement, and become a project space
for social innovation. Oi! is a platform for empowering
the experience of multi-disciplinary co-creation to spark
creativity and transform the everyday lives of people and
those around them through art. It is a space that allows
boundless imagination and encourages experimental
ideas. Countless possibilities are waiting to be explored
in Oi!’s extension due to open in early 2022.
History
Oi! comprises a group of Grade II historic buildings that
formed the clubhouse of the Royal Hong Kong Yacht
Club from 1908. After being surrendered by the club in
1938, the site was used for 60 years as governmental
staff quarters and store and as an archaeological
storage site by the Antiquities and Monuments Office.
In 1998 and 1999, a number of artists and art
groups moved into the former government buildings
and store located next to the historic buildings because
of the low rental fee, forming a local artist village with
galleries and artist studios. They held regular exhibitions,
talks and workshops until the government decided
to reclaim the buildings in 2000. Although the artist
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village lasted for only a short period of time, it played
an important role in local art history as the first artist
village in Hong Kong, creatively integrating the past and
the present.
Reuse and transformation
Until the inception of Oi! in May 2013, these historic
buildings had never been opened to the public. In
their redevelopment scheme for the site, Oi! preserved
most of the building’s original external and internal
architectural elements, including the dirt on the
external walls, the red brickwork, roofs, chimneys,
drainpipes, floors and matt-glass windows with their
original bronze handles. In this way, the authenticity
of the buildings was balanced with artists’ need for
space. Upcycling and environmentally friendly materials
were used for some additional facilities. The ramps for
wheelchair users, for example, are made of old railway
sleepers from the MTR Corporation.
Oi! is positioned as an art space in the community
whose aim is to ignite art and fuel creativity. This idea
can be further understood in the branding strategy used
in its name. Oi! ( 油街實現 ) sounds similar to its address
( 油街十二號 ) in Cantonese, so attracting attention and
providing a platform for young artists to realise their
dreams in art. Assisted by curatorial input, the building
has been transformed into an art space that emphasises
the process of creative place-making. Strengthening the
community by coordinating different art projects, the
art space injects new inspiration into the community,
connects people with the community, and explores new
possibilities for the community. Valuing the importance
of people in the community makes it very different from
a white cube gallery or leisure park. The achievements
of Oi! have been recognised with numerous significant
awards, including the Shenzhen/Hong Kong Lifestyle
Awards 2013 (Southern Metropolis Daily, Shenzhen),
the Japan Good Design Award, the Hong Kong Public
Space Awards and the Hong Kong Arts Development
Awards.

1
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Art and creativity at the core
Apart from the branding strategy, the community
engagement element of Oi! has been reflected through
the involvement of visual artists, designers and
architects in the art space over the years. Focusing on
social innovation, they have organised a wide range of
art projects, notably those using one of the project’s
most significant facilities, Oi! Kitchen, an activity room.
Unlike a gallery with artwork displays, Oi! Kitchen is a
space for art projects featuring the exchange of ideas
and open dialogue which can facilitate community
engagement in the regeneration process.
“IMPREFECT I’MPERFECT XCHANGE” was
Oi! Kitchen’s first project to feature exchange and
engagement in the community by inviting the audience
to participate on a spiritual level. The project designers
observed that many people were trying to pursue
perfection in their daily lives, but perfection does not
exist. Through the project, the audience was invited to
accept and embrace imperfections by participating in
different activities, sharing sessions and workshops. For
example, designers developed an IMPREFECT mug for
the project by transforming mugs that had been rejected
because of minor imperfections, such as a small stain
or a dot on the surface. They then printed the word
“IMPREFECT”, with the stain or dot in between the “I”
and “M”, and turned it into “I’M PREFECT”.
By forming a herbal farm at Oi!, the project also
celebrated interaction and sharing with a cup of freshly
made herbal tea with the audience. The participants
were invited to write their own imperfections and
enjoy the herbal tea in return. Oi! introduced multiexperience with traditional herbal tea in the reimagined art space, which provided the participants
with the opportunity to get closer to their inner self
and look for their own imperfections.
Another project held in Oi! Kitchen was called
“XCHANGE: Social Gastronomy”. Its aim was to raise
public awareness of the daily challenges faced by Hong
Kong in dealing with food waste, and to initiate changes
and new practices with the aid of design. The project
demonstrated green living by creatively transforming
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surplus food ingredients into mouth-watering dishes and
organising a series of activities to set an example of
food upcycling for the community. The participants were
encouraged to bring along fresh ingredients and canned
and packaged food from their kitchens. In exchange
they received a drink and an enjoyable time, with a
shared lunch and living experience. They were also
invited to jog after work hours, run to the wet market
and collect unsold food in exchange for an hour of
exercise, professional diet and sports advice.
The two art projects demonstrated ways to
connect with the community by involving artists and
other creative people in Oi!. They created opportunities
for the community to exchange ideas, thoughts and
experiences through their participation in the activities.
Improving well-being and reducing food waste are only
two of the many challenges the community faces. It is
important that people have the opportunity to enhance
their ability to reflect and to broaden their imagination
by interacting with other people in the community,
injecting new inspiration into the community and putting
sustainability into practice.
Add Oi!
To explore more creative possibilities in the community,
planning of an extension to Oi! started in 2016. Using
adjacent public open space, the new space will be oneand-a-half times the size of Oi!’s original area. With
construction work now complete, the extension is due to
open to the public in February 2022. It features a twostorey multi-function building to be used for exhibitions
and other activities. The design of the new building
follows that of the neighbouring historic buildings with
timber purlins and roof tops, and red brick tiles. An
open space is also included for outdoor installations,
screenings, performances and forums.
Add Oi! aims to promote greater collaboration in
between artists and the community by experimenting
with more cutting-edge art practices. One of its
goals is to become a leader in Hong Kong through
unconventional curatorial strategies and projects. It
hopes to be an iconic point of contact and a focus of
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1 View of external staircase addition
(Credit Ayman Tsui)
2 Elevation to internal lawn
3 View of Oi! Kitchen as multi-use
activity room for displays and
dialogue (Credit Ayman Tsui)
4 Oblique view of external elevation
along Electric Road (Credit Ayman
Tsui)
5 View of Arts & Crafts building
from the Lawn. (overleaf)
6 XCHANGE: Social Gastronomy,
evening event on the Lawn.
(overleaf)
7 An installation of visual illusions
“Batiment - Oi!” created by
Argentine artist Leandro Erlich in
2014
(Image courtesy Oi!)
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attention for the art community to gather, collaborate,
experiment and showcase new ideas. One particular
goal is working with social innovators to create
strategies that could lead to a more liveable city.
Scientists see planting trees as the best and fastest
way to reduce carbon emissions. To promote the green
art and urban gardening in the community, Add Oi! will
also explore sustainable living possibilities and related
concepts, such as creative upcycling, waste reduction at
source, cherishing natural resources and co-living with
nature through various art projects. The art space has
also selected evergreen trees, fruit trees and flowering
plants, among them a lychee tree and wisteria, that
change with the seasons. People can spend time in this
urban oasis with art projects and exhibitions, and learn
more about environmental conservation issues.

space in the metropolis and a rare beauty”. Throughout
its transformation process, Oi! has added meaning to
the historic buildings in which is housed. It has also
consistently encouraged interaction among artists,
designers, art lovers, local residents and the general
public. Although each person will have a different
interpretation of the space, Oi! believes everyone can
use it to experience the transformative power of art. As
our city, its people and art evolve and change, Oi! will
continue to explore the possibilities of finding new uses
for the site and building a better future together.

Conclusion
A few years ago, a food magazine mistakenly took Oi!
to be a food place. In the interview that emerged from
this encounter, it described the art space as “an unusual

Dr Lesley Lau is the head of the Art Promotion Office (APO)
and the founding curator of Oi! art space.
Wilson Fan is the assistant curator of Oi! art space.
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劉鳳霞博士是藝術推廣辦事處總監及油街實現的創始館長。
范庭峰是油街實現的助理館長。

Revitalisation of Central Market

1

中環街市的活化保育
Tony Lam 林中偉
坐落於香港核心地段的第四代中環街市為三級歷
史建築，其活化保育項目備受社會大眾關注。經過
三年多的復修及保育工作，活化後的中環街市保留
了主要的建築特徵元素，並採用開放式設計，為市
民提供一個多元化的公共空間。街市由空置到復
修完畢長達十八年，本文將詳細敘述活化背後的故
事，包括從規劃至落實當中的波折，以及分析其作
為現代化街市先驅的現代主義設計元素。中環街市
的活化強調公眾參與及尊重保育原則，在承傳街市
的歷史文化價值之餘亦推動新舊交融，讓舊建築融
入現代人的生活模式，以延續其生命力。

Today’s Central Market building – the fourth to be built
on the site – went into operation in 1939. It was listed
as a Grade 3 historic building in 1990 and stopped
operation in 2003. The Urban Renewal Authority
(URA) was tasked to revitalise the building for public
use in the 2009-10 Policy Address. The revitalised
Central Market is now open to the public with the
building preserved and adapted for commercial,
cultural and community uses.

The reinforced concrete building has four storeys,
including its roof, and two main entrances, one from
Des Voeux Road Central on the ground floor and one
from Queen’s Road Central on the first floor, due to
the difference in level between the two roads. It has
ground floor side entrances at Queen Victoria Street
and Jubilee Street. At the centre of the building is
an open atrium. Originally designed by the Public
Works Department, Central Market is one of the few
public buildings in Hong Kong that mixes of Art Deco,
Streamline Moderne and Bauhaus architectural styles.
Central Market was designed to have different
goods sold on each of its floors. The ground floor
offered fresh fish and poultry, the first floor had beef,
mutton and pork, and the second floor had fruit and
vegetables. Stalls were arranged in rows along the
aisle on each floor, all tailor-made for their designated
function. The third or roof floor had offices and
quarters for Sanitary Department staff. The wide Grand
Staircases on both ends made for efficient circulation.
The building’s lifts were an advanced technology for
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its time. The building’s elements were in line with the
functional and technological character of Streamlined
Modern style.
The building’s various facilities and rooms were
designed to handle specific functions essential for
the market’s operation. These included its loading
and unloading bay, refuse system, slaughter room and
wash areas, each tailor-made for the market’s layout. Its
refuse collection system was considered an outstanding
feature of the building, able to handle the collection
of refuse from each floor through a chute that ran
down to the ground floor. The free planning layout and
atrium design with natural light and ventilation improved
hygiene standards. Its open plan layout was supported
by a concrete column and beam grid structure running
from ground level to the third floor. The design of the
interior layout with its separation of public access from
market operations provided spacious aisles with stalls
on both sides were easy to clean.
In 1994, the building’s front bay facing Des
Voeux Road Central was demolished to make way
for the construction of the Central Escalator Link and
the western part of the second floor was converted
into a shopping arcade. Despite this, Central Market
remained a milestone in the development of markets
in Hong Kong and a rare example of a pre-war market
with its major façade and layout still intact.

whole market building for adaptive re-use, and of these
62% supported having a new development on top of a
rehabilitated market while 38% opposed any form new
development on top of the market. As a result, HKIA
recommended the ideas for the future of the site include
urban design criteria such as heritage conservation,
building form, public open space, setting context and
local activities. The government was urged to conduct a
detailed study on the cultural significance of the market
and adopt an integrative plan for the building that
combined heritage conservation and urban renewal.
As a result of a string of other conservation
campaigns, such those for conserving the Star Ferry
Pier, Queen’s Pier and King Yin Lei, social pressure for
heritage conservation increased substantially in Hong
Kong during the 2000s. The government also started
taking a more proactive view of heritage conservation. In
the 2009-10 Policy Address, the Central Market site was
removed from the List of Sites for Sale. The then Chief
Executive, Donald Tsang announced: “We will remove
the Central Market from the Application List and hand
it over to the Urban Renewal Authority for conservation
and revitalisation. They will improve the air quality in
the district and provide an additional leisure place rarely
found in this busy area. The revitalised Central Market
will become an ‘urban oasis’ for white collar workers

3

Conserving Central Market
The story of revitalising Central Market can be dated
to 2005, two years after it ceased operation. The site
was put on the government’s “List of Sites for Sale
by Application for April 2005 to March 2006”. The
Hong Kong Institute of Architects (HKIA) expressed
its concern about demolishing the market to make way
for high-density commercial development. A survey of
its member to gather their opinions on the future of
the market was conducted, with 80% of respondents
supporting conserving the market to one degree or
another. Of this total, 97% supported conserving the
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in the daytime and a new hang-out area for locals and
tourists in the evenings and on the weekends.”1
Writing in 2011, Carrie Lam said: “The Central
Oasis project was not driven by heritage conservation;
…but by realisation that people in this district need
a breathing space.”2 Clearly, that the revitalisation of
Central Market had now become a project that was
not purely about conserving the building itself, but also
about creating a low-density place for the public in the
middle of Hong Kong’s dense urban environment.
Conservation in urban design
Central Market’s uniqueness as a revitalisation project
lies in the manner it combines conserving a historic
building with improving urban design. It is located
at the east-west intersection of Hong Kong island’s
old Chinese district and newer international business
centre and north-south intersection between a
commercial district and an older residential one. It is
one of the key heritage buildings of the “Conserving
Central” initiative. Together with Tai Kwun and PMQ,
it also delineates a triangular cultural district. Because
of this position, the revitalisation project was always
about more than preserving a single building, but also

about regeneration of a neighborhood, making it a
hub for public interaction and enjoyment.
Central Market was partly transformed in the
1990s with the opening of a passage inside the
building as part of the Central-Mid-Levels escalator
and walkway system. That made it an intersection
for pedestrian traffic from different directions, adding
another layer of significance to the building.
Public engagement
One of the distinctive features of Central Market’s
revitalisation project was public participation. Extensive
public engagements played a crucial role in revealing
people’s expectations for the building. Once the
government announced the market would undergo
adaptive reuse, the Central Oasis Community Advisory
Committee was formed. The committee comprised
District Council members, community leaders, building
professionals, conservation experts, government
officials, historians and private sector leaders, all
of whom provided guidance and advice regarding
the public consultation process. A website for the
project was created in 2010. An independent survey
firm was commissioned to conduct a territory-wide
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opinion survey on the community’s preferences for the
building’s possible future uses. The findings showed
that the public wished to have a lot of greenery, while
commercial elements should be minimised. Sufficient
space for cultural and art activities, affordable dining,
leisure and recreational facilities were preferred. The
results had provided directions for a pair of public
design charrettes hosted by the advisory committee,
the local District Council and HKIA in mid-2010. The
charettes identified four attributes that the market
should have:
Green: The public wanted the building to have a
green landscape.
Harmony: The building should have new design
elements incorporated alongside preserved features.
Attractive: The revitalised building should be
attractive to Hong Kong citizens and tourists.
Connectivity: The building should continue to
have easy public access with convenient connections
to nearby pedestrian networks.
Four architectural firms were invited to submit
designs based on the findings above. Roving
exhibitions were arranged with drawings and physical
models for the public to select which design they liked
the most. Eventually, the design submitted by AGC
Design Ltd., ‘UFO (Urban Floating Oasis) & the New
Marketplace’, featuring a roof garden with an additional
floor floating on top for community use was selected.
Design changes
AGC’s scheme was further developed with a
lightweight glass box floating on top of a solid mass
after the engagement of the well-known architect
Arata Isozaki and AGC as the project team in 2011.
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Due to a judicial review of the Outline Zoning Plan for
other projects in the same district, planning approval
was only finally approved in 2013, with approval for
the General Building Plan coming the following year.
The project was then further delayed as the Lands
Department requested the URA pay a market rate
premium for the change in use of the market. However,
as suggested in the public engagement exercise, with
no luxury shops allowed in the new market, paying
such a high premium to the government would have left
the project financially unviable. Since the revitalisation
of Central Market was one of the projects proposed by
the government for the “Conserving Central” scheme,
it was hard to see how it should have considered a
normal commercial project for premium assessment.
Eventually it was agreed that a symbolic premium sum
be charged, allowing the project to continue.
The delays in starting the project were
accompanied by a substantial increase in construction
costs. As a result, the URA abandoned the UFO
scheme and instead confirmed a new conservation
scheme that preserved just the existing building.
Planning and GBP approval for this new scheme were
received in 2016, the site was handed over to URA
and revitalisation work started in 2017.
Revitalisation work
The revitalisation work had five principal features:
• Conserving the two façades facing Queen
Victoria Street and Jubilee Street from the top
of their ground floor high level windows to the
existing roof parapet.
• Conserving the existing structural column grid.
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1 Grand Staircase (Credit Ayman Tsui)
2 Original design of 4th generation (Credit AR
1939, Public Works Department)
3 Rendering of the final scheme, view from
Queen’s Road (Credit AGC Design Ltd.)
4 Rendering of the refined scheme, view from Des
Voeux Road (Credit AGC Design Ltd.)
5 Long section
6 Ground floor plan showing exit to Queen’s Road
7 View of central atrium / external courtyard.
8-10 External facade close-ups after
revitalisation (Credit Wu Yu Tseng)
10

• Conserving the spatial configuration of the
Central Atrium.
• Conserving the Grand Staircases at the two
ends of the Central Atrium.
• Conserving intact one of each type of market stall.
The public toilet at the corner of Queen’s Road
Central and Jubilee Street was demolished to make way
for a new entrance plaza with a green soft landscape
and street furniture. A new public toilet was provided in
the building. The walls facing Jubilee Street and Queen
Victoria Street on the ground floor were opened up
with folding glass doors to increase public accessibility.
The atrium was landscaped for public enjoyment. An
open-plan design was been adopted to serve for future
cultural and leisure activities, exhibitions and public
events. The high walls facing the atrium were opened
up so that more natural light could be introduced into
the interior space. Physical and visual connections
between the interior and atrium garden on the ground
and upper floors was improved. The link bridges on the
first and second floors in the atrium were widened to
improve circulation flow. Apart from those market stalls
preserved for display purposes, the rest were removed
to create an open plan for more flexible retail use.
The façade facing Des Voeux Road Central was

rebuilt in 1994 for the construction of the CentralMid-Levels escalator and walkway system. As it was
not compatible with the original design of expressing
horizontality, a new curtain wall façade was constructed
that recaptured the building’s horizontality while allowing
a visual connection to the new circulation system
behind. Having two phases of construction works
allowed the 24-hour passage to be kept open during the
construction period. The Occupation Permit for phase
1 works was issued in 2020 and the whole project is
expected to be completed by the end of 2021.
The market is now an urban oasis with indoor
plants and public seating where people can dine, shop
and work with a curated heritage experience. It has
been successfully revitalised and offers both cultural
diversity and a modern space for leisure.
Tony Lam is the founding director of AGC Design Ltd. and a
conservation architect.
林中偉是創智建築師有限公司創辦人之一，亦是一名保育建築師。

1 Hong Kong SAR Government. The 2009-10 Policy Address.
2009, https://www.policyaddress.gov.hk/09-10/.
2 Lam Carrie. International Forum on Conservation and Adaptive
Reuse of Reinforced Concrete Building. 22 January 2011.
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Anti-Restoration: Learning from Ruskin
建築修復的反思 . 向约翰 . 拉斯金學習
Donald Choi 蔡宏興

這篇文章旨在闡明約翰·拉斯金在 1849
年出版的《建築的七盞燈》中關於修復
歴史建築的挑釁性聲明。在第六章《記
憶之燈》中，拉斯金明確地對修復建築
表示反對及不满。有鑒於香港近年頻繁
出現歷史建築的項目，拉斯金的反修復
方法作為一種務實的保障措施可能具有
相關性，以防止我們無意中破壞香港的
歷史建築，以便後代能夠對我們城市的
歷史有更真實的建築敘事。

1

This short essay aims to
shed some light on John Ruskin’s
provocative statement on restoration
in his 1849 publication, The Seven
Lamps of Architecture, which was
briefly mentioned during the 3 July
2021 HKIA Journal Symposium.
Under Chapter VI, The Lamp of
Memory, Ruskin’s passionate plea
and abhorrence on restoration was
made clear:

another time, and it is then a new
building; but the spirit of the dead
workman cannot be summoned
up, and commanded to direct other
hands, and other thoughts… We
have no right whatever to touch
the buildings of past times. They
are not ours. They belong partly to
those who built them, and partly to
all the generations of mankind who
are to follow us.” 1

“It is impossible, as impossible
as to raise the dead, to restore
anything that has ever been great or
beautiful in architecture. That which
I have above insisted upon as the
life of the whole, that spirit which is
given only by the hand and eye of
the workman, can never be recalled.
Another spirit may be given by

I don’t know if it is a curse or
a blessing when I was introduced
to the thinking of John Ruskin
when I studied architecture. David
Watkin was one of the two visiting
teachers2 who I took special interest
in 1980 RISD and through his
lectures on his then controversial
book, Morality and Architecture
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published in 1977, I learned about
Pugin, Viollet-le-Duc, and Ruskin.
The idea that architecture could
involve some notions of ethical
truth and be used as an index of
social values left a lasting mark
on me. The attentive study of our
architectural past would enable us
to objectively understand human
progress along a historical path of
destiny appeared to be so natural
back then given the indoctrination
from the art-historical approach
of Johann Winckelmann (17171768) and Friedrich Hegel
(1770 - 1831) to the Zeitgeist
modernism with its ‘spirit of the
age’ architectural concept promoted
by protagonists like Nickolas
Pevsner (1902 - 1983), Siegfried
Giedion (1888 - 1968), and Le
Corbusier (1887 - 1965). The
heated debates between modernist
rhetoric and postmodern reality
spearheaded by Robert Venturi
(1925 - 2018) 1966 book,
Complexity and Contradiction in
Architecture, and the proliferation of
architectural discourses under the
Institute for Architecture and Urban
Studies (IAUS) journal, Oppositions,
brought architectural history back
to RISD design studio despite
the modernist’s stranglehold on
the pedagogy of 20th century
architecture.
My view on architectural
conservation and restoration
has evolved since my time at
RISD. However, by showing the
thread above, explaining the

“(I)t is as the centralization
and protectress of this sacred
influence, that architecture to be
regarded by us with the most
serious thought. We may live
without her, and worship without
her but we cannot remember
without her.”3

2

kinds of values embodied in my
formative years, I hope readers
would understand why I consider
improper restoration as a threat
to the preservation of the cultural
heritage and historic values of
buildings. My intention here is not
to argue about the advantage and
disadvantage of the seemingly
opposite architectural restoration
theories of Eugene-Emmanuel
Viollet-le-Duc and John Ruskin since
abundant scholarly publications
are readily available. What I want
to share in this short essay is the
possible relevancy of Ruskin’s
anti-restoration approach as a
pragmatic safeguard to prevent the
careless unconscious destruction
of historic architecture in Hong
Kong so the future generations can
have a more authentic architectural
narrative of our city’s history.
My premise starts with
architecture can be a signifier
of human activities. The role
of intentional monument or
architectural landmark is to create
a specific physical entity for the
purpose of keeping the memory of
the specific activity memorable for
future generations and according
to Ruskin:

In adaptive reuse, the
architect could create new
values for the society in old
building, intentional monument,
or architectural landmark by
adding to or changing the existing
utilitarian and commemorative
function. Adaptive reuse is reusing
old premises for a new function
other than the original designed
function. However, regardless of
how successful the architectural
heritage has been preserved in an
adaptive reuse project, it is not and
cannot be a historical continuity of
the original intention. The resulting
work serves a different purpose
separated from the original and
cannot avoid the influence from
present-day practice.
A demonstrative example
is Carlo Scarpa’s mastery
intervention of Castelvecchio in
Verona. Scarpa was aware of
Ruskin’s view on anti-restoration
as Scarpa had given a lecture in
1947 about Ruskin’s fondness
of the authenticity in Veneto
cities.4 In the remodeling of the
medieval castle built around 1354
- 1355 by the Della Scala family
that ruled Verona in the 13th and
14th century, Scarpa deliberately
designed a discontinuity from
the historical past by selective
demolition, reconfiguring the space
around the moat and courtyard,
and experimenting with polyphonic
design composition of the new and
old. His expressive architectural
intervention has created a totally
new cultural experience and
additional values for the historic
monument by telling an updated

story of the castle. It is a new
narrative with selected layers
of history left out 5 and Scarpa,
adding his own artistic value to
Castelvecchio, had no intention to
restore the building to its previous
completeness.
“Restoration means returning
a place to a known earlier state
by removing accretions or by
reassembling existing elements
without the introduction of new
material.” 6
Furthermore, the following
restoration requirement
under Article 9 of The Venice
Charter, 1964, accepted by
the International Council on
Monuments and Sites in 1965,
makes it clear that restoration is
about respecting the past and
there are two explicit values,
the aesthetic and historic, in
the architecture that require

3

1 Castelvecchio, Verona (Credit Thomas
Nemeskeri/ Flickr).
2 Giant yet tight steps of Scarpa’s
concrete staircase with angled treads to
emphasize the narrowness, Castelvec
chio (by author).
3 Sketch of railing details, Castelvecchio
(by author).
4 (overleaf) Exterior of the museum ‘first’
room with the Sacellum protrusion into
courtyard, Castelvecchio (by author).
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preservation:
“The process of restoration is
a highly specialized operation. Its
aim is to preserve and reveal the
aesthetic and historic value of the
monument and is based on respect
for original material and authentic
documents. It must stop at the point
where conjecture begins, and in this
case moreover any extra work which
is indispensable must be distinct
from the architectural composition
and must bear a contemporary
stamp. The restoration in any case
must be preceded and followed by
an archaeological and historical
study of the monument.” 7
I have no qualms with the
above definitions of restoration.
However, I consider genuine
restoration is very difficult to
achieve in our time because of
the scarcity or unavailability of
past material and bygone era
craftsmanship as well as there is
no stopping of time, the passing
of time means the past can return
only as historical evidence rather
than an ongoing occurrence. Hong
Kong has seen many misleading
“restoration” and carefree use of
the term ‘restoration’. For example,
the former Central Ordnance
Munitions Depot retrofitting to
wine cellar in Deep Water Bay
was promoted by the Hong Kong
Heritage Center as a restoration
work with an introduction starting
with: “After restoration, it has
become wine cellar…” 8 Another
example is the re-erected Murray
House as described below in a
promotion by the Hong Kong
Tourism Board: “Experience Hong
Kong seaside dining at the famous
Murray House, a 160-year-old
restored colonial building that
was dismantled and moved to the
Stanley market waterfront from
Central, Hong Kong.” 9
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historical truth with the passing of
time which could lead to a wrong
reading of the past. Furthermore,
the restoration of the building
does not guarantee the previous
human activities of the restored
building could be reinvigorated or
reintroduced to the building. For
Ruskin, restoration is a lie as one
cannot give life back to a corpse:

4

Restoration is different
from adaptive reuse. It has
a responsibility to ensure
the continuity of the original
architectural function and
aesthetics as well as accountable
to the preservation of all embedded
historic values. Unlike adaptive
reuse or other conservation effort
with a priority to extend the lives
of buildings and could allow the
latest intervention to dominant,
restoration is about preserving
the authenticity of the original
work in totality. Restoration is to
save the past for the future in an
unmediated way with all pertinent
information remains intact and
being reflected in the architecture
as part of the documented record.
At the same time, there is an
obligation to accurately record
the ongoing activities with the
architecture as text. Ruskin was
against restoration because he saw
the damage a deceitful restoration
could do and the ease of distorting
historical knowledge of human
activities through a purposeful or
unintended making of fraudulent
architecture of the past. In a future
point of time, it would be difficult
to differentiate the “fake” from the
“genuine” as they both become

“Do not let us talk then of
restoration. The thing is a Lie from
beginning to end. You may make
a model of a building as you may
of a corpse, and your model may
have the shell of the old walls
within it as your cast might have
the skeleton, with what advantage
I neither see nor care: but the old
building is destroyed, and that
more totally and mercilessly than if
it had sunk into a heap of dust, or
melted into a mass of clay: more
has been gleaned out of desolated
Nineveh than ever will be out of rebuilt Milan. But, it is said, there may
come a necessity for restoration!
Granted. Look the necessity full
in the face, and understand it on
its own terms. It is a necessity for
destruction. Accept it as such, pull
the building down, throw its stones
into neglected corners, make
ballast of them, or mortar, if you
will; but do it honestly, and do not
set up a Lie in their place. And look
that necessity in the face before it
comes, and you may prevent it.” 10
Hong Kong has seen a
surge of interest in restoration,
however, in our zeal to preserve
the past and incorrectly consider
everything is restorable and can
be made ephemerally anew, by
manufacturing counterfeit without
knowing it, we often eradicate or
marginalize the long-term historic
and authentic values of what we
want to preserve in the building.
The re-erected Murray House
mentioned above is a case in point

and we may well take Ruskin’s
anti-restoration advice as a
pragmatic safeguard to prevent the
destruction of our historic building
through our devastating intrusion
on the original work. To address
the necessity of restoration, if we
really care about preserving our
city heritage, we need to provide
adequate resources to carry out
proper repair and maintenance to
our buildings. We must remember
building will age and that the
passing of time completes the
architecture. It is better and
cheaper if we can avoid the need
of restoration by preventing the
deterioration of buildings into a
dilapidated state.
The preservation of buildings
is only a means and not the goal.
It is the humanity, the human
activities, and the time in passing
that we shall treasure. What Ruskin
wrote below is as valid today as it
has been in the past:
“(T)he greatest glory of a
building is not in its stones, nor in

Donald Choi is the President of The Hong
Kong Institute of Architects and The Hong
Kong Institute of Urban Design. He has
taught at the University of Hong Kong.
蔡宏興是香港建築師會和香港城市設計學會
會長。他既是香港大學建築學院的客座教授。

1 John Ruskin, The Seven Lamps of
Architecture, Century Hutchison National
Trust Classics 1988 edition, pp194-197.
2 The other teacher was Colin Rowe
who co-taught a course with Jorge Silvetti
at The Rhode Island School of Design in
the Spring Term of 1980. His elaboration
on the 1947 article in The Architectural
Review, The Mathematics of the Ideal
Villa: Palladio and Le Corbusier compared,
showing the congruence between Palladio’s
Villa Malcontenta and Le Corbusier’s
Villa Stein, reconnecting the 20th century
modern architecture with the classical past,

its gold. Its glory is in its age, and
in that deep sense of voicefulness,
of stern watching, of mysterious
sympathy, nay, even of approval
or condemnation, which we feel in
walls that have long been washed
by the passing wave of humanity.” 11
Historic value comes from
the unity of the architectural
artefacts with the associated
human activities being perceived
and remembered together.
Each successive layer of history
depends on the preceding unity of
human intellect and the collective
work with the passing of time. The
ability of architecture to record
such endeavors is why so many
architects and laypersons alike find
architecture fascinating. Vernacular
buildings and iconic buildings both
mark the passing of time and tell
a story about human activities and
their social life. With time doing
its work, the everyday ordinary
vernacular building can become
the unintended monument with
historic value just like the intended

was a tour de force in scholarship. But it
was his discussion of Collage City, a book
co-authored with Fred Koetter in 1978,
that led me to reject a single utopian vision
in architecture and city design.
3 Ruskin, op. cit., p178.
4 Crippa, M.A., Carlo Scarpa: Theory,
Design, Projects, MIT Press, 1986. pp.41 –
42.
5 For example, Scarpa removed the
staircase and barracks built under French
occupation during the Napoleonic war
and where Mussolini, in 1944, trialled
Galeazzo Ciano, his son-in-law and Minister
of Foreign Affairs along with five other
members of the Grand Council of Fascism
who plotted to remove Mussolini. The
demolition of the Napoleonic staircase and
barracks removed any reminder trace of the
Italian defeat and fascist past.
6 Article 1.7, the Burra Charter, ICOMOS
Australia 2013, http://openarchive.icomos.
org/id/eprint/2145/1/ICOMOS-AustraliaThe-Burra-Charter-2013.pdf
7 Article 9, The Venice Charter 1964,

iconic monument. We owe it to our
future generations to maintain and
preserve our buildings, we should
not carryout mindless restoration
of historic buildings by erasing the
evidence of the passing of time,
and we shall do no harm to our
environment.
In closing, I like to share
the following prophetic insight by
Ruskin as I was enthralled by it
when I first read it decades ago
and I still feel it as a battle call to
action for all architects to preserve
our architectural heritage and
protect our environment:
“God has lent us the earth
for our life; it is a great entail. It
belongs as much to those who
are to come after us, and whose
names are already written in the
book of creation as to us; and we
have no right, by any thing that we
do or neglect, to involve them in
unnecessary penalties, or deprive
them of benefits which it was in
our power to bequeath.” 12

ICOMOS, https://www.icomos.org/charters/
venice_e.pdf
8 Hong Kong Heritage Discovery Centre,
Field Visit I: Former Central Ordnance Depots
/ Little Hong Kong, https://www.amo.gov.hk/
en/education_oct_2009_public_3.php
9 Murray House advertisement from
Hong Kong Tourism Board, https://www.
discoverhongkong.com/ca/interactive-map/
murray-house.html. The re-erection of
Murry House, from an original government/
army building into a commercial complex,
is a sad story to tell and shows how far
the city has erred in valuing its heritage;
see article by Choi Wun Hing Donald, “A
Preliminary Inquiry into the Destruction and
Conservation of Hong Kong Built Heritage:
The Case of Victoria City”, Architecture
Blueprint, ed. HKIA 50th Anniversary
Commemorative Book, HKIA, 2006,
pp249-257.
10 Ruskin, op. cit., p196.
11 Ibid, pp186-187
12 Ibid, pp185-186
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Reuse for Culture
再利用 • 文化空間

Rediscovering Bishop Hill
Underground Service Reservoir

1

主教山地下配水庫再發現
Thomas Chung 鍾宏亮 / Yuan Jin 金媛
2020 年底主教山配水庫在被拆除過程中被市民意外發現，
引起社會各界廣泛關註。民間保育人士、 學者，建築師等自
發整合這百年地下蓄水池歷史及文物價值及其社會意義。幸
好結構大部份得以保留，港府也即時回應叫停工程。三個月
後配水庫被評為一級歷史建築，在 2021 年年底完成臨時加
固工程，並有限度向公衆開放。為配水庫制定長遠保育策略
前必須對文物和其周邊區域進行更深入研究，以及認真考慮
鄰近深水埗及石硤尾社區的參與。本文意在追溯主教山配水
庫的歷史淵源及其用途和意義的轉化，反思本案在香港文物
保育發展中所扮演的角色，在學習同類保育案例的同時思考
其長期活化和再利用的可能性。
1 Bishop Hill Reservoir’s cavernous interior with Piranesian chiaroscuro
(Courtesy Hong Kong History Study Circle).
2 Drawings for repairs of “Kowloon Tong Balance Tank”, 1951-52.
(Credit: Water Supplies Deparment)
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The rediscovery of the Bishop Hill Underground
Service Reservoir with its century-old brick arches
and stone columns, literally coming to light through
a jagged oculus pierced by a drilling vehicle, sparked
a conservation controversy unlike any other in Hong
Kong. Also known as both ‘Mission Hill’ due to the
presence of nearby missionary establishments and
‘Woh Chai Shan’, the Bishop Hill hillock is an urban
oasis, adjacent to Shek Kip Mei and Sham Shui Po,
best known for its quirky community-made recreational
settings frequented by locals. On 28 December
2020, learning that the dismantling of this forgotten
reservoir was underway, a crowd quickly gathered
at the summit of Bishop Hill and began to wander
through its cavernous ruins. Remarkable photos and

2

clips of its impressive architectural features amid
demolished rubble soon went viral, causing an instant
public furore on social media.
Aided by the good weather, striking sunlit images
of the disused waterworks triggered an overwhelming
sense of wonderment online, quickly followed by a
chorus of condemnations from citizens, politicians,
academics, architects and heritage professionals.
This anger pressured the authorities to suspend
works by the end of that day, while on the next one,
the Commissioner for Heritage went to the site and
issued a public apology, admitting to “insensitivity
and miscommunication” that led to this “mistake” of
demolition. Pledges to preserve the ungraded heritage
site and restore it for public enjoyment came swiftly
and directly from the government leadership.
The defining moment in the accidental
rediscovery of Bishop Hill was when a regular local
visitor to the site confronted a pulsating demolition
machine to halt proceedings. (p.64) The damage done
at that point included the destruction of four columns
and the creation of a gaping hole that exposed the
subterranean reservoir’s interior to the world. Together
with the immediate public and expert response that
prompted decisive action from officials, the incident
provided welcome relief and an unexpected upbeat
end to a year until then dominated by the Covid-19

pandemic and political uncertainties.
Three months later, following an expedited
grading process, the 1904 reservoir, together with the
Ex-Yaumatei Reservoir (constructed in 1894), was
accorded Grade I historic building status. In June, the
endorsement of Bishop Hill’s listing was announced
together with the approval of the same listing for
three other pre-war service reservoirs remaining
on Hong Kong Island.1 One year on, after HK$20million of works installed basic amenities such as a
glass canopy, boardwalks, staircase access, ventilation
and lighting, guided tours now allow people to view
a close-up curated experience of the temporarily
restored reservoir.
While further research and public consultations
will be carried out, the question of how to ensure
appropriate conservation for Bishop Hill remains. This
article traces the reservoir’s historical origins and its
transformation in usage and meaning, reflects on the
role this case plays in the rethink of Hong Kong’s
heritage conservation development and considers
possible directions for its longer-term revitalisation and
re-use.
Kowloon Waterworks Gravitation Scheme
Officially named the Ex-Sham Shui Po Service Reservoir,2
Bishop Hill was originally called the Kowloon Tong
69
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Service Reservoir and was a key part of the Kowloon
Waterworks Gravitation Scheme, a larger water-supply
infrastructure constructed in Hong Kong’s early colonial
period. In 1890, waterworks engineer Osbert Chadwick
returned to Hong Kong to implement recommendations
he had proposed eight years earlier when he was sent
to report on the colony’s sanitary conditions. Among the
many public health improvements Chadwick suggested,
British Kowloon’s well-water supply proposal was
completed by 1895. Water drawn from three wells
dug north of Yaumatei was supplied directly to users
via the Yaumatei Pumping Station.
In 1901, thanks to land reclamation and the
building of wharves and cement factories that had
accelerated urbanisation, Kowloon’s population had
more than doubled in just a decade. With supplies also
hit by a drought that ran from 1895-1903, freshwater
demand had greatly outstripped supply. In 1900,
two years after Britain signed its lease for the New
Territories, Chadwick had proposed to exploit the hilly
terrain of the newly colonised area to create reservoirs
at high elevations that would supply water to urban
Kowloon using gravitation alone, with no need for
expensive steam pumping.

The Kowloon Waterworks Gravitation Scheme
(KWGS) was prepared by engineer Lawrence Gibbs
while working for the Public Works Department. Gibbs
was also responsible for designing and supervising
its construction after switching to private practice.3
In 1902, construction started on the KWGS’ ten
works, among them its main storage reservoir, filter
beds, the Kowloon Tong Service Reservoir (KTSR),
connecting mains and distribution pipework.4 The
Kowloon Reservoir supplied water to the KTSR, which
in turn fed filtered water into the distribution system.
Designed as a balance tank, the KTSR began storing
water in 1904 and became operational in 1906. By
1910, the entire KWGS was completed, marking the
point at which the previous well-and-pump water
supply was replaced with to the new reservoir-fed
gravitational system. The Yaumatei Pumping Station
was now obsolete. It subsequently closed in 1911
after only six years in service.5
Gravitation water-supply technology had been
developed in Britain in the 1820s as part of a ‘water
reformation’ aimed at producing a ‘physically and
morally healthy, productive, modern populace’.6 From
the 1840s onwards, urban projects for modernising
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governance such as waterworks infrastructure began
proliferating within Britain. By the latter half of the
19th century, such techno-environmental schemes
were being used to assist ‘colonial modernisation’ in
cities such as Bombay, Colombo, Singapore and even
Yokohama.
For Hong Kong, the KWGS was peninsular
Kowloon’s first reservoir-fed filtered rainwater supply.7
Besides being more reliable and economical, the
provision of a steady supply of clean potable water
had great hygienic and social value in reducing disease
and improving the living conditions of most Chinese
inhabitants. Newly added street fountains changed the
locals’ water consumption habits and the installation
of 158 fire hydrants by 1910 contributed to fire safety
and so to the protection of lives and urban properties.
Kowloon Tong Service Reservoir
Serving residents of Kowloon Tong, Sham Shui Po and
Tai Hang Tung, the KTSR, with its 9,900 cubic metres
capacity, was much larger than its predecessors
at Yaumatei (740 cubic metres) and Hung Hom
(420 cubic metres, now demolished). Reportedly
falling into disuse due to serious leakage in 1938,

it was remodelled in 1951 after the Asia-Pacific War
and remained in operation until 1970, when it was
decommissioned and replaced by the much larger
Shek Kip Mei Fresh Water Service Reservoir (121,000
cubic metres). Finally disconnected in 1984, the
KTSR’s considerable heritage value lay in it being
the second-oldest surviving service reservoir built in
Kowloon and so a witness to the early development
of New Kowloon.8
Constructed atop Bishop Hill by casting a
concrete slab into an excavated pit, the reservoir had
a circular design, 47 metres in diameter and with
an area of 1,600 square metres. A slanted retaining
perimeter wall of around 6.8 metres in height
enhanced structural efficiency, while a curved floor
junction facilitated maintenance. Inside, a total of 108
rusticated granite columns topped by pentagonal
spring blocks carried 11 rows of red-brick arches.
These ‘Romanesque’ arches in turn supported a
concrete barrel-vault roof holding up a landscape
covering above.
The underground reservoir’s cement concrete
floor slab, retaining wall and vaulted roof enabled it to
withstand the larger vertical and lateral loads of the

5
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backfilled earth when compared to earlier reservoirs.
Burying the covered reservoir underground also had
the practical benefits of maintaining water quality
and minimising temperature fluctuations that might
have caused cracking in the concrete. The concrete
was cast without reinforcement as the appropriate
reinforcement technology was only developed in
Hong Kong after 1910. The composite use of stone,
brickwork and unreinforced concrete at Bishop Hill was
the technical solution available from the construction
skills and materials of the time, reflecting a transition
from traditional masonry construction to an increasing
use of cast concrete.
Between 1951-52, a 1.5-metre-thick circular wall
was added inside the original perimeter to fix a serious
leakage. Compacted soil with cement was used as
filling between the two walls, embedding 30 of the
granite pillars but leaving 78 columns freestanding.
As a result, the reservoir’s diameter was reduced,
its water level lowered and its 9,900 cubic metres
storage capacity was more than halved to 4,800 cubic
metres.
From terrain vague to bottom-up place-making
After being taken out of service, awareness of this
underground waterworks installation and its social
relevance began to fade. Its subterranean existence,
though, meant that Bishop Hill could not easily be
developed. Instead, the hill, also known as ‘Woh Chai
Hill’ after a nearby street, gained social significance. In
the 1950s, the site became a squatter area for postwar refugees from the mainland; it also accommodated
victims of urban fires in nearby Sham Shui Po.

Squatters lived at the site until the 1970s, when they
were finally evacuated and given public housing.
As a species of terrain vague untouched by real
estate development, Bishop Hill was appropriated
over the years by residents of adjacent high-density
neighbourhoods such as Shek Kip Mei and Sham
Shui Po. A local community of morning walkers and
frequent visitors, many of them elderly, gravitated
there, gradually making it into a much-needed outdoor
leisure space. Often recycling unwanted building
materials, these people installed a motley collection
of recreational facilities, among them rest areas with
railings, paved paths, fitness equipment, ping-pong
tables, a mahjong shelter, small shrines and tiny
cultivated plots.9 Created incrementally since 2010,
these informal public spaces turned Bishop Hill into an
example of neighbourhood place-making – a kind of
well-used community back garden.
In 2017, government officials attempted to
remove those makeshift installations using the
pretext that these unauthorised installations possibly
endangered public safety. The clearance attempt was
abandoned after it met with much resident and user
opposition and the intervention of a Sham Shui Po
district councillor. In March 2019, the community
stakeholders, together with supporting LegCo
members, reiterated their call to the authorities to
retain the existing hillside installations as well as
consider the community’s urgent need for green
leisure space in a proposed replanning of the hilltop
lawn.11
Concerns about the reservoir’s safety date back
to 2014. By 2017, following the discovery of cracks

3-4 Reservoir interiors in December
2020 (Courtesy Hong Kong
Reminiscence).
5 Aerial view of Bishop Hill showing
gaping hole from halted demolition.
(Credit: Wpcpey, 2021).
6 Top left: locals exercising on hill
summit (Image by HK01, Cheung
Ho Wai, 2017) Top right: homemade exercise equipment; bottom
left: outdoor table tennis in
progress. (Courtesy: Dr Chloe Lai)
7-8 Reservoir interiors, December
2021 after temporary restoration
works, showing new boardwalk
and metal stairs access. Right:
early drainage pipe in foreground;
float ball valve tower in background
(Courtesy Hong Kong Heritage
Exploration).
6
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and the penetration of tree roots that had made it
structurally unsafe, the Water Supplies Department
proposed to demolish and backfill the reservoir for
other uses, work which might have necessitated
substantial hilltop levelling. In June 2020, demolition
work expected to last ten months began in earnest
only to be dramatically halted six months later by the
chance rediscovery of the reservoir and the ensuing
public outcry. While the historical and architectural
values of the exposed reservoir ruins have rightly
captured public attention, the social value of the
community-driven place-making associated with this
urban oasis over the previous decade should also be
taken into account when considering Bishop Hill’s
long-term conservation.
A maturing conservation consciousness
Bishop Hill is another watershed in Hong Kong’s
heritage conservation. From the Star Ferry and
Queen’s Pier demolitions and the destruction at King
Yin Lei in 2006-07 to more recent campaigns such
as that over Wing Lee Street, the West Wing of the
Central Government Offices and State Theatre, there
has been no lack of drama and action. What was
astonishing in the fight to save Bishop Hill was the
lightning-fast mobilisation of civil society first to halt

8

the demolition and then to secure a decisive reversal
of policy from the authorities.
While the wave of popular sentiment generated
by the shock at discovering such a stunning piece
of heritage could remain hidden in the heart of
urban Kowloon was understandable, the urgency
and outpour of voluntary contributions by citizens on
social media to reveal and share information about the
value and significance of Bishop Hill was extraordinary.
The expertise of architects and professionals
combined with the passion of students and laypeople
led to collaboration, organising and publicity that
generated widespread support in almost no time at
all. Without this, the entire outcome might have been
very different. Instead, the episode bore witness to a
maturing of conservation consciousness in Hong Kong
civil society.12
Learning from Bishop Hill
On 29 December, a day after the reservoir’s
rediscovery, a government official publicly apologised
for miscommunication between heritage officers and
waterworks engineers who mistook the reservoir as
just a ‘water tank’ when approving the demolition
plans. While answering accusations of negligence
ensured that accountability was seen to be done, there
73

9 Top left: Glass canopy
and new access stair.
(Courtesy Hong Kong
Heritage Exploration).
Top right: temporary
reinforcement works to
concrete barrel vault,
bottom left: view towards
new entrance stairs and
bottom right: guided tours
started in December 2021.
(Images credit: Hong Kong
History Study Circle).
9

appears to be a telling admission of inadequate interdepartmental coordination and openness to review
critical feedback. Professional groups have called for
drawing up clearer guidelines for assessing ungraded
heritage sites and greater involvement of experienced
conservation practitioners.
For conservationists, a larger ambition would be
to revamp the current heritage assessment framework
and go beyond the one-size-fits-all, building-centric
classification criteria by type and age alone.13 The
Bishop Hill row demonstrates the urgent need to
broaden heritage valuation to recognise more diverse
appraisal of assets such as infrastructure, military
relics, burial grounds and designed landscape.
Rather than prioritizing architectural aesthetics of
individual buildings, the focus should lie more in the
engineering function and design value and the entire
system when valuing infrastructure heritage. In fact,
when five structures of the Kowloon Reservoir were
declared monuments in January 2020, the Bishop
Hill reservoir was overlooked precisely because the
assessment never considered the complete system of
infrastructure as heritage.14
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Future Directions
There is a general consensus for preserving Bishop
Hill’s existing condition as much as possible, including
keeping the aperture caused by demolition, and
that any repurposing should not further damage its
physical fabric.15 Just as all restoration works should
be informed by thorough architectural and technical
feasibility investigations, so the conservation process
balancing protection with re-use must consider all
relevant socio-historical dimensions before formulating
strategies that can safeguard the character of heritage
sites. This should help such plans be embraced by
relevant groups and aligned with public aspirations.
As public discussion continues, a range of
conservation approaches has been suggested
for Bishop Hill, from minimum intervention and
museumisation to thematised adaptive re-use, back by
various reservoir revitalisation examples from abroad.
There have been calls to confer it declared monument
status and to convert it into an educational space
to learn about the city’s water infrastructure history,
for which a useful precedent could be the Museum
of Drinking Water set within Taipei Water Park, a
19th century pump house for Taipei’s first water

treatment plant with original equipment on display. As
a destination for heritage tourism, the Basilica Cistern
in Istanbul is often mentioned, though its grand scale
may not offer most fitting comparison for Bishop
Hill. As a public park, a suitable reference might be
the Paddington Reservoir in Sydney, also part of a
gravitation scheme, whose roof has been opened up
to form sunken courtyards and a well-designed urban
garden.
If we turn to re-use for culture, several cases
come to mind. Cisternerne, outside Copenhagen, has
adapted a subterranean reservoir into a venue for sitespecific contemporary art. Another comparable case
is the regeneration of the Buffalo Bayou Park Cistern
in Houston into an event space with workshops and
changing art installations. The rehabilitated Spring
Hill Reservoir in Brisbane goes even further having
become a performance space for live operas and
concerts. Barcelona has two reservoir conversions:
the Rei Martí Cistern, where Antoni Gaudí built the
Bellesguard Tower, is now a district cultural facility,
while Les Aigues Library is a respectful conversion of
a massive brick water tower into a university library.
Closer to home – next to Bishop Hill in fact – the
underground Tai Hang Tung stormwater tank was
temporarily transformed into an enormous immersive

art experience by a local artist in 2018.16 (p.65)
As for practical challenges, it is worth
remembering that waterworks facilities were never
intended for human habitation, so proposals will need
to find ways of ensuring visitor safety, comfort and
access as well as other statutory compliances for any
proposed re-use. Lateral thinking will also be required
to put in place a robust management and sustainable
operation model either with the government or in
partnership with NGOs or other private entities –
ideally one that integrates the surrounding landscape
into the site.
Looking ahead, Bishop Hill has ample potential
to become an educational space for interpreting
historical heritage, a cultural venue, a tourist
destination, an urban park, a cherished place for
the community or some combination of all these.
Despite facing many challenges, the revitalisation
of these disused waterworks presents Hong Kong
with the perfect opportunity to raise the bar in terms
of its commitment to heritage conservation and
development of imaginative design strategies for
adaptive re-use.

Thomas Chung is associate professor at the School
of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong.
Yuan Jin is studying for her PhD at CUHK.

territory’s first to employ the gravitation scheme.
8 Tymon Mellor (2021) “Hong Kong Water Supply – Kowloon
Tong Water Tank” January 3, 2021. See https://industrialhistoryhk.
org/hong-kong-water-supply-kowloon-tong-water-tank/
9 In 2008, retired engineer and SARS survivor Mr. So discovered
Bishop Hill. In the years that followed, using materials brought by
himself, he installed a large range of fitness equipment, including an
exercise bicycle, training bars and swings, for community use.
10 Wong, Wing Wah,“ 主教山隱世晨運樂園遭拆卸 晨運街坊
對峙地政職員：想做運動啫 ”HK01, 14 August 2017.
11 Chan, Tsz Ching,“ 深水埗區議員促維持主教山作 晨運休憩
用途 ” Hong Kong In-media, 6 March 2019.
12 Paul Chan in “ 保育 Live Talk：從主教山風波看古蹟保育制
度的漏洞 ”, CACHe webinar, 10 January 2021. See https://www.
facebook.com/cache.org.hk/videos/ 保育 live-talk 從主教山風波看
古蹟保育制度的漏洞 /224751232459458/
13 See Fredo Cheung, Vice-President of the Hong Kong Institute
of Architectural Conservationists (HKICON), and his presentation
“Learning from Bishop Hill: Heritage Conservation Perspective”,
AIAHK Zoom Webinar, 18 February 2021. https://www.aiahk.org/
learning-bishop-hill-february-18-2021/
14 ibid.
15 Yip, Chee-Kuen, “ 未來城市：主教山配水庫 保育與發展如
何並行 ?”. Mingpao, 4 April 2021.
16 After the Deluge is the interactive, site-specific installation by
Hong Kong artist Kingsley Ng where he turned the Tai Hang Tung
stormwater tank into an immersive experience where visitors listened
to a soundtrack of music with headsets before entering the space and
watching the movements of long pieces of fabric that imitated water.

鍾宏亮為香港中文大學建築學院副教授。
金媛為香港中文大學建築學院博士生。

1 The Antiquities Advisory Board also recommended grade I status
to these freshwater reservoirs: Albany at the Mid-levels (188889), The Peak (1897) and Mount Gough (1903). All three are still
operational, supplying fresh water to the Mid-Levels and Central
areas. There was confirmation, however, that ten years ago heritage
officials had consented to the demolition and rebuilding of two
reservoirs of the same era - Magazine Gap Road (1901) and
Hatton Road (1908) – due to leakage and structural concerns.
2 Antiquities & Monuments Office (2021) “Historic Building
Appraisal: Ex-Sham Shui Po Service Reservoir”. See https://www.
aab.gov.hk/form/20210315_historic_3_new_items.pdf
3 Gibbs joined Denison, Ram & Gibbs as partner. The KWGS works
was the first time the colonial government commissioned a local
private firm to provide consultancy for a construction contract.
4 See “Report of the Director of Public Works for the Year 1910”,
Hong Kong Government Administrative Reports, 1911, pp.50-56.
5 Lee, Cheuk Hei et al (2021)“ 地水重光 — 主教山配水
庫文物價值評估報告 ”. See https://walkin.hk/wp-content/
uploads/2021/03/Bishop-Hill-Assessment-Final-20210228a.pdf
6 John Broich (2007) “Engineering the Empire, 1850-1900” in
Journal of British studies, vol.46, April, p.349.
7 Pokfulam Reservoir (1863-77) on Hong Kong island was the
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Reimagining Bishop Hill
Underground Cistern
主教山配水庫再想象
2020 年香港建築師學會青年建築師獎
[YAA] 的舉辦旨在重新審視保護和活化
問題。畢曉活化主教山配水庫提案旨在
調查建築與自然之間的關係，以及基礎
設施如何為公眾做出貢獻。得獎者王守
賢建議帶人深入地下蓄水池。羅晉偉憑
藉其作品《相遇》獲選為該獎項的榮譽
獎。 林偉瀚因其提案“無用的價值”而
入圍。

The HKIA Young Architect Award
[YAA] 2020 explored the theme
of heritage revitalization of the
Bishop Hill Underground Cistern.
The three winning schemes are:
Samuel Wong (winner) who
reconnects the subterranean cistern
to nature through flâneurie; Justin

Law (honorable mention) who
imagined playful “encountering”
and Joshua Lam (shortlisted)
who emphasises the “value of
uselessness”, reinventing heritage
as archeology of the future. All three
are architecture graduates of The
Chinese University of Hong Kong.

A Day of Flânerie at Bishop Hill
在主教山配水庫的一天
Samuel Wong 王守賢 (Winner)
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1 Bishop Hill is the back garden for
Sham Shui Po, Shek Kip Mei and Tai
Hang Tung’s residents. The hill hides a
lot of secret gardens that are built
brick by brick by the locals. In combi
nation with the hundred year-old
underground cistern, Bishop Hill is
truly an unique place in the heart of
the city. (Samuel Wong)
2 Appreciating the Cistern at 16:05.
(Samuel Wong)
3 The opening of demolition. (Samuel
Wong)

Samuel Wong is the recipient of
HKIA Young Architect Award 2020.
王守賢是香港建築師學會青年建築師
獎 2020 得獎者。
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A Day of Flânerie at Bishop Hill brings people on a daytour deep into Bishop Hill to discover its secret gardens
and rediscover its underground cistern. The tour aims
at evoking visitors’ interests in conservation and preservation. In this context, preservation is not limited to the
underground cistern but also the secret gardens built by
local people and also those people’s daily activities.
This proposal starts by bringing visitors to a
comprehensive hiking path built by local people. The
secret gardens are then revealed one by one along
the trail. Visitors are welcome to connect with local
people by enjoying leisure activities such as ping pong,
mahjong or exercising. The trail then brings visitors to
the new entrance of the cistern, a new intervention
that is proposed not to compete but to complement
the hundred-year-old structure. To preserve the
originality and authenticity of the existing cistern and
to minimise damage to the existing structure, two
openings have been introduced to provide access
to visitors and also to allow wind into the cistern.
The openings are carefully placed such that both the
summer and winter wind can enter.
Water is re-introduced into the cistern, altering
the humidity and atmosphere of the space at different
times, weather and seasons. A footpath is made
using weathering steel, a material that transcends
time, supported on repurposed granite blocks taken
from the demolished columns that allows visitors to
experience the cistern on top of a thin layer of water.
The opening unfortunately created during the
demolition is preserved and becomes a key feature of
the scheme. It serves as a memorial of that event. In
lieu of reinstating what was demolished, the scheme
embraces the opportunity brought by this opening. As

light shines on the granite columns for the first time in a
hundred years, it transcends the physicality of the space
and the atmosphere of the space changes permanently.
One can choose to sit and enjoy the atmosphere
of the space, listening to the wind whistling through
the entrance, looking at the rippling of the water
as the wind gently brushes its surface, absorbing
the echo orchestrated by the blowing wind and the
rippling water, feeling the moisture evaporated by the
heat from the light rays entering the space via the new
skylight, appreciating the new life given to the brick
arches and granite columns under natural light after a
hundred years of darkness. Time becomes irrelevant
in this place. One may wander in it for as long as one
likes. It is a space without function, a space for inner
peace, a void within an urban void.

3
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Trajectory of architecture in time space
continuum : Bishop Hill Reservoir
建築在時空下的軌跡 : 主教山配水庫
Justin Law 羅晉偉 (Honorable Mention)

4 Rendering of the interior of cistern.
(Justin Law)
5 Section of the cistern. (Justin Law)
6 Desending from the ring shaped
walkways (Justin Law)

4

The Proposal
The demolition work in December 2020 revealed an
impressive cistern structure immersed underground,
pronounced by a regular grid of granite pillars and red
brick arches with concrete vaulted ceiling. The historic
beauty of this hidden space immediately sparked
public concern on the preservation of this cistern
heritage, which has been functioning as a reservoir for
more than a century.
The inspiration of my proposal began with its
accidental exposure. The design plays with the possibility
of how the public will find the same encountering
experience in this hidden gem and how a sensible scale
of intervention can unfold the time of the space.
Unlike most of the listed historic buildings in
our city, the trajectory that the cistern has taken is a
long journey mostly in solitary oblivion. Not until the
demolition began, it has very little human interaction.
Its memory has been filled with water and preserved in
darkness for many years. Therefore, the concept started
with a simple idea, bringing water back to the cistern, to
become the medium to experience the space.
SUNRISE 6:50am
The sun’s rising, or at least it seems like it is. Walking up
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Bishop Hill through the morning fog, you would discover
a vast open space surrounded by trees. The awakening
city is obscured from this elevated ground. Up here it is
quiet and peaceful. Gentle ramps descending through
the demolished opening makes you aware of the
slow and almost imperceptible transformations of the
environment, both built and natural.
A series of ring-shaped walkways offsetting
from the centre is designed to resonate the circular
structure, and allow visitors to truly appreciate the
order and different perspectives of the space by
walking in a circular direction.
The structure of walkways is partially suspended
from the metal arch frames, which are at the same
time reinforcements to the existing structure. When
the water level is low enough, one could descend to
the bottom of this seven-metre tall cistern. Hollow
fiberglass structure is integrated with the bottom
part of the walkway to provide buoyancy when it
is immersed in the water. The walkways are flexible
enough to adjust the height with the changing water
level. When it is high enough, one could have a closer
look at the red brick arches.
The subterranean cistern is brought into life again
as it has been a hundred years ago, but this time, it is

with people as its audience.
Time space continuum
The curiosity of searching for similar types of hidden
gems in our city suddenly sparked in the public. The
existence of pure architecture without ‘purpose’ and
uninhabited by humans, is gaining a grip in Hong
Konger’s heart. In fact, every building in our city, no
matter old or new, unseen or occupied, undergoes
repeated cycles of aggregation and dispersion. In this
sense, our city is actually a temporary cradle amid a vast
time space continuum, one in which countless people
are constantly appearing and disappearing, and certain
parts of our city are remembered and forgotten.
For this cistern, the design aims to add materials
of light and shadow, reflection, and refraction, see
and being seen, turning this beautiful edifice into
a timepiece that charts the passage in the days
and nights. It is about reframing the subtlety in our
everyday life and allowing us to slow down and
appreciate this hidden gem at the heart of the city.
Through design intervention, it should be possible
to create collective memories that belong to all of us and
be able to experience together within that continuum.
5
Justin Law is an architect at Atelier Global Limited.
羅晉偉在香港匯創國際建築設計擔任建築師。
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Towards a value-driven discourse of Heritage
Conservation
主教山配水庫文物價值評估
Joshua Lam 林偉瀚 (Shortlisted)

Research and design can provide an alternative
methodology to the current heritage conservation
framework in Hong Kong, offering a structured
assessment that recognises arrays of tangible and
intangible value for discussion in the public realm and
for the basis of design.

than the absolute and objective metrics such as
age. Derived from present-day perceptions and
contemporary public concerns, such intangible values
can be fluid and contested. They also reflect the idea
that heritage should be remain a living monument
(lebendig) of our time and opinion.4

Adding value
According to the internationally recognised Guidelines
on Education and Training in the Conservation
of Monuments, Ensembles and Sites (1993),
conservation requires the ability to observe, analyse
and synthesise.1 Having a systematic approach and a
framework identifying the opportunity and threat of a
heritage site are the foremost priorities.
The current heritage conservation framework of
the Antiques and Monuments Office (AMO) has six
criteria: historical interest, architectural merit, group
value, social value and local interest, authenticity
and rarity.2 This framework provides a means for
generating a general assessment. But we also need
the opportunities to identify any detailed correlation
between tangible elements and intangible values in
ways that can allow for the timely preservation of
relevant intangible values and for comparisons across
heritage projects.
A ‘value assessment matrix’ offers a way of
forming a structured consideration of physical heritage
at different scales, from urban, architecture, services
and artifacts, against series of intangible values.3 As
well as social values, commemorative values and
various intangible values, the matrix for Bishop Hill
also recognises the conflict value formed by the
inherited tension of a heritage site. The site’s conflict
value arises from the public sentiment generated by
the destruction that took place, which paid a role in
strengthening the significance of the heritage. The
damaged vault represents the moment when public
awareness of the need to save the heritage arose
that is not accounted under other frameworks. The
value assessment matrix matches physical architecture
with latent value and stories for curation of heritage
experience thereafter.
Intangible values reflect the relative rather

Changing times, changing needs
Establishing the value of Bishop Hill underground cistern
through a value assessment matrix leads to a concrete
premise for architectural invention and the narration of
its heritage story. Respecting the context of the water
retaining structure, the proposal preserves water as
an indispensable value of the cistern and reiterates for
contemporary recreational needs of the community as
a scaled-back pool, referring to the vibrant communal
recreation space network on the Bishop Hill. The
historical context of water is authentically preserved,
while a piece of obsolete infrastructure is adapted to
the changing needs of changing times.
With the watery context of the cistern retained, it
becomes a communal genre and living monument. An
organic pathway swiftly characterises pools of different
ambiences: a pool where visitors can appreciate the
waterworks’ heritage; communal steps where people
can move and chat under monumental archways;
crescent architecture on the ground signifying the
scale of this previously hidden gem.
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Architecture as the archaeology of the future
Building upon the valued and spirit of the Bishop Hill
Cistern, a value assessment matrix can point towards
finding value-adding conservation methods instead
of a passive restoration of an as-found heritage site.
Architecture becomes an act of conservation and
adaptive-reuse: ‘konservieren, nicht restaurieren’. In
another century, when the cistern is again rediscovered
by future archaeologists, traces of habitation would layer
the site, first in the infrastructure of the waterworks
cistern, then in the overlayers of communal adaptation,
reflecting the site’s story over time.
Joshua Lam is an architect at HOK.
林偉瀚在 HOK 擔任建築師。
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1 ICOMOS (International Council on Monuments and Sites),
Guidelines on Education and Training in the Conservation of
Monuments, Ensembles and Sites, ICOMOS, Paris,1993.
2 Antiques and Monuments Office, Historic Buildings in Hong
Kong [website], <https://www.amo.gov.hk/en/built.php>, accessed
on 25 September 2021.
3 Marieke Kuipers & Wessel de Jonge, Designing from Heritage:
Strategies for Conservation and Conversion. TU Delft - Heritage &
Architecture, Delft, 2017.
4 Miles Glendinning, The conservation movement: a history of
architectural preservation: antiquity to modernity. Routledge,
London, 2013.

7 With the watery context of the cistern
remained, it becomes both a
communal genre and living
monument.
8 Destructed vault celebrated for its
conflict value as identified in the
Value Assessment Matrix,
commemorating the public effort in
preserving the heritage.
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Revitalisation of Old Tai Po Police Station
into a Green Hub for Sustainable Living
從舊大埔警署到綠匯學苑 : 實現永續生活
Billy Tam 譚漢華
綠匯學苑的活化項目在保育舊大埔警署的同時，
亦保留了原址的古樹及具重要生態價值的鷺鳥林，
是一個綜合建築、歷史與自然，並展現了可持續
性的活化範例。本文以活化保育上的軟硬件作為主
軸，討論透過建築師和客戶之間的相互配合，讓新
功能與歷史建築及周邊環境得以融合，從而成功實
踐可持續發展理念。

The Green Hub, an adaptive re-use of the historically
significant Old Tai Po Police Station (OTPPS),
serves as a demonstration of sustainable living. Its
architecture, heritage and nature were all developed
through collaboration with the community. It is
also a centre that develops, teaches and promotes
affordable and meaningful strategies for low-carbon
and sustainable living.
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From the start, the Green Hub aimed at
handling conservation in ways that re-used the
building’s architecture without overlooking its layers
of history and memory. The scheme’s success
demonstrates how integrating software and
hardware can play a key role in an adaptive re-use.
For this project, the key elements were:
• Input – the client’s decisions on the
functions that re-use would allow.
• Output – the architect’s inspiration and
understanding of the brief.
• Hardware – Old Tai Po Police Station.
• Heritage – the building’s history as the first
English-style government building.
• Local ecological – the site is home to the Tai
Po Market Egretry and many old and
valuable trees.

From the start, the client, Kadoorie Farm
Botanic Garden Corporation, wanted to treasure the
historical values of the Old Tai Po Police Station while
transforming it into an inspiring education centre
promoting low-carbon living and a sustainable future.
This meant conserving the historic, architectural and
ecological values of the property while extending
its focus to a wider appreciation of Hong Kong’s
ecological and cultural heritage resources so as to
continue to serve the community under a new mission.
The building’s original spatial layout had to be
highly respected during the design process. Instead
of superimposing new usages onto the building
and attempting a large-scale reconstruction, the
project team carefully examined the existing room
layout and designed a new programme that could
be incorporated with only minimal changes to the
building’s original layout.
The project team also had to retain and protect
the adjacent Tai Po Market Egretry and its old and
valuable trees along with most of the trees within the
site, and where possible had to restore the original
building structure and architectural elements. For
instance, the existing verandah and louvre windows
were restored to preserve their colonial appearance
and historical value. Recycled and sustainable
materials were used to minimis construction waste
arising from demolition and alterations.
In the building’s central courtyard now stands
an ‘Enchanted Garden’, which has significantly
enriched wildlife habitat. The garden also serves as a
base for organic resources and horticultural waste. A
greywater recycling system has been installed to show
how water management processes work. Together
with the its education programme, the Green Hub is
now a centre that can develop, teach and promote
affordable and meaningful strategies for low-carbon
and sustainable living.
Conservation principles
To help preserve the Green Hub’s Grade 1 historic
building status, conservation principles were drawn up
at the early design to guide the project team in its use
of appropriate treatments and levels of intervention
for character-defining elements and building fabrics.
These were:
a) Respect changes.
b) Retain authenticity and integrity.
c) Minimum intervention.
d) Repair rather than replace.
e) Reversibility.
f) Integrate the new and the old.
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One of the major difficulties that conservation
projects encounter is compliance with ever-changing
building ordinances and regulations. All buildings
have to be constructed in compliance with statutory
requirements to ensure they are structurally stable
and safe for public use. Hong Kong has no particular
conservation- or heritage-related regulations providing
guidelines for conservation or revitalization projects.
The adaptive reuse plan for Old Tai Po Police Station
was no exception: it had to comply with the current
statutory requirements.
Architect and project teams need to look
for solutions that restore a building to its original
appearance while meeting their clients’ wishes and
needs. Most buildings which become conservation
projects in Hong Kong were built more than 50
years ago when most building regulations had yet
to be formulated. Having to apply current statutory
requirements makes handling conservation projects
challenging. The design potential of these projects
is often hindered by these requirements. As for
Green Hub, there are also limitation and restriction
encountered during its restoration which will be
explained breifly in the upcoming parapgraph.
Unique features
The Green Hub project also had its own challenges
arising from its own unique features. Among the most
noteworthy of these was how the timber roof with
double pan tiles was handled. To restore the beauty
of the original Chinese-style timber roof, a creative
solution had to be found for the layering of the double
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pan and roll roof tiles, a roofing style commonly found
in colonial buildings in Hong Kong. The original tile
design was followed with only slight modifications
in a new arrangement that complied with the ‘Code
of Practice on Wind Effects in Hong Kong 2004’.
Instead of using structural steel clad with timber, a
modern update to the traditional design was carried
out by adding concealed steel ties connecting the two
layers of tiles and the timber structure underneath. All
timber members and roof tiles were crafted to form
a structural system that satisfied the requirements of
the Buildings Department.
The Old Tai Po Police Station also made a major
contribution to the advancement of local conservation
practice by helping to establish a rigorous set of
submission/approval requirements for projects that
involve substantial reroofing of a building using timber.
The OTPPS project was the first in Hong Kong to
receive approval from the Buildings Department for
the use of timber as structural members to restore
the roof of an old building, making it a breakthrough
project.
Parts of the timber roof structure in the police
station’s Main Building had over the years been
replaced by steel purlins. These had gradually rusted
because of water leakage through the roof tiles.
Previously in situations like this, structural steel clad
with timber would have been used to restore the roof.
But the Old Tai Po Police Station has demonstrated
how local conservation using timber roof structures
can be achieved.
This whole timber roof restoration exercise was

thoroughly and rigorously carried out, and the resulting
timber roof structure complies with the current wind
code and meets all other statutory requirements.
This highlight of the project was the fruit of a multiphase collaboration between the project’s structural
engineers, its heritage consultant and the Heritage
Unit in the Buildings Department.
Broader implications
The successful restoration of roof members at Old
Tai Po Police Station using timber has now set a
local precedent and benchmark for future projects,
without doubt advancing local heritage conservation
practice. The success of the Green Hub comes not
only from the efforts made by the client, operator
and consultant team, but also from the government
departments that played an important role in the

realisation of the project. These departments could be
more open-minded in relaxing building ordinances and
regulations to help maximise the design potential of
future revitalisation schemes. This would help provide
a second life for notable pieces of architecture and
so open the way for greater public appreciation and
enjoyment of them.

Billy Tam is Director of Thomas Chow Architects.
譚漢華是周德年建築設計有限公司的董事。
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Enchanted Garden
Folk Art Workshop
Enchanted garden
Healing garden
Verandah
South façade
Master layout plan
Longitudinal section

(All image and drawings courtesy
Thomas Chow Architects Ltd.)
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Beyond (Designing) the Place
Re-tuning Haw Par Mansion
超越空間設計 : 重塑虎豹別墅
Roger Wu 胡燦森

雖然近期公共和私人遺產保護項目的成功程度被
受爭論，但在香港開展遺產保護工作在許多層面上
都是複雜和具有挑戰性的。儘管如此，我們必須承
認許多建築師在這一領域孜孜不倦地工作，不僅僅
是交付項目，還提高公眾意識和參與度，以及幫助
指導政府政策和專業指導方針。

While debates on the level of success of recent public
and private heritage conservation projects are likely
to continue, what is beyond dispute is that delivering
heritage conservation in Hong Kong is complex and
challenging on many levels and for many reasons,
most notably high land values, unsympathetic building
regulations and a lack of opportunities to retain
skills and share resources with an effective economy
of scale due to the small number of such projects.
Nonetheless, it must be recognised that many
architects have been working tirelessly in this area,
not just delivering projects but also in raising public
awareness and engagement as well as helping to
steer government policies and professional guidelines.
Spirit of the place
One of the often-asked questions by visitors to Haw
Par Music in the revitalised former Haw Par Mansion
is ‘Why music?’ The answer is less of a one-liner than
some might expect, but rather stems from the organic
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development of the site.
For clues to the answer, let’s look at the
background of Hong Kong around the time of when the
building was constructed is a good starting place. First,
amongst the notable achievements of Sir Cecil Clementi,
the first governor of Hong Kong (1925-1930) to speak
Cantonese, was his appointment of Shouson Chow,
a prominent Chinese merchant, as the first Chinese
unofficial member of the Executive Council. This reflects
a shift in the British Colonial government’s attitude to the
governance of Hong Kong to respect local culture and
traditions and to encourage members of the Chinese
population to believe they could rise through the ranks
to positions of power.
Second, Hong Kong has long been a somewhat
transient city, thriving as a place where different
cultures come together. In addition, there’s the fact
that Hong Kong hasn’t been burdened with the weight
of hundreds of years of deep-rooted culture. Instead,
it offers plenty of opportunities for free-thinking people
with an ‘anything-can-happen’ approach to life. This
led to a context of eclecticism in Hong Kong, where
Chinese and Western cultures mixed in art, culture and
everyday life, which became the popular expressive
style and which to some extent still exists to this day.
Then, there is Aw Boon Haw, who built the mansion.
The histories of the Aw family, of Aw Boon Haw’s
relationship with his brother, Aw Boon Par, and of
the family business empire and their buildings and
gardens in Hong Kong, Singapore and Fujian have
been covered extensively elsewhere.1 2
A number of key aspects of Aw Boon Haw’s life
contributed significantly to the Chinese eclecticism
style present in Haw Par Mansion. First, his exposure
to and fascination with different cultures during his
travels for business and leisure no doubt fuelled
his desire to express what he had seen through his
creations. Second, the brothers’ close relationship
combined with their different characters and
educational background (the more outward going
Haw was sent to Fujian for a more traditional Chinese
education while the more reserved Par remained in
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Yangon and received a more ‘international school’
style education) further encouraged cultural exchange
within the family. Finally, Haw’s motto, ‘That which is
derived from society should be returned to society’,
not only referred to his philanthropic endeavours,
especially in education and healthcare, but also to his
lifelong efforts to disseminate to ordinary people the
virtue of Chinese traditions and culture and his views
of the outside world through his buildings, gardens
and newspapers. (He truly believed in wellbeing
through spiritual and knowledge enrichment.)
Second, the Chinese eclecticism that existed
in Haw Boon Haw’s mind, capturing the ‘anything is
possible and without constraints from the baggage
of history’ mentality outlined above, is manifested
perfectly in the details that can still be seen in Haw
Par Mansion. One example is the two moon gates,
features usually found in Chinese landscapes, used
as main entrance doors into the mansion from the
front and garden. Another is the stained-glass panels
made in Florence depicting tigers and a combination
and Chinese and Western birds and flora adorning
the moon gates. Then there are the two flying eaves,
features usually found on outside of buildings, with
painted roof tiles patterns are main decorative features
in the Main Hall and the seemingly ad-hoc selection
of traditional Chinese folk stories of 八仙過海 and 姜
太公釣 that adorn the underside of each of the flying
eaves. Sally Aw Sian, Haw’s draughter, said that her
father used get up at 6am every day to supervise
construction workers on site, a demonstration of his
idiosyncratic approach beyond stylistic stereotype and
any academic/theoretical research/challenge.
Bearing all this in mind explains why Haw
Par Music is positioned as a centre for cross-cultural
exchange through music, heritage and the arts, with a
social initiative. The aim is to provide visitors exposure to
diverse cultural happenings and educational programmes
while also taking care of their spiritual wellbeing.
One example of a programme that showcased
this approach was a TV recording of the Italian opera
‘Rita’ by Donizetti that took place in the Main Hall. It
was accompanied by two session of un-announced
open rehearsal session that also coincide with an
exhibition of Cantonese opera in an adjacent room.
Another example was a performance of the 2020 Hong
Kong Dance Award Best Special Venue Performance
winner, ‘Contempo Lion Dance’, in which the lion dance
artform was updated and combined with parkour,
contemporary Chinese dance, flamingo and Nanyin. The
show delivered an immersive Aw Boon Haw story-telling
experience. A third example was an inter-generational
orchestra performance featuring musicians of different
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ages, skill levels and nationality.
One of the most gratifying aspects of such
programmes is that they would not have been possible
without the connections made by the architects involved
in the revitalisation project. Beyond the successful
delivery a fit-for-purpose project, they demonstrated
their commitment to Haw Par Music through their
continued involvement, understanding and appreciation
of the place’s spirit, the ‘Haw Par Ethos’.
Haw Par Music takes that spirit beyond the place
through outreach programmes in which faculties and
students perform in other locations. Doing this echoes
the way the Aw family, after building Haw Par Mansion
and Tiger Balm Gardens in Hong Kong built other
similar mansions, villas and gardens in Singapore and
Fujian. Perhaps other conservation projects in Hong
that draw on the idea of the ‘spirit of a place’ from
our city’s cultural history and identity can create a
collective ‘Spirit of Hong Kong’.
Further contributions
Among the many skills that architects possess, the one
that stands out most is the ability to consider various
contextual, planning, environmental, design and technical
aspects of a project to make an informed decision on
the appropriate way forward. For conservation projects,
there is a need to take this key skill even further so we
can look beyond the physical functions of a space to
grasp the more metaphysical concepts reflected in its
‘spirit of the place’. There is a need to engage a project’s

client or operator further to avoid the disconnect that
often happens operational issues discovered in the postconstruction period. Perhaps, our engagement with
clients post-contract needs to be developed beyond the
client and consultant relationship. Better still, perhaps
architects can step out of the role of being consultants
and offer our skill sets and services as drivers,
champions and facilitators of projects.

Roger Wu is the executive director of Har Par Music.
胡燦森是虎豹樂圃的執行董事。

1 Brandel, J. and Turbeville, T. (1998) Tiger Balm Gardens: A
Chinese Billionaire ’s Fantasy Environments. Hong Kong, The Aw
Boon Haw Foundation.
2 鄭宏泰 (12 月 2018 年 ).《虎豹家族——起落興衰的探索和思考》。
香港，香港中華書局出版 。

1 Tiger Balm Garden, 1940s.
2 Bird’s eye view map, from Judith Brandel, Tiger Balm
Gardens: a Chinese Billionaire’s Fantasy Environments,
Hong Kong, Aw Boon Foundation, 1998, p.105.
3 Haw Par Mansion corner tower (Credit: Ayman Tsui)
4 八仙過海 painting on the Main Hall East Flying eave.
(by author)
5 Inter-Generational Orchestra Performance.
(by author)
6 Recording of Italian Opera “RITA” by Donizetti in
the Main Hall (Berton Chang, courtesy of Let Me
Plan it Co.)
7 Haw Par Mansion front elevation, Haw Par Music.
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618 Shanghai Street :
An Urban Conservation Toolkit – A Revitalisation Project
of the Urban Renewal Authority
市區重建局的活化項目 : 618 上海街
Lawrence Mak 麥中傑

1

本文探討了市區重建局（市建局）618 上海街項目
的設計和保育方法。通過對新與舊建築元素的運
用，同時保留歷史傳統、文化和地區特色，與居民
生活和社區未來發展需要，融入到活化建築之內，
讓更新後的項目能與社群重新建立關係。為了激活
城市肌理，保護該地區現有的歷史建築群，市建局
全資負擔了該項目的所有費用 ; 但要令香港的保育
項目財政上較可行，需要積極的規劃政策，通過私
人市場參與可有利建築保育發展； 然而，保育建
築需要一種“工具包” 方法來處理各種尺度和不同
情況的項目。

The article considers how the design and conservation
approach adopted by the Urban Renewal Authority
(URA) for 618 Shanghai Street offers a toolkit
for dealing with the complexities of managing
conservation and renewal in Hong Kong.
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Project background
Tong Lau as an architectural type in Hong Kong’s
urban context has long been considered a common
and relatively abundant species of pre-war residential
buildings, especially in old urban districts with a grid
pattern such as Yau Ma Tei or Mong Kok. However,
piecemeal private urban renewal projects and a lack
of overall urban design and conservation processes
has led to many of these private residential buildings
being redeveloped as discrete residential or commercial
towers. As a result, urban areas connected by
pavements and sheltered by continuous shop house
verandahs have become scarce.
A conservation study of urban areas conducted
by the Urban Renewal Authority in 2000 found of
1,440 pre-war buildings only two continuous clusters of
shophouses remained intact: 600-626 Shanghai Street
and 190-204 and 210-212 Prince Edward Road West.

Despite being designated Grade 2 Historical Buildings
by the Antiquities Advisory Board, they were not legally
protected from being torn down for redevelopment.
To protect these two clusters from being
redeveloped, the Urban Renewal Authority launched
two projects in 2009 aimed at protecting them. Via
a Development Scheme Plan issued under the URA
Ordinance it rezoned them into “OU (Historic Buildings
Preserved for Commerical and/ or Cultural uses)”.
The Shanghai Street site stands the heart of Mong
Kok, opposite Langham Place from Argyle Street, near
Mong Kok MTR Station. It comprises 14 lots of lowrise residential buildings, ten of which were pre-war
buildings and the rest residential buildings built in the
1960s, separating three pre-war clusters.
Character-defining elements: A detailed
conservation study was conducted for the project.
Character-defining elements included the Shanghai
Street façade and verandah, and various building
components including authentic timber doors and
coloured and patterned cement tiles. The plan also
outlined conservation guidelines for the execution of
the scheme.
Conservation and design strategies for 618
Shanghai Street
Various degrees of intervention were considered
throughout the development of the scheme, especially
for the remaining pre-war portions. Due to the
requirement to retain the front façade and verandah
and the external envelope of the pair of shophouses

at 624-626 Shanghai Street, but also having to take
into account the poor condition of their 80-plus-yearold concrete frame structure, the adopted scheme opted
for a new structure to replace the rear portion of the
buildings, except at 624-626 Shanghai Street, for which
the entire envelope was retained. It was also decided to
redevelop the two post-war buildings between the cluster.
To distinguish the new from the old, the language
of the redeveloped portions uses a minimalist modern
language, accommodating most of the new vertical
building services required, such as a lift shaft, various
MOE staircases and fire services tanks. To handle the
continuity of the extended verandah along Shanghai
Street, the Buildings Department granted a modification
allowing for extended projections at the redeveloped
post-war clusters to act as a shading device and
maintaining the cluster’s horizontal lines.
Efforts were made to retain and continue
the original character of the façade by taking into
consideration into various existing features, including
the different concrete grills, motifs and signage added
during the life of the cluster. The colour scheme was
also carefully considered, with different colours used for
different lots. New-found architectural details were also
preserved and showcased, adding layers and meaning
to the cluster’s different eras.
Despite the evolution of blocks in the area and
the redevelopment of uniform pre-war shop-house
clusters into discrete high-rise buildings, the project has
retained the height profile of the cluster as it was at its
commencement.

2
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As a project fronting two streets, different
treatments were carried out for the front and
rear elevations. On the Shanghai Street side, the
location of the main façade and the most important
conservation elements, care was taken to ensure the
preservation of historical fabrics in accordance with
the requirements of the AMO. New components were
added in a contrasting modern language to distinguish
between the new and the old.
The Hong Lok Street side, a second elevation
rather than a back street, was treated as equally
important for the project. Seen as a piece of the jigsaw
of Mong Kok’s urban fabric, it was originally the back
end of the cluster, used through the years by shops
selling building materials for loading, unloading and
illegal parking. Now, it has been given a new role as
a second frontage. While maintaining the subdivision
of the lots into separate units, the Hong Lok Street
elevation has become a device for activating vibrancy
by providing shop fronts conducive to a pedestrianized
environment. Among its possible outlets are cafés and
“grab and go” food shops. How the transformed street
is eventually used will depend on the response of the

community and local commerce.
Other toolkits in the URA’s conservation tool box
An example for transformation and restructuring for
larger projects involving several street blocks is the
Lee Tung Street project (Site A) covering several
blocks between Johnston Road and Queen’s Road
East in Wan Chai. This scheme integrated open space
systems and pedestrian circulation in both east-west
and north-south directions as well as providing linkage
to Wan Chai MTR station.
Conservation of Grade 3 Historical Buildings at
186-190 Queen’s Road East was realized through
the preservation of the majority of its 1930s concrete
structure. Provisions for required services such as
fire escapes and various E&M functions were made
possible through a podium at the back of the scheme.
This allowed the preserved building to be maintained
largely intact.
In contrast, the Prince Edward Road West (PERW)
project, another Grade 2 Historic Building cluster, being
far smaller in scale, required a very different strategy.
Started at the same time as the 618 Shanghai Street
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scheme in 2009, it was originally planned to use the
same strategy as 618 Shanghai Street through the
use of an annex at the rear that would comply with
current building regulations. However, due to being
in much better structural condition and with a mainly
middle class/commercial ownership profile, the need
to improve living conditions was not as urgent as at
618 Shanghai Street. Located in Prince Edward’s
flower market, most of the cluster’s ground-floor units
sold flower-related goods, while many upper floors
had been converted for various uses such as dance
and hobby studios or tuition classrooms, making it a
popular place with the local community.
Given this stronger local context need and
the lesser urgency to vacate to improve the living
environment, the URA made conservation of the
buildings its initial goal. Rather than acquiring the
entire cluster, it adopted a lighter, “minor works”
approach that took advantage of the better condition
of the buildings. Work was conducted in three phases
to minimize disturbance to the community and
operation of the flower market.

Plan. As a result, only some 53 occupation permits
have been granted in the last 20 years. Realizing
better upkeep and conservation of the urban fabric
and existing historical building stock in these areas
needs positive financial incentives if participation from
the private market is to have a role. This will require
corresponding planning policies such as the transfer
of plot ratio to enhance feasibilitiy of conservation
projects by making use of the unexpended plot ratio
of historical building sites to render conserving these
buildings financially viable. At the same time, “toolkits”
which can handle the various scales and sensitivities are
also necessary. The experience of the Urban Renewal
Authority in handling projects can be shared as possible
options for the process of urban transformation.

Conclusion
Yau Ma Tei and Mong Kok have long had little active
private-sector urban renewal, mainly due to lacking
residual plot ratios under the current Outline Zoning

Lawrence Mak is General Manager of URA.
麥中傑是市建局規劃及設計總經理。
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618 Shanghai Street front facade. (Credit URA)
618 Shanghai Street elevation, before and after. (Credit URA)
618 Shanghai, cut-away isometric showing overall layout.
Renovated roofscape with new services tower (Credit URA)
Restored columns of shop houses (Credit URA)
Renovated deep verandah showing new and old.
(Credit Lu Tang Lai Architects)
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Ship of Theseus Conservation
Concept of Change in Heritage Architecture Reuse
忒修斯之船 – 再利用建築遺産中改變的理念
Edward Leung  梁以華

古希臘國王忒修斯的船被他的人民保留
了 500 年， 在木板腐爛時便更換直到
船。那麼問題來了：這艘還是忒修斯原
來的船嗎？這種變化是否被認為是有效
的保育？更重要的是適當的建築遺產保
育能接受變化嗎？

The Ship of Ancient Greek King
Theseus was kept by his people
for 500 years, who replaced the
planks one at a time as they
rotted, until at the end none were
the original. The question then is:
is this ship still the original? Are
such changes considered valid
conservation? Or more to the
point, can proper architectural
heritage conservation accept
changes? If yes, to what limit?
This article addresses this topic
by revisiting the types of reusing
heritage architectures in Hong
Kong, the reasons for inevitable
changes in dealing with these reuse
projects, and more importantly,
the principles of cultural values
and people’s views in regard to
changes in heritage conservation.
The author attempts to use this
well-known philosophical paradox
of Ship of Theseus to revisit the
dilemma faced by conservation
architects, “What principles can
guide decisions on changes to the
buildings when pursuing reuses of
heritage architectures?”
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“The ship wherein Theseus
and the youth of Athens returned
had thirty oars, and was preserved
by the Athenians down even to
the time of Demetrius Phalereus,
for they took away the old planks
as they decayed, putting in new
and stronger timber in their place,
insomuch that this ship became
a standing example among the
philosophers, for the logical
question of things that grow; one
side holding that the ship remained
the same, and the other contending
that it was not the same.”1
Greek historian and writer
Plutarch(AD 46-119).
King Theseus, as many of us
learned in our childhood, was the
Greek hero who rescued a group of
youths by killing the Minotaur. The
citizens of Athens commemorated
his glorious victory by preserving
and displaying the ship he used
for his adventure for the next 500
years, keeping it in good shape by
replacing its planks one by one as
they rotted. Greek philosophers,
from Heraclitus to Plato, debated
whether the ship, once all its
planks had been replaced, was still
the Ship of Theseus. We can ask
the same question when it comes
to heritage conservation: to what
degree can changing an object or
building be allowed for the sake
of “preserving” it? Is there a point
at which conservation becomes

reconstruction? Is it possible to
come up with an objective and
scientific measurement scheme
that would satisfy everyone?
Everything changes over
time, including the physical
environment, and so should our
attitudes towards them. Human
beings learned painfully in the past
century that short-sighted changes
can result in unexpected and
regrettable effects that we didn’t
have the knowledge to predict at
the time of such actions. Since we
will never be able to predict the
future, we instead should aim at
acquiring the wisdom necessary
to constrain ourselves voluntarily
within a cautious approach,
avoiding actions that might
potentially be difficult to reverse if
later found to be in error.
Conservation of a heritage
environment, of the natural
environment or even of intangible
traditions and social networks is
a discipline that mature societies
exercise to balance the necessity
or unavoidability of changes
with well-calculated measures
that prevent irreversible damage.
Australia’s ICOMOS (International
Council on Monuments and Sites)
advocates that “Conservation…
requires a cautious approach of
changing as much as necessary
but as little as possible”2. The
ethics of sustainable development
call for recognising the necessity of

1

development in every sense, not
just in construction and finance,
but also in human endeavours
such as social welfare, healthcare,
education, social justice and
cultural activities, while not
depriving future generations and
neighbouring communities of
resources that might become
available in the future. This points
to thinking of ways of renewing
environmental resources or reviving
cultural heritage through disciplined
change. As English Heritage has
written: “Conservation is the
process of Managing Change in
ways that will best sustain the
(Cultural) Significance of a place
in its setting, while recognizing
opportunities to reveal or reinforce
its (Cultural) Values”3.
Practical scenarios change
Historic buildings can be reused in
many ways, not just those narrowly
defined by the categorization
of use under modern buildings
ordinances. Harold Kalman sums
this up as: “The priority in planning
for conservation is to identify a viable
and productive use for a historic
place… However, the traditional or
present use is frequently no longer

practical, or because the spatial
needs of the traditional uses have
changed…A choice must be made
as to whether to alter a redundant
place to accommodate the changed
demands of the traditional use, or
whether to re-purpose it for a new
use (adaptive reuse)”4.Clearly, the
concept of reuse for purpose of
conservation is far reaching, but
would necessarily involve some
degree of change.
The professional jargon for
change in the context of heritage
conservation is intervention,
meaning intentional works that
are performed to a heritage
artefact or building to change
its status. International bestpractice conservation charters
and guidelines recognise different
levels of Intervention as valid
conservation methods, applicable
for different circumstances. The
Burra Charter – the international
heritage conservation charter
currently most frequently used by
professionals, particularly in Asia cites maintenance as the method
involving the minimum level of
intervention. It further recognises
preservation and restoration
as valid conservation methods

involving slightly higher levels
of intervention, while yet higher
intervention approaches such as
reconstruction or adaptation can
also be considered, subject to more
vigorous evaluations and weighting
the risks of potential damage of
historic fabric against the benefit
of presenting cultural significance.
As is noted in the Burra Charter,
“Change may be necessary to
retain cultural significance but
is undesirable where it reduces
cultural significance. The amount
of change to a place should be
guided by the cultural significance
of the place and its appropriate
interpretation.”5
In the field of architectural
conservation in Hong Kong,
we encounter various types
of scenarios, each requiring a
different level of intervention.
The following paragraphs explain
such necessary changes in
three scenarios for the purpose
of “reuse” of historic sites or
buildings, using three cases which
the author worked on.
Scenario one: repair or
restore. “The object of Restoration
is to revive the original concept or
legibility of the object. Restoration
and re-integration of details
and features occurs frequently
and is based upon respect for
original material, original design
and authentic documents. In a
sense, the cleaning of a building
is also a form of restoration,
and the replacement of missing
decorative elements is another,”
writes Bernard Feilden.6 Tsing
Shan Monastery in Tuen Mun is
home to a large terrain of ancient
Buddhist grounds dating back
to the 5th century. Most of its
surviving magnificent Buddhist
buildings, dating from the 1920s,
had badly deteriorated due to
continuous misuse. The top
priority of this project was to carry
out urgent repairs such as the
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replacement of timber purlins,
fractured bricks, broken roof tiles
and decaying timber in order to
prevent the collapse of structures.
The objective was to allow this
ancient Buddhist compound to
once again offer religious functions
for worshippers and show its
architectural glory to visitors. In
general, what ordinary people like
to see “changed” in projects such
as this damaged traditional plaster
and ceramic decorations restored
to their original condition using
traditional materials and crafts.
What they rarely see as being
“changed”, are the such essential
modern additions as foundation
underpinning, sub-soil drainage, fire
services, clean water supply and
termite eradication, all of which
are essential to keep the relics
standing and fit for people’s use.
Scenario two: upgrade and
consolidate. Some historic buildings
in Hong Kong have retained their
historic uses but without being able
to meet contemporary standards of
operation. In the case of Kowloon
Bowling Green Club, built in 1926,
what started as a seemingly simple
roof repair resulted in the discovery
of previously concealed problems
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and so a replacement with modern
facilities. The final scheme of
work was preceded by thorough
research and investigation
to understand the building’s
original design and construction.
Consolidating its slightly warped
structure required strengthening at
strategic junctions and a shifting
of weight back to its original
designated load-path – a task that
proved rather more complex than
reconstruction.
Scenario three: revitalise or
adaptive reuse. This approach
requires innovative design able
to convert a historic building into
one with a new use that suits
contemporary society yet respects
its heritage context. Exemplifying it
is the multi-award-winning project
7 Mallory Street, an ambitious
conversion of a row of historic
shophouses dating from the 1910s
into a modern art and cultural
exhibition space with restaurants
and shopping units. Our team,
with the full support of the client,
decided not to re-build the halfcollapsed rear part of one row of
buildings, but instead to create a
public open space with a vertical
greenwall and paving and lighting

that demarcated the silhouette of
the original buildings.
All three cases above
demonstrate that good practice
conservation does not solely
tackle the physical retention of
existing materials and appearance
but rather looks at enhancing the
appreciation of cultural heritage
values and strengthening the
association of historic buildings
with the public and users. In all
three, conservation has resulted
less in keeping physical remains
and more on emphasising how to
“celebrate associations between
people and a place… (and to)
respect meanings of a place
to people; … (and to) explore
opportunities to interpret these;
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… (it is because) retention of
associations or meanings may also
be conservation.”7
Rethinking the theory of change
in conservation
Let us return to our Ship of
Theseus and attempt to establish
some guidelines on how much
can be justified for conservation
projects. Modern philosophers
have developed “four-dimensional
meta-physics” (sometimes known
as worm theory or stage theory).
Let us suppose the Ship of
Theseus had 500 old planks to
begin with when the King sailed
back to Athens, and the people
replaced one plank per year. The
philosophical question is whether
the ship after its first year, with
499 of its original planks, could
still be regarded as that in which
Theseus returned home, and a
year later? And 499 years later?
Perhaps instead we should think
that the ship had not existed at
any single time, except as a fourdimensional entity spanning 500
years. Suppose King Theseus lived
for another 500 years, regularly
maintaining his boat with care, with
no regard as to which planks he

replaced, recalling only his battle
with the Minotaur in his annual
ceremonial sail around the harbour,
then would the boat still have been
the Ship of Theseus? This points to
the idea that heritage conservation
could be less about an object and
more about retaining and sustaining
the cultural association between
an object and people. So should
we practice heritage conservation
in the same light – considering
ourselves custodians of a structure
that we must maintain and treasure
for all future generations to use and
admire? To conclude, I would like
to recall a statement by ICOMOS:
“Architectural Heritage possesses
an Intrinsic Value independently
of its initial role and significance,
which enables it to adapt itself to a
Changing social, economic, political,
and Cultural Context.”8

Edward Leung is an architect who
specializes in altering historic buildings.
He teaches architectural conservation
and is former HKIA former Heritage and
Conservation Committee chair.
梁以華是一名建築師 , 擅長改造歷史建築 ,
並教授建築遺產保育。他亦曾任香港建築
師學會古蹟及文物保育委員會主席。

1 Levin, N. (Ed). “Ancient Philosophy Reader:
An Open Educational Resource”, N.G.E. Far
Press, 2018, ch 1.
2 Australia ICOMOS, “Burra Charter”, 1981,
Article 3.1.
3 English Heritage, “Conservation Principles,
Principles, Policies and Guidance for the
Sustainable Management of the Historic
Environment” 2008 Clause 4.2I.
4 Kalman, Harold, Heritage Planning –
Principles and Progress, New York, Routledge,
2014, p236.
5 Australia ICOMOS, “Burra Charter”, 1981,
Article 15.1.
6 Feilden, Bernard, “Conservation of Historic
Buildings”, Butterworth Heinemann, Oxford,
1982, p9I.
7 Australia ICOMOS, “Burra Charter”, 1981,
Articles 14 & 24.
8 ICOMOS General Assembly Budapest, 1972,
Preface.

1 Adaptive Reuse at 7 Mallory Street, Wanchai
(Credit URA).
2 Tsing Shan Monastery (Credit Richard
Wong, 2011. https://www.flickr.com/pho
tos/61422138@N04/5721243774/in/photo
stream/).
3 Guided tour at 7 Mallory Street, Wanchai (by
author).
4 Adaptive Reuse at 7 Mallory Street, Wanchai.
Section showing programme (Credit URA).
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Symposium on Re-use for Future
論壇 – 未來的再利用
16 October 2021 10:15am – 12:00pm
HKIA Premises
Moderator
Charles Lai 黎雋維 (CL)
PhD, Architectural Historian

Edited by Dacy Chow and Mavis Lee
本次論壇主要討論保育項目的未來發展路向， 以及作為建築
師應有的角色。未來建築物的「再利用亅的定位到底是什麼？
公眾的參與如何影響未來的保育建築項目呢？ 以及未來的社
會政策能否更有效地保育建築？ 這些議題都在此論壇中深入
地探討。

Guest Speakers
Vincent Ng 吳永順 (VN)
Senior Director of AGC Design Ltd.
Wendy Ng 吳韻怡 (WN)
Director of Revival Heritage Consultant
Bob Pang 彭展華 (BP)
Director of AaaM Architects
Joshua Lam 林偉瀚 (JL)
Architect of HOK

QR Code to access the symposium
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The second symposium was held to discuss
the future of Re-use. While the first symposium
covered established projects such as Tai Kwun,
The Mills and PMQ, this symposium discussed
recent or ongoing cases like Central Market, the
Bishop Hill Underground Cistern, State Theatre
and various Brutalist buildings in Hong Kong.
We cannot ignore the fact that a new generation
of buildings in our city will become heritage in
future. In contrast to colonial era architecture,
these buildings embody the memories of
Hong Kong’s industrial past and the era of
rapid economic growth, also representing new
challenges for architects in preservation and
adaptive reuse of these soon-to-be heritage.

The ‘Reuse for Future’
symposium investigated how the
multi-disciplinary nature of heritage
discourses. It focused in particular
on how voices from the general
public have impacted and shaped
the design of conservation projects,
replacing, to a certain extent, those
of architects, the traditionally driver
of such schemes. The symposium
was held on Zoom and Facebook
Live so as to allow members of the
public to join the discussion and
interact with the panellists through
Q&A sessions. CL
Central Market has aroused
wide public concern as to whether

‘reuse’ projects need to preserve
their original typology and the
extent to which conservation should
blend the old and the new. There
was widespread public agreement
that the Central Market should
not become yet another shopping
mall, and that its five principal
character-defining elements – its
façade, grand stairs, market stalls,
atrium and column grid – should be
preserved and restored. The degree
of conservation of these elements
has been relatively high compared
with other projects. However, in
Hong Kong generally, conservation
projects face countless challenges.
Central Market, for example,
experienced a long journey to
its current form, with community
workshops, a judicial review and the
need to meet various sustainable
building guidelines all having to
be take care of. The government
should try to establish a consensus
on conservation policy so that it
becomes clear whether a site or
building should be preserved, and
for all processes to be coordinated
with the legal system. VN

1

The need for systematic
approach and framework for
handling heritage sites became
even clearer following the
discovery of the century-old
underground reservoir at Bishop
Hill. That not only identified the
various opportunities and threats
conservation projects pose,
but also showed how heritage
needs to be analysed in a more
thoughtful way. How should we
facilitate public discussion and
conservation? How should we
assess heritage? The existing
framework to grade a heritage
site, guided by the Antiques and
Monuments Office (AMO), has six
major categories: rarity, historical
interest, architectural merit, group
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value, local interest and authenticity.
It could be improved by being made
more systematic and so allowing
for a thorough consideration
by both professionals and the
public. The value-assessment
matrix framework, developed by
academics in the Netherlands, is
another approach that could be
used to investigate the tangible and
intangible values of heritage sites.
It can be used with story curation
for sites and to help with the timely
preservation of intangible values. JL

A group of researchers have
started to record Hong Kong’s
remaining brutalist structures
with the hope of bringing to
light the social and historical
value of these buildings. The
features of brutalist architecture
include rough surfaces, massive
forms, unusual shapes and the
expression of structure. The
Brutalist Architecture Data Base
records thousands of such
buildings. The SOS Brutalism
Exhibition held in Taiwan in 2020

also publicised the merits of such
buildings.
The ‘BRUTAL! – Unknown
Brutalism Architecture in
Hong Kong’ exhibition held at
openground in Sham Shui Po also
tried to elaborate the importance
of brutalist architecture through
the 15 projects in Hong Kong
it featured. The buildings were
categorised by their form, material
and structure. To conserve an
architecture in the future, further
historical research and exhibitions
could be conducted using a timeline
of architectural styles. Reuse for
the future thus could also uncover
the untold history of Hong Kong,
reflecting the values of honesty and
simplicity that the city has deeply
valued over time. BP
When we look at the past,
many conservation projects led by
the government have ended up as
museums, such as the Flagstaff
House, Pathological Institute and
Kom Tong Hall. In the private
sector, conservation projects have
often resulted in art and cultural
architecture, such as at the Fringe
Club and PMQ. PMQ is a successful
conservation project with its art

2
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1 Atrium of the re-opened Central Market
2 Right: proposed heritage value assessment framework and left: character
defining elements of the Bishop Hill Underground Cistern(Joshua Lam)
3 Drawings from BRUTAL! – Unknown Brutalism Architecture in Hong Kong exhibition.
Clockwise from top left: a) Chinese Methodist Church North Point; b) St Alfred’s Chruch;
c) Wu Chung Library, CUHK; d) Pooi Tun Secondary School; e) New Asia College Gymnasium,
CUHK; f) Smiley Court. (drawn by Alison Chan)

studios in what were formerly living
spaces effectively and attractive
atrium space, host to many various
exhibitions. Many other successful
conservation projects have similarly
featured open space for the public
to gather in. In terms of ‘reuse for
future’, we should rethink how to
deal with old and new elements.
The public should always be
involved in re-evaluating how and
what should be preserved in all
heritage schemes. WN
Conservation projects must
always undergo a long journey
of public consultation. Architects
always need to respond to
different stakeholders’ views
about their projects. As for the
public, promoting knowledge on
how conservation projects are
conducted is crucially important.
Once people understand
the principles involved, their
suggestions on how to preserve
architecture are likely to become
more concrete. Reuse for future is
a process that leads to decisions
on what to preserve from the past.
Historic preservation is a practice
of sustainability that should benefit
communities and our environment
in the future. CL
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Future Heritage: Brutalism
未來保育 - 粗獷主義

1

Bob Pang 彭展華
社會一直向前走，當百年建築大館，及 1930-40
年代的 PMQ 及中環街市己經保育完成，新一批
的建築保育浪潮也靜靜地開始。留下來的 1952 年
皇都戲院，留不低的 1972 年 郵 政 總 局， 暗 示 了
1950-70 年代建築的脆弱命運。「不美觀」、「格
格不入」，「冰冷無味」的香港粗獷主義建築的命
運或許更加坎坷，本展覽希望打開討論的大門，讓
專業人士、保育專家和普羅大眾一同尋找這批建築
一個「未知的」答案︰是「去」? 或是「留」?

A Wrong Interpretation
Before searching for brutalist architecture in Hong Kong,
we must learn about the origin of brutalism. In the
1950s, Swedish architect Hans Asplund commented
on the first brutalist building, Villa Göth with the
expression “nybrutalism”. This term spread to the UK,
where British architect duo Alison and Peter Smithson
and architectural historian Reyner Banham contributed
to define “New Brutalism” through their works and
brought this style to the emerging architectural scene of
the mid-1950s. Later, brutalism was taken by Eastern
European countries as a mean to represent certain
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political ideologies and power expression.
Brutalism has been misunderstood by the public
for long. Some would think brutalist buildings are not
in harmony with urban space, while others also criticise
their concrete outlook as dull, inhumane and shabby.
The term also gave a wrong impression as the selfinflated mindset of the architectural elite.
Looking back, brutalism in Britain advocated
the concept of “As Found”. Simply speaking, it values
an honest expression of materiality and design. The
Smithsons once claimed, “Any discussion of brutalism
will miss the point if it does not take into account
brutalism’s attempt to be objective about reality”. It
simply points out the core value of this architectural
theory: let architecture represent the objective reality.
The Time Witnesses
1950-80 is an epoch in between the end of WWII and
world economic boom. pursuit of reality and honesty is
fit in with social value of that time. For Hong Kong, it was
also a time that in sync with pulse of the world.
Amongst the architects of the 15 works of brutalist

3

2

architecture exhibited at “Brutal! - Unknown Brutalism
Architecture in Hong Kong” at OpenGround, Sham Shui
Po, in September 2021,, some of them such as Tao Ho,
Poon Yin-Keung, Ronald Poon Cho-Yiu, Peter Poon YenShou and Chau Kai-Heem studied abroad in the UK or US
in the 50s, while others were foreign architects residing
in Hong Kong like Alan Fitch, Eric Cumine and Jon Alfred
Prescott, who have different degrees of association
with architects of UK and US who related to brutalism.
These architects are also reputable figures of Hong Kong
architecture at that time. Szeto Wai, Alan Fitch, Jon Alfred
Prescott, Ronald Poon Cho-Yiu, Dennis Lau Wing-Kwong,
Tao Ho, had all served as president of Hong Kong
Institute of Architects. Their brutalist works have shown
their sense towards world architecture trends, adding
touches of internationalism to the city's urban landscape.
Moreover, their works also reflected Hong Kong society's
cultural landscape: spirit of genuineness and pursuing
essential living quality.
Architecture that Stayed
Our society is moving forward as always. Along with

1 St Stephen’s College, by 1Km Studio, Kelvin Mak.
2 Former Shaw Brothers, Studio this photo is provided by an
undisclosed source.
3 Hand-traced drawings, Alison Chan. top: Chung Chi Hall
student centre, CUHK; bottom: University Science Centre, CUHK.

the completion of conservation of the hundred-year
Tai Kwun, PMQ and Central Market, a new wave of
conservation for a new group of architecture has quietly
begun. State Theatre (1952) will be preserved, while
Hong Kong General Post Office (1972) will be knocked
down for new development; their different fates hint at
the vulnerability of architecture built in the 1950-70s.
Hong Kong Brutalism Architecture — synonymous with
being “unsightly”, “out of place” ,”cold and tasteless”,
could have a more ill fate. The exhibition hopes to open
up discussion between professionals, conservation
specialists and general public, to find out answers for
these “Unknown” architecture: to go? or to stay?
Bob Pang is the founder of AaaM Architects.
彭展華是 AaaM Architects 建築設計工作室的創辦人。

Supported by Design Trust. Research Team: Alison Chan,
Bob Pang, Candy Tsang, Charlotte Law, Kenji Wong,
Kevin Siu, Vivian Ting, Kevin Mak, Mig Lau, Joe Ma
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Drawing Disappearance
繪畫消失的建築
Patrick Cheng-Chun Hwang 黄聖鈞
有見及不少香港的歷史建築逐漸消失，本文通過
一系列作為記憶、記錄和想像場所的繪畫項目討論
建築中的適應性和再利用。 繪畫是投射出不可見
的東西。通過繪製遺產，我們不僅展示了它的外觀，
而且描繪了它的歷史痕跡。 它有助於見證該歷史
遺產的痕跡，以及從繪畫中塑造出空間上的身份認
同。

Loss of Spatial Identity
Inspired by the disappearing built heritage of Hong
Kong, this paper discusses the transformation of
adaptive reuse in architecture through a series of
drawing projects that serve as sites of memory,
documentation and imagination.

To draw is to project and to make visible that which
is invisible. By drawing the heritages, we are not
only showing its visual appearances but drawing
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out its historic traces. It serves to witness the
heritages’ potentialities and connections to forge a
spatial identity.
In 1997 Akbar Abbas remarked that: “Property
speculation means that every building in Hong Kong,
however new or monumental, faces imminent ruin,
on the premise of here today, gone tomorrow- a
logistics that, by contracting time, dispenses even
with the pathos of decay.”1 The contrast of an evermutating urban landscape made the political slogan
of that time: “Fifty years without change” ever more
paradoxical. Whilst maintaining the political status quo
for half-a-century is no longer on the headlines, the
goal of a stable and economically prosperous society
remains a top priority twenty-four years later. From
the uninterrupted expansion of the Central Waterfront
to the supercharge and energized East Kowloon, or
the grand cultural monuments springing up in West
Kowloon, the city’s skyline is literally transforming
before our eyes at the blink of every decade.

The abundance of “newness” in building
production inadvertently also created a loss of spatial
identity formed by those building artifacts previously
living among us. It may have also prompted the
urgency to treasure the “old”. From the ordinary (arcade
styled Nam Cheong Pawn Shop) to the extraordinary
(modernist Garden Bakery headquarter building) from
both the public and the private sectors. The notion of
loss not only captured the public’s imagination, but
imbued a recall for collective memory. Ironically, even
if collective memory was not attainable such as the
case of Bishop Hill Underground Cistern, where most
of the public have not seen or realized the structure’s
existence. They were ecstatic that their advocacy had
stopped the wrecking ball from taking it down.
The decades of bulldozing and disregard for old
buildings has given birth to the desire to protect and
transform them. From the completely revitalised highprofile, well-resourced and financed Central Police
Station and Prison, to the modernist styled Police
Married Quarters or the Victoria Road Detention
Centre. There are also those on the drawing board,
such as the State Theatre conversion project in
North Point and the revitalization of the Bishop Hill
Underground Cistern. These contested sites have
become the artifacts of the city which encapsulates its
spatial identity as described by Abbas.
With loss looming in the background, the urgency
to salvage, reinterpret and co-live with the heritage
has triggered a question for this project which offers
alternative ways of seeing and activating the heritage

buildings: Can architectural drawing act as a site of
memory, documentation and imagination by serving
as a multi-temporal device to look into the past and
future of Hong Kong in both space and time?
A Loss in the sight is a loss in the mind?
What does heritage transformation have to do with
drawing? A lot in fact. Cultural critic John Berger
identifies drawing as an act of discovery, it is “an
autobiographical record of one’s discovery of an
event – seen, remembered, or imagined.2” Through
drawing, we are not limiting ourselves to only showing
the heritage at risk, but for seeing their past and
future. This turn of understanding, expresses a turn in
direction, rather than having a formed image or idea
that we then project upon, our making becomes an
exploratory search. This principle extends far beyond
drawing, as our streets, schools and the city can
become sites of exploration, places of receptive action
and listening to the world.3 Architectural writer Daniel
Berry has noted the verb “to draw” means both to
produce a trace, as in a stroke of ink on paper, and to
extract or take something from a source, like a water
well. It can also mean to pull out (drawing a sword),
to move through (a boat drawing near a dock),
to close (drawing a curtain shut), and to derive or
deduce (drawing a conclusion). Therefore, he argues,
in the act of drawing there is a constant tension.
Presence and absence all orbiting around the subject
under examination in an unsteady balance4 .

2
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Collaborative Drawing as a Site of memory,
documentation and Imagination
The first drawing project is called “Sectioning Exquisite
Corpse”. The project is co-created by ten MArch
students from CUHK. It is a collective exploration
of ten adaptive-reuse projects across their sectional
potentials. The selected case studies are exemplary
reuse projects of modern heritage in different parts
of the world. Prior to drawing, students researched
original sketches of the design, the building’s
history, context, methodologies of adaptive-reuse
and produced interpretive sectional drawings, which
demonstrate the archaeological layers of the building.
It is an act of constructing a visual narration of the
building’s history. Multiple authors are responsible
for the assembly of parts of different case studies,
which accentuates the ‘collage’ nature of architectural
conservation process. The drawing is a part of analysis
and imaginative extrapolation that triggers a new
frontier. In contrast to exquisite corpse —a Surrealist
game in which the participants’ own contribution is
concealed from the next player— students in this case
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shall become familiar with their adjacent case studies
and make suitable transmutations. For example,
Herzog & de Meuron’s Caixa Forum mutated into
META4’s Hong Kong Blue House Cluster, while Ibos &
Vitart Architects’ Musee des Beaux-Arts transformed
into Bernard Tschumi’s Le Fresnoy Contemporary Art.
The Musee’s glass façade is evolved and superimposed
to the steel roof canopy of Le Fresnoy Art Centre,
forming a cinematic montage. The end of a section
therefore becomes a threshold articulating the moment
of passage between two different buildings and directly
informing the birth of a new space.
Reuse, Misuse and Abuse
Abbas has pointed out that the preservation of old
buildings gives us history in site, but it also means keeping
history in sight. This is both a curse and blessing. He
noted that the practice of preservation often materialises
on the level of patina by turning local history, through
the use of built artifacts, as merely decorative images
for visual consumption. A critique of preservation is
thus also a critique of visual ideology. The argument is

1 Kowloon Streets and Houses, past-present-future
(1.2 metres x 2.5 metres). A transformative drawing
that sees into the history and projection of Shum
Shui Po. The drawing narrates the district’s reclamation
history on the left side of the page, to the formation
of the tenement houses (No. 269 & 271 Yu Chau
Street) in the middle, and into its anticipated future on
the right. Students: Ho Nam LEE, Hiu Sun LEUNG, Tin
Ho Michael YEUNG, Chuyu XIONG, Truman LEUNG and
Yi CHEUNG.
2 Kowloon Streets and Houses, past-present-future (1.2
metres x 2.5 metres). Hidden behind the window grilles
are spaces that provide for the vivid folk tales from the
local histories. Students: Lincoln CHAN, Hoi Lan
CHEUNG, Andi Ming Chung CHEUNG, Winson Ting Fung
MAN, Wing Yi SO, Alex Kelvin LI and Cindy Sien Yi CHENG.
3 Sectioning Exquisite Corpse (1.5 metres x 10 metres).
Musee des Beaux-Arts on the left is metamorphosised
into Bernard Tschumi’s Le Fresnoy Contemporary Art
on the right. The intersection and overlap between the
two sections created a new and imaginative space.
This is a detail of a ten meters long section drawing of
ten different adaptive reuse projects. Students: Hui Bing
ZHOU and Ting Kwong MA.
4 Discussion taking place on the sectional relation
ship between various adaptive reuse strategies.
5 Former Wan Chai Market being worn as a mask over
a completely redesigned corpse, bearing no significant
meaning or purpose.
6 Current condition of the Chinese Public Dispensary.
3

not directed so much against preservation per se, as
against to the use of preservation as history to bring
about the disappearance of history.5
In Hong Kong and other cities in the region,
there are projects disguised under the label of “Cultural
Heritage” with an agenda that claims to strike a
balance between commercial viability, community
identification, and cultural presence. In reality however,
the projects merely serve as marketing backdrops
or branding accessories that facilitate consumerism.
1881 Heritage (2009) in Tsim Sha Tsui and Wan
Chai Market (2015) are two projects that exemplified
this attitude. As the former marine police headquarters,
1881 Heritage was redeveloped to a luxurious
shopping mall with pastiche architectural features
catered primarily to tourists. In the case of Wan Chai
Market, the Development Bureau adopted the “Core
Element Conservation” approach, in which half of the
market was dismantled and only the façade was kept.
The addition of a 45-floors residential tower shows
little consideration to the significance of the market

as the only surviving example of Streamline Modern
architecture in Hong Kong.
Despite the disappointments, there are also
exemplary cases. A historic building can respond to
societal changes through programmatic conversion,
a new identity can be given catering to contemporary
needs. The transformation of the disused Victoria Road
Detention Centre into University of Chicago Centre in
Hong Kong is one notable example. The new campus
design by Revery Architects has activated the historic
space with a new function of an educational facility.
The sinuous academic complex floats atop the historic
remnants and amid the abundant foliage. The stark
juxtaposition in form, material and settings not only
enhances the resilience of the new building, but also
creates provocative spaces for the unique interactions
between people, history, and nature.
Kowloon Streets and Houses
The second drawing project was developed from the
close reading and analysis of seven shop-houses
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in Kowloon built during the early 20th century. The
drawings are made by groups of undergraduate and
postgraduate students during a summer elective.
Although all of these seven houses have intriguing
stories, the essay will focus on the Chinese Public
Dispensary as an example.
The two-storey building is decorated with an Art
Deco motif built in the 1930s. The facility has evolved
over time from a place that rehabilitates the body to a
government run methadone clinic providing treatment
to opiate abusers. This change of use captured Aldo
Rossi’s thesis, which notably articulated that: “form
persists and comes to preside over a built work in a
world where functions continually become modified”,
his reading has certainly found an exemplary alibi in

5
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the dispensary building.
Fronting Yee Kuk Street, the building is symmetrical
and made with plaster-concreting painted gray. Eastern
and Western stylised mouldings are used as ornaments
on the pilasters. The windows to the city have over
time been fenced with stylized iron grilles. As the facility
is primarily providing services to controlled substance
abusers, the interior is off limits to the general public.
Curious and exploratory architectural students who
attempted to sneak in therefore failed. Its inaccessibility
made the story behind the facade that much more
mysterious. Stories like the dispensary offer only a
glimpse to many more. It is through these architectures
that the drawing projects are based upon.
As Hong Kong continues to develop towards
newness and placelessness, so does its state of
disappearance. Drawing -to resist- Disappearance serves
as a site of memory, documentation and imagination by
acting as a multi-temporal device to look into the past
and future of Hong Kong in both space and time. It uses
the built heritage as the productive starting point of a
drawing collective, offering both a site for research as
well space for new production, as it offers not only an
image of the past but also a pre-figuration of the future.

Patrick Cheng-Chun Hwang is a father, son, husband and teacher
of architecture. He is also a licensed architect in the United States.
黄聖鈞為人父，兒子，丈夫及建築教育者。 他亦是美國註冊的建築師。

1 Ackbar Abbas, Hong Kong: Culture and the Politics
of Dis-appearance (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University
Press, 1997), 64.
2 “The first essay in his first collection, Permanent Red
(1960) is called “Drawing”. It begins: For the artist drawing
is discovery. And that is not just a slick phrase, it is quite
literally true. It is the actual act of drawing that forces the
artist to look at the object in front of him, to dissect it in
his mind’s eye and put it together again.” Hugh Haughton,
“Seeing and Nothingness: John Berger’s Moment,” Raritan
38, no. 2 (Fall 2018): 7-8.
3 Architect and pedagogue David Gersten has
lectured extensively about changing the notion of
showing to seeing in drawing during his workshop
events from Arts, Letters and Numbers.
4 In Architectural Inventions: Visionary Drawings,
Daniel Berry discussed contemporary drawing practices
and it influenced new conservation productions.
5 Abbas, ibid, 66.
Note: Part of the article includes contributions from
Sukey Yuk Yi HUI.
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Reuse - Collage and Urban Fragments
再利用 - 拼貼藝術及城市碎片
Otto Chung 鍾浩然

本文記錄中文大學建築學系學生從再利用大角咀
唐樓並改變用途至社區廚房，該項目不僅將拼貼藝
術作為一種表現技術，而且作為一種探索即將消失
的城市碎片的形而上學的方法。

This essay draws on the experience gained from
“Ordinary and Extraordinary” in the “Mind’s Eyes”
studio led by Professor David Dernie that explored the
conservation of tong lau and its existing community in
Tai Kok Tsui. The project consisted of two parts: first,
about the micro-scale making of Installation in Shop
191, Tai Kok Tsui Road, and second about the macro-

scale adaptive reuse of a residential block, turning it
into a community kitchen. The project adapted the art
of collage not only as a technique of representation
but also a method to explore the metaphysical world
of urban fragments that soon will disappear.
“A description of Zaira as it is today should
contain all Zaira’s past.” - Italo Calvino.1
In one of his novels, Italo Calvino portrays the
growing issue of instrumentality in modernity through
a description of Zaira from Marco Polo to Kahn. It
explores the lack of understanding of symbolic meaning
for matter, experience and situation in urban space.
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This lost connection to the metaphysical quality
of the latent world is also reflected In Dalibor Vesley’s
book, Architecture in the Age of Divided Representation,
which claims that the relationship between human
and urban settings has been progressively divided and
disembodied, further contributing to the meaningless
of life in the modern era.2 To a certain degree,
conservation or adaptive reuse projects are a process
of rediscovering relationships between a historical
place and a contemporary one. How much of the
original building can be kept and what can we add?
Such questions concern mainly the instrumentality and
structure of a building. Underlying them is the question
of how we can create an experience or situation that
enables us to react to past memories.
Collage and fragmentation
The word collage was coined by the poet Guillaume
Apollinarie from the French verb ‘coller’, meaning to
glue or stick.3 This form of art involves overlaying
cutout fragments of paper and provides artists
with a means to explore analogical relationships
between fragments of reality. Contrary to our modern
understanding of fragmentation as a negative
phenomeon, the art of collage is a method to explore
the metaphorical potential between matters and
generate new meanings while also making reference
to their sources.
In the context of Hong Kong, we can perceive
the city as a collage of fragments. Through constant
and rapid changes, new additions and the old create
juxtapositions we often fail to notice. In an area such as
Tai Kok Tsui, where much district-wide redevelopment
has taken place, our group recorded and rediscovered
the metaphysical quality of soon-to-disappear fragments
using the art of collage. In these drawings, the team
explored the relationships between the fragments in our
canvas. These encounters between fragments, sometimes
accidential, somtimes deliberate, can point towards
dream-like analogies between materials and objects,
suggesting situations that frame new and poetic realities.
Situation and ambigulity
One might ask how the perception of fragments leads
to the understanding of situation – the latent quality
of the material world connected to our unconscious.
The answer is that it is the juxtaposition of elements
that leads to a more structured exploration of
situational relationships between fragments through
the application of pictorial metaphors. The mind’s eye
seeks to connect with the unconscious not through
visual stimuli but also by restoring the symbolic
meaning of the imaginary. In doing so, it connects the
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reader to the latent world through the projection of
thoughts to new realities by metaphor. As a result, the
situation remains and continues, becoming the most
important element in the art of collage and reminding
us of the possibility of the suggestive power of
fragments. The consideration of situation is no longer
restricted to the imaginative pictorial space of collage
but also in reality through the venue that contains the
work itself. The perceiver’s background, memory and
experience will greatly affect the interpretation of the
work. Within this framework of collage representation,
the creator offers a balance between their authority
in representation and the free space for others to
interpret the work, generating a rewarding dialogue
in pictorial communication. In truth and practice,
architectural representation and spatial design are
never about one’s definition but how people interpret
and perceive and established space.
“In its inherent permanence and penetrating
preconceived order, the art form of
architecture as frames and settings for human
activities turns it into a varying and variously
completed entirety, an ever-changing collage
of activities, furnishings and objects.”4 - Juhani
Pallasmaa.
The incompleteness and ambiguity in collage
should be maintained in order to create ownerships
for both the creator and the perceiver. Ambiguity in
architectural representation is important in spatial
creation. Working alongside collage, adaptive reuse
might be less related to creating new space in the
abstact and instead focus on observing and reacting to
the richness of given fragments in order to form more
compelling stories.
Otto Chung is a master graduate from CUHK.
鍾浩然是中文大學碩士畢業生。

1,2 The Struggle between Old and New
(by Otto Chung, Julia Wong and Leslie Tsang,
Lead by David Dernie)
1 Italo Calvino and William Weaver, “Zaira,” in Invisible Cities.
London: Vintage, 2002.
2 Dalibor Vesely, Architecture in the Age of Divided
Representation: The question of creativity in the shadow of
production. Cambridge: MIT Press, 2004.
3 Rona Cran, Collage in Twentieth-Century Art, Literature and
Culture. Joseph Cornell, William Burroughs, Frank O’Hara, and Bob
Dylan, 2014.
4 Juhani Pallasmaa, “The World is a Collage” in Collage and
Architecture. Ed, Seidls, Jennifer A.E. London: Taylor and Francis,
2014.
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Too New, Too Ugly, and Too Unimportant?
Conserving Modern Architecture in Hong Kong
太新，太醜，太不重要？
Carmen C. M. Tsui 徐頌雯

1
現代建築是戰後幾代人的紀念碑，在過去的二十
年裡，許多建築師、保育活動人士和公眾人士為拯
救香港的現代建築免於拆除而奮鬥。如果不是他們
的努力，我們早就失去了灣仔街市、中環街市、中
區政府合署西翼和皇都戲院。這些保育工作反映了
香港人漸漸關注文化遺產保育的問題。遺憾的是，
香港已經失去了皇后碼頭、天星碼頭等等，而且很
有可能會失去香港郵政總局。現代建築是我們這一
代的遺產，透過對古蹟的保存，我們才能藉此建構
集體記憶和身份認同，及將這些歷史文化傳承給我
們的下一代。

A New York Times article on 25 December 2020
reported that groups across Asia were rallying to
save modern buildings that officials considered “too
new, too ugly or too unimportant to protect from
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demolition.”1 It cited Hong Kong’s General Post Office
(GPO), completed in 1976, as an example of a
modern landmark in danger of eradication.
The land where the GPO stands will be sold for
commercial development as part of the government’s
new Central Harbourfront plan. Although conservation
activists have made repeated calls to save the GPO over
the past few years, the Lands Department upholds the
decision that the GPO needed to be demolished and
removed. In addition, the Antiquities Advisory Board
(AAB) has decided not to conduct any heritage grading
assessment on this building due to its short history.2
The government’s indifference to the GPO reflects
common prejudices in making conservation decisions
that favour the old over the new, the ornate over the

plain and monumental architecture over everyday
buildings. Are modern buildings too new, too ugly, and
too unimportant to be preserved?
Heritage can be recent
The AAB’s refusal to assess the heritage value of the
GPO follows its policy, adopted in September 2013,
that grading assessments on buildings completed in
1970 or later would not be carried out. Do the post1970 buildings not possess any heritage value?
Using 1970 as a limit for heritage assessment is an
arbitrary decision and has long been criticised by
local conservationists. The policy reflects that the AAB
considers the building’s age as the primary criterion for
conservation decisions, ignoring the recommendation
from the ‘Review of Built Heritage Conservation
Policy’ conducted in 2004, which clearly stated that
‘conservation should be based on heritage value not
simply the age of a building.’3 It also deviates from
the global trend that places an increasingly strong
emphasis on protecting modern heritages.
In the past three decades, major international
heritage organisations have initiated efforts in
protecting modern heritage. For instance, the
International Council of Monuments and Sites
(ICOMOS) established the International Scientific
Committee on Twentieth Century Heritage (ISC20C)
in 2005 to conserve and celebrate mid - to late
twentieth-century places that are at risk due to lack
of recognition and protection. In 2011, ISC20C
published the ‘Madrid Document’ (revised and
renamed the ‘Madrid–New Delhi Document’ in 2017)
to offer an international standard for the conservation
of 20th century cultural heritage. Similarly, the Getty
Conservation Institute, supported by the Getty
Foundation, has developed its ‘Conserving Modern
Architecture Initiative’ since 2012 to advance the
practice of conserving modern architecture. Between
2014 and 2020, the Getty Foundation offered
‘Keeping it Modern’ architectural conservation
grants to support the conservation of 77 modern
buildings, among them the Sydney Opera House,
Bauhaus school building, Salk Institute and Yoyogi
National Stadium. Another organisation, Docomomo
International is dedicated to documenting and
conserving the buildings, sites and neighbourhoods
of the Modern Movement of Architecture. It has
expanded tremendously since its establishment in
1988 and now has 71 chapters across the world.
Over the years, these major international heritage
organisations have expressed their concerns about
modern buildings at risk of demolition in Hong Kong.
For instance, ISC20C issued an international ‘Heritage

Alert’ regarding the proposed demolition of the West
Wing of the Central Government Offices Complex in
June 2012. It asked that the Hong Kong government
reconsider its decision to tear down the West Wing
for commercial development and so possibly played
a role in the government eventually deciding to keep
the building. Also in the past decade, Docomomo
International has issued ‘Heritage in Danger’ alerts for
three modern buildings in Hong Kong: Union Church
(demolished in 2017) [Fig.3], State Theatre (now
being conserved by a new owner) and the GPO [Figs.
1,2](which looks certain to be torn down soon).
Global efforts to safeguard modern architecture
make the case that being new should not diminish
a building’s conservation value. For example, the
Bauhaus school building designed by Walter Gropius
had only 40 years of history when it was listed in
1964. Likewise, the Luce Memorial Chapel, completed
in 1963, was only 56 years old when it was listed
as Taiwan’s official monument in 2019. The city of
Brasilia, designed in 1956, was designated a World
Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1987. UNESCO now
has dozens of modern buildings on its list of World
Heritage Sites, including seven buildings designed by
Antonio Gaudi, 17 buildings by Le Corbusier, and eight
buildings by Frank Lloyd Wright.
Embodying the modern era
Modern architecture is often stigmatised as ugly, stolid
buildings that favour function over beauty. However,
aesthetics and architectural tastes change with time.
Buildings we consider tasteful today may be disliked
by others tomorrow. In the past, building patrons
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and architects identified ornaments with beauty. This
preference gradually changed when the social, political
and technological developments of the 20th century
launched new architectural ideas and aesthetics. With
new building materials, notably concrete, modern
buildings broke away from the classical architectural
and artistic traditions that stressed order, symmetry,
proportion and ornamentation; instead, they
emphasized simplicity of form and the elimination of
ornaments. In his Ornament and Crime, Adolf Loos
famously proclaimed that ‘the evolution of culture
is synonymous with the removal of ornament from
objects of everyday use.’4 Loos’ statement reflected
the idea that a reduction in the use of ornaments
was a sign of progress. Whether one agrees with
him or not, his comment reflects the architectural
preference of the modern era to excoriate details and
extravagance. Utility, efficiency and simplicity became
the key values of modern architecture.
Hong Kong has followed this trend. Modernism
arrived in Hong Kong during the 1920s and 1930s.
Architects experimented with new design ideas such
as functionalism and rationalism. The Public Works
Department (PWD), the official agency responsible
for designing governmental buildings, began using
concrete as the primary material for many public
buildings, decorating them with fewer and fewer
ornamentations. Two of the earliest examples are
Wan Chai Police Station [Fig.5] and Sai Ying Pun
Market, both completed in 1932 and both employing
a stripped-down design free of the decorative
details and pitched roofs commonly seen in other
governmental buildings at that time.
The real change, however, came in 1937 with
the completion of Wan Chai Market, the first PWDdesigned building with no allegiance to the classical
architectural idiom. Instead, it featured a distinctive

triangular plan with rounded corners. Deep canopies
and overhangs with round edges provided shade to
the entrance and windows. The building’s horizontal
lines gave it streamlined appearance, encapsulating
a machine aesthetic of the modern era with its
emphasis on aerodynamic lines and forms in the
modeling of ships, airplanes and automobiles.
Our other example of an early modern public
building built before World War II is Bonham Road
Government Primary School. [Fig.4] This three-story
concrete building, completed in 1941, was originally
built to house Northcote Training College. Its E-shaped
plan was derived from the school’s programmes and
functions. The building has minimal ornamentation,
with only simple curves and horizontal overhangs. Its
most distinctive architectural feature was a rotating
staircase that gave the school a streamlined look.
The school was declared an official monument in July
2021, making it the first modern-style architecture
in Hong Kong to be protected by laws. Everyday
buildings, such as markets and schools, may not be
the most eye-catching, but they nevertheless embody
the architectural taste of the modern era.
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Postwar heritage
Hong Kong is a city dominated by modern architecture.
Classical architecture fell out of favour after World War
II as modern-style buildings became the predominant
trend. Because modern buildings are so widespread
in Hong Kong, they are often seen as unimportant
or ordinary. In reality, it is they rather than traditional
Chinese dwellings and Western-style colonial landmarks
that define the image of today’s Hong Kong. It is time
to recognise modern architecture as an essential part of
Hong Kong’s architectural tradition.
Hong Kong’s total embrace of modern
architecture with its emphasis on functionality and

cost-effectiveness over ornamentation and artistry was
a response to the city’s postwar social conditions and
financial realities. In 1954, the government launched
a massive resettlement program to accommodate
settlers affected by fire and an official squatter
clearance programme. The Resettlement Department
conceded that the multistoried, H-shaped resettlement
blocks designed by the PWD ‘were not high-grade
housing. It was an emergency accommodation built
to meet a grave emergency.’5 It also noted that ‘the
decision to accept this type of sub-standard housing
as the answer to the overall squatter problem was
not lightly taken.’ But given the stringent budget and
the need to urgently accommodate a vast number
of people victims, the resettlement blocks were a
cost-effective housing prototype easily reproducible
on a large scale. Just one year after launching the
programme, the Resettlement Department and the
PWD had constructed 17 buildings with a height of six
or seven stories that provided 8,500 flats – enough
to accommodate 50,000 people.6 Many members
of Hong Kong’s postwar generations have passed a
significant portion of their life in these resettlement
blocks. Although these blocks might be regarded as
‘sub-standard’ architecture, they are an integral part
of our collective memory. The conservation of Mei Ho
House, one of these H-shaped resettlement blocks,
serves as the only remaining architectural record of
this important era.
Despite their plain appearance, modern buildings
are architectural memorials for Hong Kong’s postwar
generations. Over the past two decades, many
architects, conservation activists and members of the
public have fought to save the city’s modern architecture
from demolition. If not for their efforts, we would have
lost Wan Chai Market, Central Market, the West Wing of
the Central Government Offices Complex and the State

Theatre. These conservation efforts reflect how local
people esteem the city’s modern heritage.
Regrettably, Hong Kong has lost Queen’s Pier,
Star Ferry Pier and, in all likelihood, will soon lose
the GPO. ISC20C stresses that ‘the obligation to
conserve and manage the heritage places and sites
of the twentieth century is as important as our
duty to conserve the significant cultural heritage of
previous eras.’7 Modern architecture is the heritage
of our generation. If we do not make an effort to
protect modern buildings, how can we ensure that
the architecture of our time will be passed on to our
future generations?8
Carmen C. M. Tsui is associate professor at Lingnan
University of Hong Kong.
徐頌雯是嶺南大學歷史系副教授。

1 Mike Ives, “‘Box’ or Gem? A Scramble to Save Asia’s Modernist
Buildings,” The New York Times, December 25, 2020.
2 The Hong Kong Government, “LCQ10: Future Plan for the General
Post Office Building in Central,” March 27, 2019, https://www.info.
gov.hk/gia/general/201903/27/P2019032600701p.htm.
3 “Review of Built Heritage Conservation Policy Consultation
Document” (Government Logistics Department, February 2004), 5,
https://www.info.gov.hk/archive/consult/2004/heritage.pdf.
4 Adolf Loos, Ornament and Crime: Selected Essays (Riverside,
Calif.: Ariadne Press, 1998), 167.
5 Hong Kong Annual Departmental Report by the Commissioner for
Resettlement for the Financial Year 1954–1955, 18.
6 Hong Kong Annual Departmental Report by the Commissioner for
Resettlement for the Financial Year 1954–1955, 18.
7 ICOMOS International Scientific Committee on Twentieth
Century Heritage, “Approaches to the Conservation of TwentiethCentury Cultural Heritage (Madrid–New Delhi Document) 2017”
(ICOMOS, 2017), 3.
8 The work described in this paper was fully supported by a
grant from the Research Grants Council of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region, China (Project No. LU 11604419).

1 General Post Office (Credit Lord Jaraxxus,
Wiki)
2 General Post Office, the building as viewed
from the sea with three launch bays at water
level for loading mail (Source: “New GPO has
interesting design features”, in Asian Building
Construction, June 1976, p.37)
3 Union Church (demolished 2017)
4 Bonham Road Government Primary
School (Credit Development Bureau)
5 Former Wanchai Police Station (Credit
author)
5
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A Trip down memory lane – State Theatre
回憶的道路 - 皇都戲院
Wendy Ng 吳韻怡
皇都戲院乃一幢戰後現代主義建築，在現時歷史建築
評級光譜中屬較新的時期，亦非一般公眾最關注的建
築風格。2015 年，市場上傳出收購皇都戲院的消息，
當時該建築只被擬議為三級歷史建築。皇都戲院為建
築文物保護師吳韻怡童年回憶之所，她連同活現香港
埋首研究其文化價值，以爭取更高評級。本文概述了
民間團體保育經過，及皇都戲院的最終命運。

As an architectural conservationist, I have been writing
a lot of building appraisals, usually in the building's
chronological order. But for the State Theatre, I would
love to begin with my own chronological order.
When I was small, my mom had a children’s wear
shop in the State Theatre shopping arcade. It was
named after me: Wendy Company. I would go there
after school almost every day and develop a strong
bonding with our neighbours. I would play with the kids
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from another shop at the dress circle lift lobby, which
was a few steps away from Wendy Company. That was
how we got along with the lift operator, who liked to
pull funny faces at us. Her husband had a stall selling
roast chestnuts and sweet potatoes just outside at Hei
Wo Street. Sometimes I would get treats from him.
The arcade was like a maze with its corridor
networks, where I loved to explore in my spare time.
I like the way the building was built along the sloped
site, in which the architect designed different levels
within the arcade. Wendy Company was located on
the King’s Road level, where most of the shops were
neighbourhood shops for the kaifongs. The lower
part on the Java Road level were mostly storages and
workshops. As my mom needed to look after the shop,
our family activities mainly took place around it. We
would have dinner in the restaurant on the upper floor.

2

3

And of course, we used to go to the movies at the
Theatre from time to time.
It was not until 2015, when there was news about
the buyout of the State Theatre which alerted my friend
from Walk in Hong Kong. As the State Theatre was
a proposed Grade 3 Historic Building back then, the
lowest grade in the system, we planned to urge for a
higher grade in order to increase the chance to keep it.
The first thing we did was to establish its cultural
significance through preparing a building appraisal
based on the criteria the Antiquities and Monuments
Office (AMO) adopted for their grading exercise.
During our research, we found an advertisement for
the grand opening of Empire Theatre, when it was first
built as a standalone theatre building in 1952. The
advertisement even claimed that its underground car
park was unique in the Far East. It was built to have a
stage with an orchestra pit. Apart from movies, it was
also a place for musical performances. Harry Odell,
the Managing Director of Commonwealth Enterprises
Corporation Ltd. that built the Empire Theatre, was a
well-recognized Hong Kong theatre impresario who
was able to invite a lot of world-famous performers to
perform at Empire Theatre.

The theatre was further expanded between
1957-1959, where residential blocks were built at the
rear of the theatre, the original car park was integrated
with the new extension and formed a shopping arcade
on the street level. It was renamed the State Theatre
thereafter, which gradually became the place where I
spent my childhood.
My friend asked how I like the roof structure
when we started our research. To be honest, I have
never paid attention to it as the main facade was
always covered by large advertising boards. When
we found an article about the Empire Theatre, it
highlighted that the concrete parabolic roof trusses
design was of particular interest.1 As we failed to
identify any other building of similar roof structure,
we enquired a number of academics about its
uniqueness.2 That led to the inclusion of the State
Theatre on DOCOMOMO International’s ‘Heritage in
danger’ list, referring to the uniqueness of having the
parabolic roof trusses in particular.3
In April 2016, we submitted our prepared building
appraisal to Antiquities Advisory Board (AAB) for their
consideration to accord a higher grading status to the
State Theatre.4 During the 174th AAB meeting, AMO
presented that in view of the major alteration works
carried out to the interior, relatively lower scores were
given in the criteria for integrity and group value. A
number of members opined that the State Theatre
should be accorded a higher grading status and
requested for further information about the interior
alteration to facilitate deliberation on the grading.5
The State Theatre had received wide media
coverage since then. Inside stories about different shops
in the arcade were reported, which aroused the public's
attention. Different groups initiated their own activities in
responses, for instance, old photo collection,6 sketching
on-site,7 documentation8 , etc.
Meanwhile, we found drawings when State
Theatre was converted into a billiard centre in 2000,
which showed that the original theatre structure is
still intact with non-destructive additions such as
false ceilings and decks over the existing sloping or
stepping auditorium. Information was submitted to
AAB for their further consideration. In December 2016
during the 176th AAB meeting, after a lively discussion
amongst the members, it was voted that a Grade 1
status should be given to the State Theatre and was
finally confirmed in 2017.
The conservation of the State Theatre did not just
end at this point. In 2018, New World Development
(NWD) made an application to the Lands Tribunal for a
compulsory sale order in respect of the State Theatre
with a view to unifying the ownership of the building for
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1 State Theatre, 2020. (Credit: author)
2 State Theatre, circa 1961 (Credit: Martin
Snelling, flickr)
3 Empire Theatre, 1952.
4 Elevation showing residential blocks
5 First floor plan showing cinema, 1991.
6 Long section, State Theatre when it was
converted into a billiard centre in 2000. It
can be seen that the theatre structure is
still intact.
7 The interior of the shopping arcade on
King’s Road Level. (Credit: The Author)
8 View of revamped arcade interior for
exhibition “Discover the State Theatre in
all of us”.
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redevelopment purposes.9 In 2020, the State Theatre
was sold to NWD at auction. NWD subsequently
announced a conservation project “to conserve and
restore this iconic building to its original glamour and
build a cultural oasis that serves the community.”10
Since 2018, I was invited to be one of the advisors for
NWD’s community programs with the aim to increase
public understanding of the history of North Point
and the State Theatre. Their recent immersive event,
“Discover the State Theatre in All of Us” was a huge
success in revealing stories of the theatre through
visitors’ personal experiences.11

It has been an amazing journey with the State
Theatre, which I could hardly experience in any
other historic building, as a historic place with my
own memories at different stages in my life. It is
encouraging to know that the future State Theatre will
be serving the community as it used to be and I am
looking forward to it.

1 Henry Graye (ed.) “The New Empire Theatre,” The Hongkong and
Far East Builder, Vol. 9, No. 2 (July-September 1951) (Hong Kong:
Hong Kong Building Service, 1951), 22.
2 We enquired: i) Prof. Lee Ho Yin, a co-founder and the longest
serving Director of the Architectural Conservation Programmes in Hong
Kong. ii) Prof. Ho Puay Peng, the Head of Department of Architecture,
School of Design and Environment, National University of Singapore,
who holds the UNESCO Chair on Architectural Heritage Conservation
and Management in Asia. iii) Dr. Andrea Hamilton, a Senior Lecturer in
Structural Engineering Materials at Civil and Environmental Engineering,
University of Strathclyde in Glasgow, UK. iv) Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jos Tomlow,
a member of DOCOMOMO International Specialist Committee Technology Karl-Liebknecht-Ring 8, D-02763 Zittau, Germany,
Hochschule Zittau/Görlitz, (University of applied sciences, Zittau/
Görlitz), Theodor-Körner-Allee 16, D-02763 Zittau, Germany.
3 Jos Tomlow, “Report on the preservation of the State Theatre in
Hong Kong and its possible nomination on a Heritage list (1952)”, 10
March 2016. Accessed on 06 October 2021, website: https://www.
docomomo.hk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/State-Theatre-1.pdf.
《舊皇都戲院文物價值評估報告》，29-03-2016。瀏覽日期：
4 活現香港，
07-10-2021，網址：https://walkin.hk/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/
Heritage_Value_Assessment_Former_State_Theatre.pdf
5 Antiquities and Monuments Office, Leisure and Cultural Services
Department, “Minutes of the 174th Meeting”, Ref: LCSD/CS/AMO
22-3/1, September 2016. Accessed on 06 October 2021, website:
https://www.aab.gov.hk/form/AAB174_minutes_e.pdf.
6 香港舊照片，〈關注皇都〉，18-04-2016。瀏覽日
期：07-10-2021，網址：https://www.facebookcom/

oldhkphoto/photos/pb.344052192346676.2207520000.1463262621./1021762951242260/?type=3&so
urce=43
7 何阿嵐 潘浩欣 鄺曉恩，〈【城市寫生】記錄七一的熱烈與流動 畫
家︰每張畫都承載故事〉，香港 01，10-07-2016。瀏覽日期：07-102021，網址：https://www.hk01.com/ 藝文 /30659/ 城市寫生 - 記錄

Wendy Ng is an architectural conservationist and
director of Revival Heritage Consultants Limited.
吳韻怡是一名建築文物保護師。

七一的熱烈與流動 - 畫家 - 每張畫都承載故事。

8 Thomas Leung, “the future of State Theatre”, vimeo, 5 May
2016. Accessed on 06 October 2021, website: https://vimeo.
com/165675229.
9 New World Development Company Limited, “New World
Development applies for compulsory sale of State Theatre Building with
a view to conserve”, 22 October 2018. Accessed on 6 October 2021,
website: https://www.nwd.com.hk/content/new-world-developmentapplies-compulsory-sale-state-theatre-building-view-conserve-0.
10 New World Development Company Limited, “Adrian Cheng Taps
WilkinsonEyre, Purcell to Conserve Hong Kong’s Last Surviving Movie
Palace, the 68-Year-Old State Theatre”, 8 October 2020. Accessed on
6 October 2021, website: https://www.nwd.com.hk/content/adriancheng-taps-wilkinsoneyre-purcell-conserve-hong-kongs-last-survivingmovie-palace-6-0.
11 New World Development Company Limited, “‘Discover the State
Theatre in All of Us’ An exceptional immersive event in a Grade I
historic site before New World Development begins the restoration
of the State Theatre”, 1 April 2021. Accessed on 6 October 2021,
website: https://www.nwd.com.hk/content/discover-state-theatre-all-usexceptional-immersive-event-grade-i-historic-site-new-worl-0.
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A Place that Sparks Joy
Restoring Duddell Street Steps and Gas Lamps
喜悅之地 : 都爹利街石階及煤氣路燈修復
Fanny Ang 洪彬芬

1

一件陳年的牛仔褲，儘管殘破不堪，我仍然會不斷的
修補它以保留昔日的回憶及喚起心中的喜悅。建築保
育則以理性和科學的方式評估遺產的文化意義以及如
何保護這些－喜悅之地。本文作者仔細地記錄了都爹
利街石級及煤氣路燈修復工程的經過及如何重組這一
個充滿香港集體回憶的地方。

I have a pair of jeans that, despite it is so aged and
so torn that it should be dismissed, I just keep fixing it,
patching it up and wearing it. I just cannot give it up. I
guess that is what people call something that sparks joy.
“When something sparks joy, you should feel a
little thrill. It can come from the fact that you really
love and enjoy an object, like a favorite sweater.”
Maybe the sweater reminds you your childhood
memory; maybe it carries loves from someone; or
maybe it is simiply your favourite without a reason.
Have you ever find places in our city that spark
joy? Just like the sweaters reminding your childhood
memory, carrying hidden loves, r , or you simply enjoy
the texture, the smell, the sound, the warmth and the
ambience they bring and you love and feel attached to?
Heritages are often places that spark joy.
Conservation principles tells rationally and
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scientifically how you assess the cultural signficance
of a heritage and how you should conserve it. We
assess to see if it carries historic, asthetic, contextual,
social, cultural and technological values; we investigate
which parts of it are character-defining elements that
need to be retained; we identify which conservation
approach (preservation, restoration, reconstruction
or adaptation) fits it the best; we find out a way to
introduce intervention that is minimal to avoid impact
on its significance but is necessary to help it survive
and sustain in the changed environment.
But set aside these phliosphical and rational
principles about conservation and set aside the role
of professionals (conservationists/ architects), as
members of our beloved city, can we have a simpler
and straight forward judgement? No matter to resecue
an at-risk heritage from demolition, to adapive-reuse
an abonedoned heritage, or to repair and restore
an damaged heritage, we just simply never give up
something that sparks joy. Just like what I do to my
pair of jeans, we
• Keep it in place;
• Keep it in use meaningfully and adapt it in
response to the changing context so as to

enrich its cultural significance;
• Keep all its significant parts in place and in
good shape unless they are beyond repair;
• Keep it attached to its people;
• Keep its Spirit of Place.
It is the bonding between the heritages and the
people that feel them joy sparking that keep the
heritages’ Spirit of Place sustain, and it is the bonding
between a city and its people that keep the city’s
Spirit of Place sustain.
Duddell Street
The Duddell Street Granite Steps and Gas Lamps
have been serving Hong Kongers since 1883, quietly
and sincerely. To assess its cultural signifiance in
conservation terms, it is historically signficant as
it houses the last four historic gas lamps in Hong
Kong and showcases the public lighting facility in the

early colonial period; it is architecturally important
as it is a street structure built entirely in granite with
Classcial Revival style bulstrade design that still exist
nowadays; it is contextually important as it is located
in the earliest developed district of the colonial Hong
Kong and thus is an essential member of the heritage
cluster in Central that reflects streetscapes of old
Hong Kong. It is also socially significant to Hong
Kongers and even tourists as it is a public space that
houses numerous people who pass-by, who pause
and take a short break from the fast-paced office
lives, who purposely come to take photos and who
have built collective memory through visits or movies,
photography and music videos.
Based on the above rational Statement of
Significant for Duddell Street, you may not notice if it
is a joy-sparking place for you. But you surely know
when you feel heart broken to see it being destroyed.
While we thought a declared monument and a
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1 Duddell Street reopened in 2020.
2 Restored stone baluster detail.
3 Construction Drawing for Duddell Street
Restoration, plan, source: ANG Studio Ltd
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public asset was well protected against any risks of
being demolished for redevelopment, of which most of
the heritages in Hong Kong are facing, its monument
status could not protect it against typhoons. A fallen
tree nearby seriously damaged Duddell Street when
Super Typhoon Mangkhut hit Hong Kong on 16
September 2018. Three of the four gas lamps fell to
the ground. A large part of the granite balustrades and
precasted concrete balusters were broken into pieces.
The Restoration
As the conservation architect commssioned by
the Highways Department to restore the damaged
Duddell Street, honestly we were thrilled to get a
mission to rescue our beloved monument, but we
soon needed to turn this excitement into our rational
mode for practical conservation. Since every broken
piece of the stair is precious, it was decided with the
Antiquities and Monuments Office to reuse the stair
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using old fabrics as far as possible to restore the stair
back to its appearance just before the typhoon hit1.
Intervention should only be introduced if needed. We
began our restoration works with question rising and
“crime scene investigation”.
• How to stitch the broken pieces back into one
piece?
From our initial investigation on site and from
the loose broken pieces salvaged by Highways
Department and Antiquities and Monuments, there
were over 30 broken and loose pieces of granite
balustrade parts needed to be stitched back to
the main body in Duddell Street. With the help of
3D scanning, the puzzle game could be solved in
computer and we were able to secure quite quickly
that there was no missing granite pieces. However,
the precast concrete balusters were damaged more
severely. 42 out of 101 balusters were found missing

on site. Our team members tried several attempts in
the temporary storage to reassemble the balusters
among over a hundred broken salvaged pieces, but
only 32 balusters could be reassembled fully or
partially. The fact that some parts of the balusters still
attached to the granite top rail (off-site) and bottom
rail (on site) had made the puzzle game even more
difficult. The puzzle game for balusters could only be
halfly solved off-site during our investigation stage.
On the other hand, through these puzzle games,
we got some clues on the original fixing details of
different parts of the stair and balustrade and hence
their structural system. Interviews with people who
had involved in previous repair works of the stair,
including craftsmen and a former officer from the
Architectural Services Department, helped us and our
structural engineers to complete the investigation.
Structural members are all granite blocks – they build
up the walls on two sides to support the granite
slabs (steps) and the pillars, which in turn support
the granite top rails of the balustrades that run from
pillar to pillar in one piece. The balusters are nonstructural. It was originally a pure masonry structure
fixed by mortar without any reinforcement, not even in
the pre-cast concrete balusters and their connection
to the granites. However, steel ties to the granite
rails and even steel reinforced balusters had been
introduced over time for repair of the balustrades.
This inspired the restoration team the design of the
structural stitches of the broken granite rails and
precast concrete balusters – to stitch the broken
granite rail pieces by stainless steel bars, which need
to be supported by 13 newly produced REINFORCED
precast concrete balusters that are to be fixed into the
granite rails, in order to ensure the structural integrity
and hence safety of the balustrade structure. Other
balusters remain non-structural and so the salvaged
broken pieces can be simply restored by stitching
using steel rods hidden inside.
• How to produce replica balusters?
The fabrication of the 13 new reinforced precast
concrete balusters, which are required structurally, had
to strictly follow the structural specification including
the grade of stainless steel reinforcement inside and
the concrete; whereas the non-structural replicas
had more flexibilty for conservation thought. From
the observation of the broken pieces, balusters were
original plain concrete, but had been evolved with
attempts of adding reinforcement – earlier bamboo rods
and later mild steel rods. At the beginning, there was
thought to fabricate the non-structural replicas based
on the original plain concrete model, but it was soon

replaced by the idea to introduce steel reinforcement
due to two reasons: 1) From technical point of view,
the plain concrete balusters are weak in taking tension
and bending, and therefore they could be more easily
broken. The attempts to adding reinforcement over time
collided this argument. 2) From conservation point
of view, the existing Duddell Street houses balusters
of different era and thus showcases the evolution of
fabrication technique and reflects the accumulation of
construction knowledges. The introduction of stainless
steel reinforcement continues this evolution and
accumulation. They were distinguished by a mark “2019”
to keep authenticity though.
The restoration works commenced on site in
August 2019. During the entire work progress, half
width of Duddell Street was maintained in use to keep
business in the busy Central as usual. With the effort
of the specialist contractor, the unfinished puzzle
game was successfully completed in such restricted
area. And out of our expectation 34 balusters restored
from the broken pieces were finally placed back to
Duddell Street, together with all broken granite pieces
and the 3 fallen lampposts.

Fanny Ang is an architect, conservationist and authorized
person and has over 10 years experience with a specialty in
architectural conservation.
洪彬芬是一名建築師，保育人士及認可人士，並在建築保育方面擁有
10 年經驗。

1 Historical photos showed that there were times that Duddell
Street carried balusters different from nowadays. It appeared with a
combination of urn-shaped and rectangular shaped balusters. Oral
history from a former staff from the Architectural Services Department
who was involved in a repair of the stair in the 1980s also informed
that one ceramic baluster, which were believed to be original form of
the balusters, was once found on site but was replaced by precast
concrete one. We didn’t adopt these two versions of balusters for
restoration, as the former did not reflect the original appearance while
the latter was not justified by enough evidence.

4
5
6
7

Restored Duddell Street open for public use, 2021.
Touching up restored handrail
Putting back stone handrail in place
Putting back restored baluster in place and touching up
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Reuse at Yue Man Square

1

Miniature as Method for a Melancholic Thought Experiment
再利用裕民枋 : 作為憂鬱思想實驗的微縮模型
Emily Verla Bovino

筆者以近日裕民坊商場 (YM2) 舉行的－觀塘·傳情
微縮模型展覽作為市區重建局在觀塘及舊裕民坊
重建的反思。儘管模型能夠捕捉被拆卸建築的昔日
光彩，筆者認為保留原有建築及其「街坊」文化則
更具保育意義。

The thousands of people who walked through the
atrium of East Kowloon’s YM2 this summer passed
the spectacle of Kwun Tong’s old town centre in
demolition behind the glass walls of the new transit
and shopping hub. The removal of Yue Man Square
( 裕民坊 , 1959-1963) began the final phase of
the Kwun Tong Town Centre Project (KTTCP), the
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largest redevelopment initiative of Hong Kong’s Urban
Renewal Authority (URA).1 The demolition was also
the backdrop to ‘Love at Kwun Tong’ ( 觀塘 • 傳情微
縮藝術展 ), an exhibition held in the YM2 atrium from
May to July which, supported by developer Sino Land,
showed 38 miniatures of Hong Kong shops and street
scenes made by members of the Joyful Miniature
Association (JMA, 快樂微型藝術會 ). The URA also
commissioned a 3D-printed model with hand-painted
additions inspired by old Yue Man Square and seven
hand-crafted recreations of local stores that had been
run in nearby alleys, street-sides and corners.
Inside YM2, awed visitors crowded around the
tiny Yue Man Square shop models with their thimblesize shoes and bowls of tau fu fa. Outside were

slogans taped to the roll-down gates of shuttered
stores: “Urban redevelopment destroys community,
real estate hegemony wipes out old districts”.2 Given
this juxtaposition, the miniature exhibition looked
like it had been organised to assuage the public
over the gutting of Kwun Tong. The URA has a ‘5R
Business Strategy’ – ‘Redevelopment, Rehabilitation,
Reservation, Revitalization and Retrofitting’.3 Reuse
is not one of them. Now, it is too late for Yue Man
Square. But, prompted by YM2’s miniature exhibition, I
would like to posit a thought experiment.
What new model of redevelopment for economic
diversity and design engagement might the KTTCP
have offered Hong Kong’s low-income residents
with a scheme that had aimed at reusing Yue Man
Square? In this context, reuse would not have meant
replacing old uses for new ones in order to conserve
architecture; instead, re-use would have called for
‘using again’ – retaining old uses in ways that reengineered past designs for innovative social solutions
through architecture. Using miniatures – models that
explore the life of buildings after their construction
rather than in their ideation – could have been a real
design tool allowing for a practice-based form of civic
engagement self-generated by city residents as a
vector of new experiments.4
Cultivating design
engagement and a sense of ownership
Just a short walk from YM2, the Tsun Yip Street
Playground hosts an exhibition pavilion of adapted
industrial containers designed by architect Wang
Weijen called ‘The Spirit of Creation’. Launched in
2014, the pavilion was the result of a competition for
Energising Kowloon East, a project of Hong Kong’s
Development Bureau.5 The brief for the project
asked for miniatures that visualised Kwun Tong’s
industrial past, but Wang instead used the project
to explore ideas of open space, the facilitation of
interactions between white- and blue-collar workers
and to promote reuse.6 Fostering awareness of
Kwun Tong’s industrial history, the pavilion’s adapted
containers, interlinked as a cluster of open shelters,
encourage passers-by to make their own use of its
broad benches amid information panels and industrial
objects, allowing them to share a sensibility with
design strategies once found at Yue Man Square.
The translation of the character 坊 (fang) in
裕民坊 (Yue Man Fang) as ‘square’ is misleading: Yue
Man Square was primarily a road, approximately 400
metres-long. It accommodated bus stops and vendor
carts and was flanked by a green sitting-out area
and shops, but was never the open area that might

2

have been expected in a ‘square’. The five shop-andtenement buildings on Yue Man Square, designed by
local and migrant Chinese architects, functioned like
a gate, marking the end of an industrial area and the
beginning of a residential zone. 坊 has historically
been used to refer to enclosed urban wards in ancient
Chinese cities,7 and Kwun Tong had indeed become
an urban ward and sub-regional centre for the
surrounding villages that had had grown up as waves
of migrants arrived from mainland China. The district
had played an important role in the development
of manufacturing, of construction techniques (for
example, for slip-forming), of modes of vocational
education, of architecture for healthcare and of mass
housing.8 Indeed, it could be seen as Hong Kong’s ‘first
completely planned new town’ due to its provision of
‘housing, roads, sewerage and other services’ before
development.9
Along with façade customisations and neon
signboards, a focal point in the Yue Man Square
miniature at ‘Love at Kwun Tong’ is the ground level
of Yue Wah Mansion (407-431 Kwun Tong Road),
where a pillared open area with broad stairs designed
by architect Chau Ho Ming ( 周浩明 ) encouraged foot
traffic and commerce under the buildings between Yue
Man Square and Kwun Tong Road .10 This variation on
the Hong Kong tenement recalls George Howe, Louis
Kahn and Oscar Storonov’s reconfiguration of the
American row house with a customisable ground floor
at Pennsylvania’s Carver Court. Listed in the United
States National Register of Historic Places in 2016,
Carver Court was planned to encourage customisation
with a garage and a workshop or additional living
space and to give the black steelworkers for whom
it was built ‘a sense of ownership and design
engagement’.11 Kostis Kourelis, an architectural
historian involved in strategising the conservation of
Carver Court, identifies these two values as critical to
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the project’s historical significance.12
The URA-commissioned miniature of Yue Man
Square similarly acknowledges these values, but the
KTTCP’s design outcomes for YM2, where ‘Love at
Kwun Tong’ was on view this summer, ultimately
undermines them. YM2’s Yue Man Lane and Hawker
Bazaar show that concerns about the future of old
uses were considered in YM2’s planning, but the
resulting attempts at social sustainability fail. Yue
Man Lane is a corridor of shops off the atrium, some
reserved for former shop operators of Yue Man Square
(only 15 of 110 accepted).13 The Hawker Bazaar,
accessed by escalator from the minibus terminus
on the ground floor, is an enclosed air-conditioned
area with in-built stalls. Visits to these spaces and
the digital simulations of their operation on the YM2
website disappoint hopes that the grassroots vitality
of Yue Man Square might have survived.
The colonial legacy of bureaucratic elitism
and technicism has left urban planning in Hong
Kong with few means for open and inclusive public
engagement.14 Studies show the KTTCP attempted
engagement innovations between 2005 and 2007,
but the steering of issues in surveys and workshops,
the lack of transparency around commissioned studies,
and the absence of will to share power persisted.15
The KTTCP has been criticised as a ‘gentrification’
machine, increasing rent and operation costs to
eliminate family-operated businesses, low-income
groups and working-class participation.16 Planner and
geographer Mee Kam Ng compares ‘the death of the
community’ in Kwun Tong with the ‘resilience’ of the
Blue House in Wan Chai which a now hobbled District
Council helped retain its old uses when threatened by
a URA proposal.17 As it becomes increasingly difficult
for civil society to mobilise due to anxieties around the
new national security law, public engagement efforts
are at risk. How will the URA respond?

Opposing classist beautification
At the 1964 annual dinner of the Hong Kong Society
of Architects, Governor David Trench made an appeal
for ‘beautification’, referring to what he considered
disappointing architectural efforts in Kwun Tong’s
town centre.18 As Carver Court and similarly spirited
contemporary plans such as Alejandro Aravena’s halfbuilt houses show, architecture can support vernacular
design tactics. According to the China Principles,
‘sites (…) where the traditional way of life has
become an integral part of the site’s values, should
be encouraged to continue that function.’19 The URA
miniatures on view in YM2 staked the claim that Yue
Man Square facilitated the development of Kwun Tong
traditions integral to Hong Kong values. The mandate
should have been for them to continue that function.
Yue Man Square, an environment designed by
local and migrant Chinese architects trained within
the modern movement, could have been the focus
of re-use for future design innovations in Kwun Tong.
Though in name the use of Yue Man Square has
remained the same – a town centre – the complex
sociality once denoted has dissolved. Miniatures
might have fostered it had they been taken seriously
as a method. Instead, miniatures, which are not about
smallness, but about the emotional and symbolic
power acquired by the act of scaling and the practice
of modelling from an object-in-use, are now being
deployed to placate the masses with public art at
InPARK.20 In the sculpture park at the Tsun Yip Street
Playground behind Wang Weijen’s exhibition pavilion,
the ball courts and skating rink of the 1970s have
been replaced by an undulating lawn punctuated by
oversized objects of a caricatured industrial past:
broken toy robots and deflated watermelon balls.
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1 Old Yue Man Fong (Credit Jimmy Cheng)
2 A View of Kwun Tong – Yue Man Square
on left; Kwun Tong Road Industrial Area is
on the right (1963). Photo: Information Ser
vices Department, Hong Kong. Source:
Leisure and Cultural Services Department.
3 Four traditional shops from Yue Man Square
at ‘Love at Kwun Tong’ miniature exhibition.
Includes Hing Fat Fruits, Mixing Fruit Juices,
Wing Hing Soy Milk and King of Chicken Cake
(Ann Pang, Carmen Poon, Vivian Lee), 1:12
hand-modelled food and display elements.
(Photo by author).
4 Yue Man Square, 1:76 3D-printed model
with hand-painted additions at ‘Love at
Kwun Tong’ miniature exhibition. Ian Choi,
Tim Ho, Chan Hung Fai (Photo by author).
5 Old Yue Man Fong (Credit Jimmy Cheng)
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Retail Reset : Hong Kong Estate
Commercial Centres as Community Infrastructure Tomorrow
屋邨商場作為未來的社區基礎建設
Jeffrey Cheng 鄭惠冲 / Don Hong 康清華

1

全 港 將 近 半 數 的 香 港 人 都 居 住 在 公 共 屋 邨。 自
1967 年華富邨的落成 — 香港首個屋邨商場，它
們一直被定位為屋邨的社區中心。雖然屋邨商場展
示了前瞻性和具社區獨有特質的公共設施，但不斷
轉變的人口結構、大規模的私有化和老齡化建築結
構正威脅它們的社區影響力。這研究希望能發掘屋
邨商場的不同建築面貌和特質，藉此尋找保存它們
社區功能的可能性。

Estate Centres are a uniquely Hong Kong building
type included in public housing estates since the mid
1960’s. The buildings typically offer a dense mix of
programs from wet market, retail and restaurants
to public services, recreation space and parking - all
tuned to local topography and landscape. In short,
estate centres are designed as the heart of their
respective communities.
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While the housing component to Hong Kong
estates is well documented, there has been no
systematic study of estate centres. It is also a critical
time to examine estate centres. First generation
centres are due for retrofit with some partially sealed
or scheduled for demolition. Other centres face
encroaching commercial pressure, often at the cost
of public space, particularly since half of all estate
centres were privatized in 2004. In collaboration with
architectural photographer Kris Provoost, our project
examines the challenges of providing public amenity
and the richly experimental architectural response
over time. We also ask how the 248 estate centres of
Hong Kong can continue to serve as the centres of
their communities tomorrow.
Retail and Public Space
Wa Fu Estate (1967) set a precedent in estate design

2

in several aspects. Unlike previous housing schemes
located in urban areas, remote Wah Fu Estate required
comprehensive on-site amenity.1 The first library
branch outside of Hong Kong City Hall is located next
to a post office; a kindergarten, schools and eldery
services are also incorporated to offer not just day-today necessity but support over generations.
The second precedent with equally long term
repercussions is the alignment of primary public spaces
with retail functions. While prevalent practice today,
the planning is nevertheless a shift away from market
squares and hawker-lined streets as primary community
spaces. Both the wet market and retail levels are
connected to the sloping streets at Wah Fu, but it is the
later level that is articulated as the principal datum, a
piano nobile open to light, air and views of the sea. The
wet market, meanwhile, is concealed beneath the retail
terrace, setting the stage for retail encroachment on
public amenity in future estates.
Design Evolution
Following Wah Fu, estate centres appear to evolve into
four typologies: courtyard, network and predominantly
arcade and atrium. The arcade, first conceived at
Galerie des Bois with its glazed roof in 1829, has
been linked as much with retail as with places of
leisure and the flaneur.2 Pok Hong Retail Centre
(1983) echo an idealized arcade, complete with
double vaulted roofs between parallel lines of shops

and restaurants. Innovatively, the arcade responds
to the immediate slopped topography and arranges
the two banks of shops on split levels. The arcade is
naturally ventilated and offers generous views toward
the planted landscape and larger estate at either end,
not views of anchor tenants that typify private malls.
Other notable examples of the arcade typology are
Sun Chui and Sui Wo Court, Shatin.
The atrium typology may be traced to les grand
magasins of Paris and early American department stores,
such as Daniel H Burnham’s store for Marshall Field in
Chicago (1892-1902).3 Burnham’s scheme presents
the atrium as public space and extension of the city
itself. The fiction is enhanced by natural daylight, public
events and a station on the Loop funded by Marshall to
bring crowds directly to his department store. Likewise,
the atrium at Heng On Estate (1987-1988) achieves a
sense of public amenity while providing for retail. Shifting
floor plates offer unexpected views from the estate centre
to the exterior landscape. Like the Guggenheim, the
corridors encompassing the atrium spiral up connecting
performance space at grade with an eldery centre and
expansive rooftop space above in a single grand gesture.
The atrium type emerged as the dominant estate
centre typology by the 1980’s, and accounts for half
of all estate centres today. Part of its success may be
the typology’s easy adoption to air conditioning. While
few can dispute the thermal comfort gained, what is
lost in the interiorized estate centre is the connectivity

3
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to the exterior landscape, rooftop, and links back
towards the community. Early air conditioned atrium
types such as Mei Lam (1981) maintain a publicly
accessible roofscape, but the experience is hermetic
and the mall exchanges views of the Shing Mun River
and Tai Mo Mountain for an interior fountain that has
since been paved over for an expanded supermarket.
The interiorized estate centres since the 1980’s tend
to restrict behaviour (no snoozing on benches), limit
accessibility to hours of operation and subject spaces
to security surveillance. Most damaging may be
less perceivable forms of control retail may exert on
public space such as the grip of constant change and
spectacle in a shopping-only environment.
Ways Forward
Sixty years on, Wah Fu faces structural deterioration
and is scheduled for wholesale demolition in

Jeffery Cheng is founder of Building Narratives.
Don Hong is a master graduate from CUHK School of Architecture.
鄭惠冲是建築設計公司 Building Narrative 的創辦人 。
康清華是中文大學建築系碩士畢業生。
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Pok Hong Estate shopping centre’s atrium.
Wa Fu Estate shopping centre’s Section.
Typologies of the estate centre in Hong Kong.
Wa Fu Estate shopping centre’s podium.
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2027.4 Similarly, half of estate centres have not
been renovated since their opening day and require
reinvestments, perhaps an opportunity to secure their
public function for the future.
Some recent estate centres have enjoyed success
in reclaiming public space. At Sui Hei, the parking
structure rooftop is recast as a vibrant communal
recreation space by One Bite Design Studio. The
architects hope that the highly graphic treatment will
draw awareness to the refurbished public space. The
wet market is relocated to roof level. This leaves the
ground level vacant as covered and unprogrammed
open-air space. Both gestures offset an otherwise
over reliance on retail tenants for revenue. Kai Yip has
enjoyed a similar improvement to the public realm. We
hope that the architectural innovation and intelligence
in the 248 estate centres of Hong Kong may offer a
blueprint for robust public amenity in the future.

1 Chung, T. and Man, H., 2016. Occupy Housing: Wah Fu Estate,
HKIA Journal Issue. 72, P.36-37
2 Geist, Johann Friedrich, 1983. Arcades: the History of a Building
Type. Cambridge: MIT Press.
3 Pimlott, M., 2007. Without and within. Rotterdam: Episode.
4 Leung, C.,2020. Renewal of public housing in selected places,
IN03/19-20

*This research is supported and funded by the HKIA CPD
Research Fund.

Towards “Sustainable Revitalisation”
Adapting Industrial Buildings for Reuse
書評 ：活現築蹟 - 工廈活化新生
Thomas Chung 鍾宏亮

Tradition …involves a perception,
not only of the pastness of the past,
but of its presence, …This Historical
Sense, which is a sense of the
timeless as well as of the temporal
…(it is) what makes a writer most
acutely conscious of his place in
time, of his contemporaneity.
T.S. Eliot1
For Hong Kong’s 1,400 multistorey industrial buildings,
conservation is more than
upgrading their physical fabric.
For the post-war generation,
it also recalls memories that
nurtured the city’s growth and
the appreciation of the spirit
embedded within these structures.
Rehabilitating such factories also
enriches the continuity of next
generation’s growth. This edited
book investigates adaptive reuse
as a modern conservation practice.
Through analysing concepts,
contexts and case studies local
and overseas, this publication
examines how this practice evolves
in Hong Kong and its implications.
Chapter 1 traces the
emergence of adaptive reuse
vis-à-vis shifting concepts of
heritage conservation. It goes
on to review current adaptive
reuse mechanisms in Hong Kong
and reflects on the prospect for
industrial reuse. Chapter 2 explores
three approaches to adaptive
reuse in detail, namely integration,

complementarity and association.
Examining related discourses
of architectural production,
heritage conservation and urban
development, the chapter reinforces
the importance of creative
approaches for maintaining heritage
values while supporting future
development.
Chapter 3 focuses on four
overseas cases of adaptive reuse
using the interpretive framework of
multiple heritage values: historic,
aesthetic/architectural, group
and social. It also appraises the
specific adaptive works, its public
engagement, challenges faced and
solutions developed during the
adaptation process. Chapter 4 then
analyses Hong Kong adaptive reuse
cases and reflect on the lessons
learnt: Lui Seng Chun for community
services; the Blue House Cluster
for the consolidation of community
network; 7 Mallory Street valueadding for creative industry; and
the Jockey Club Creative Arts
Centre (JCCAC) for reanimation of
economic production.
Chapter 5 asks how to
adaptively reuse Hong Kong
style factory buildings? Tracing
the evolution of factories for
light industries, it proposes eight
essential aspects for successful
adaptive reuse. Chapter 6 uses
the Luen Tai Industries Building
to showcase the process and
challenges of its long-haul
transformation into a Ginza-style
shopping mall, life@KCC. Chapter

Sustainable Revitalisation: Adaptive
Reuse of Industrial Buildings. Edited
by Tris Kee. The Commercial Press
(HK) Ltd., May 2019.
ISBN: 978 962 07 6558 2

7 concludes by recommending key
steps to plan for the sustainable
revitalisation of industrial buildings,
from considerations of regulatory
and technical requirements to
professional input and policy
updates. In sum, this book offers
a valuable bridging of theory
and practice as well as workable
examples of adapting industrial
buidings for sustainable reuse.

Thomas Chung is associate professor at
the School of Architecture, The Chinese
University of Hong Kong.
鍾宏亮為香港中文大學建築學院副教授。

1 Quoted in Chapter 1, p.26. Elliot, T. S.
(1920) “Tradition and Individual Talent”,
The Sacred Wood. New York: Alfred A. Knopf.
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ARCASIA Ar. Barry Will Award 2021
巴里 · 威爾獎 2021
已故的香港建築師巴里·威爾拿出部分遺產設立巴
里·威爾獎。伍江說，“這個獎項只頒給充分體現社
會責任的建築師。此次是第一次頒獎，首次獲得該
獎項的是孟加拉建築師，在貧民窟幫助沒有能力享
受社區優質資源的窮人做花園。所以，現在建築界
討論的話題更加社會化，大家談責任心，對於中國
建築界，亞洲建築大會不僅僅是個活動，也推動我
們更多地思考社會問題。”

HKIA organised with ARCASIA for the award in
commemoration of ARCASIA Past President Barry
Will. The award provides applicants the opportunity
to participate in a socially-related architectural or
environmental projects. The winning project is:
Common ground: Community-led
productive garden and learning centre
Team Leader: Mahmuda ALAM
Institute of Architects Bangladesh (IAB)
This community project initiated by a group of
architects and building professionals with the aim
to co-create community spaces with grassroots
communities in order to achieve a self-help sustainable
community development. Using the idea “from Waste
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to Garden”, outdoor spaces of the dense housing
communities will be converted of the outdoor spaces
for Productive Gardening, Collective Spaces and Waste
Management to encourage co-creation of learning,
communal kiosks and play spaces. Community-led
and social-responsible entrepreneurship, sustainable
community-building could be cultivated.
The well-thought out framework for community
mapping project with programme and business
management cycle can be a showcase to demonstrate
the contribution of architects to serve the local
community through the core value of economic
development including life sustenance, self-esteem
and freedom. The new bonding of friendship,
neighborhood and livelihood is to be cultivated
through the dedication of architects and related
professionals, and the six fundamental pillars of
human development namely equity, sustainability,
productivity, empowerment, cooperation and security
are strengthened for the betterment of the local
community.
The winning project will be executed and completed
by 2nd Quarter of 2023.

Events 活動
Mar, Jun, Sep, & Dec 		
1st, 2nd and 3rd Quarterly General Meetings and Annual General Meeting
				第一、二及三季季度大會及周年大會
16 Apr - 17 Apr			
HKIA Belt and Road Forum 2021
				香港建築師學會一帶一路論壇 2021
17 Jul - 25 Sept			
			
			

Public Lecture Series “NOT Fixed to the Styles — Exploring Architectural 		
Styles of Built Heritage in Hong Kong” (Jointly Organised by AMO and HKIA)
吾肯定格 — 探尋香港建築遺產的建築風格 ( 與古物古蹟辦事處合辦 )

7 Aug 				
New Members Certificate Presentation Ceremony 2021
				新會員證書頒發儀式 2021
12 Aug - 4 Nov 		
RTHK Radio Programme “Enjoy Learning”- featuring HKIA’s interviews and
				
promotions on architectural conservation with the theme
				香港電台文教組系列式節目 : 學在其中 - 探尋香港保育建築師的角度
20 Oct - 15 Dec			
17th Venice Biennale International Architecture Exhibition Hong Kong
				Response Exhibition
				第十七屆威尼斯國際建築雙年展香港回應展
Dec				
HKIA Cross-Strait Architectural Design Symposium and Awards 2019 –
				Roving Exhibition
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				「黃竹坑綠色連線」設計比賽
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				傑出學生獎 2021
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HKIA Continuing Professional Development Research Fund
				持續專業進修研究基金
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